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The South African economy, which is largely based on heavy industry such as minerals 

extraction and processing, is by nature very energy intensive. Based on the abundance of coal 

resources, electricity in South Africa remains amongst the cheapest in the world. Whilst the 

low electricity price has contributed towards a competitive position, it has also meant that our 

existing electricity supply is often taken for granted. The economic and environmental 

benefits of energy efficiency have been well documented. Worldwide, nations are beginning 

to face up to the challenge of sustainable energy - in other words to alter the way that energy 

is utilised so that social, environmental and economic aims of sustainable development are 

supported. 

South Africa as a developing nation recognises the need for energy efficiency, as it is the most 

cost effective way of meeting the demands of sustainable development. South Africa, with its 



unique economic, environmental and social challenges, stands to benefit the most from 

implementing energy efficiency practices. The Energy Eficiency Strategy for South Africa 

takes its mandate from the South African m i t e  Paper on Energy Policy. It is the first 

consolidated governmental effort geared towards energy efficiency practices throughout 

South Africa. The strategy allows for the immediate implementation of low-cost and no-cost 

interventions, as well as those higher-cost measures with short payback periods. An initial 

target has been set for an across sector energy efficiency improvement of 12% by 2014. 

Thermal and energy system simulation is globally recognised as one of the most effective and 

powerful tools to improve overall energy efficiency. However, because of the usual extreme 

mathematical nature of most simulation algorithms, coupled with the historically academic 

environment in which most simulation software is developed, valid perceptions exist that 

system simulation is too time consuming and cumbersome. It is also commonly known that 

system simulation is only effective in the hands of highly skilled operators, which are 

specialists in their prospective fields. Through previous work done in the field, and the design 

of a dynamic thermal and energy system simulation scheme for cross industry applications, it 

was shown that system simulation has evolved to such an extent that these perceptions are not 

valid any more. 

The South African mining and commercial building industries are two of the major 

consumers of electricity within South Africa. By improving energy efficiency practices within 

the building and mining industry, large savings can be realised. An extensive investigation of 

the literature showed that no general suitable computer simulation software for cross industry 

mining and building thermal and energy system simulation could be found. Because the 

heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) of buildings, closely relate to the ventilation 

and cooling systems of mines, valuable knowledge from this field was used to identify the 

requirements and specifications for the design of a new single cross industry dynamic 

integrated thermal and energy system simulation tool. 

VISUALQEC was designed and implemented to comply with the needs and requirements 

identified. A new explicit system component model and explicit system simulation engine, 

combined with a new improved simulation of mass flow through a system procedure, 

suggested a marked improvement on overall simulation stability, efficiency and speed. The 

commercial usability of the new simulation tool was verified for building applications by 



doing an extensive building energy savings audit. The new simulation tool was further 

verified by simulating the ventilation and cooling (VC) and underground pumping system of a 

typical South African gold mine. Initial results proved satisfactory but, more case studies to 

further verify the accuracy of the implemented cross industry thermal and energy system 

simulation tool are needed. Because of the stable nature of the new VISUALQEC simulation 

engine, the power of the simulation process can be further extended to the mathematical 

optimisation of various system variables. 

In conclusion, this study highlighted the need for new simulation procedures and system 

designs for the successful implementation and creation of a single dynamic thermal and 

energy system simulation tool for cross industry applications. South Africa should take full 

advantage of the power of thermal and energy system simulation towards creating a more 

energy efficient society. 
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Die Suid-Afrikaanse ekonomie is grootliks gebasseer op swaar industrie soos 

mineraalontginning en - prosesseering. Hierdie industrie en prosesse is baie energie 

intensief. As gevolg van die volop natuurlike steenkoolbronne, bly elektrisiteit in 

Suid-Afrika van die goedkoopste ter wereld. Tenvyl hierdie goedkoop 

elektrisiteitsprys verseker dat Suid-Afiika kompeterend bly, het dit tot gevolg dat die 

bestaande energy toevoer gereeld as vanselfsprekend aanvaar word. Die ekonomiese- 

en omgewings venvante voordele wat, 'n verhoging in energie effektiwiteit tot gevolg 

het, is reeds goed gedokumenteer. 

Wkreldwyd begin nasies die uitdaging van volgehoue ontwikkeling ondersoek. In 

ander woorde, die manier waarop energie gebruik word sodat sosiale, omgewings en 

ekonomiese doelwitte wat volgehoue ontwikkeling inhou bevoordeel kan word. Suid- 



Afrika, as ontwikkelende land, erken die nodigheid van energie effektiwiteit. 

Energiedoeltreffendheid is bewys as die mees koste effektiewe metode om aan die 

vereistes van volgehoue ontwikkeling te voldoen. Suid-Afrika met sy unieke 

ekonomiese-, omgewings- en sosiale uitdagings, kan die meeste baat by die 

implementering van energie effektiwiteits praktyke. Die Energy Eflciency Strategy 

for South Africa kry sy mandaat van die Suid Afrikaanse White Paper on Energy 

Policy. Dit is die eerste gekonsolideerde regeringspoging gefokus op die toepassing 

van energie effektiwiteitspraktyke regdeur Suid Afrika. Hierdie strategie maak 

voorsiening vir die onmiddelike implementering van lae koste en geen koste aksies, as 

ook hoer koste aksies met langer terugbetaal periodes. 'n Aanvanklike 

energiebesparings teiken van 12% is daargestel vir 2014. 

Termiese- en energiestelsel simulasie word globaal erken as een van die kragtigste en 

mees effektiefste gereedskapstukke beskikbaar om algehele energie effektiwiteit te 

verhoog. As gevolg van die gewoonlik intensiewe wiskundige natuur van meeste van 

die simulasie algoritmes, gekoppel aan die histories akademiese omgewing waarin 

hierdie simulasie pakette ontwikkel is, bestaan geldige negatiewe persepsies. Daar 

bestaan ook 'n persepsie dat stelselsimulasie te tydrowend en omslagtig is. Dit word 

ook algemeen aanvaar dat stelselsimulasie slegs effektief is 'n die hande van 'n hoogs 

geleerde operateur, gewoonlik 'n spesialis in sy spesifieke veld. Deur die toepassing 

van vorige kennis, en die ontwerp van 'n dinamiese termiese en energie 

stelselsimulasie skema vir kruis industrie toepassings, is bewys dat stelselsimulasie tot 

so 'n mate gevorder het dat die algemene persepsies nie meer van toepassing is nie. 

The Suid-Afrikaanse mynbou- en kommersiele gebou industrie is twee van die 

grootste gebmikers van elektrisiteit in Suid-Afrika. Deur die verbetering van energie 

effektiwiteits praktyke binne die mynbou- en gebou industrie, kan groot potensiele 

besparings gerealiseer word. 'n Omvattende ondersoek in die literatuur het getoon dat 

geen algemene gepaste rekenaar gereedskap vir die simulasie van myn en gebou 

termiese en energie stelsels beskikbaar is nie. Aangesien die simulasie van stelsels in 

geboue die simulasie van mynstelsels navolg, kon waardevolle ondewinding uit 

hierdie veld gebruik word om vereistes en spesifikasies vir die ontwerp van 'n ten 

volle geihtegreerde, dinamiese kruis industrie termiese en energie stelsel gereedskap 

daar te stel. 



VISUALQEC is ontwerp en ge'implementeer om aan hierdie vereistes en behoefies 

soos geidentifiseer te voldoen. 'n Nuwe eksplisiete simulasie engine, gekombineer 

met 'n nuwe verbeterde simulasie van massa vloei deur 'n stelsel prosedure, het 'n 

merkbare verbetering op algehele simulasie stabiliteit, effektiwiteit en spoed tot 

gevolg gehad. 

Die kommersii5le bruikbaarheid van die nuwe simulasie gereedskapstuk is vir gebou 

toepassings geverifieer. 'n Omvattende gebou energie besparings audit is gedoen. Die 

nuwe simulasie program is verder geverifieer deur die simulasie van die verkoelings- 

en ventilasie stelsel en ondergrondse pompstelsel van 'n tipiese Suid Afrikaanse myn. 

Aanvanklike resultate het voldoende resultate gelewer, maar meer gevalle studies 

word benodig om die akkuraatheid verder te bevestig. As gevolg van die stabiele 

natuur van die nuwe VISUALQEC simulasie engine, kan die simulasie proses verder 

uitgebrei word tot die wiskundige optimering van die verskeie stelsel komponente. 

In samevatting beklemtoon hierdie studie die nodigheid vir nuwe simulasie prosedure 

en stelsel ontwerp vir die suksesvolle implementering en ontwikkeling van 'n enkel 

dinamiese termiese- en energie stelsel simulasie paket. Suid Afrika moet die volle 

bag, voordele en potensiaal van termiese- en energie stelsel simulasie tot bevordering 

van 'n energie effektiewe nasie aangryp. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The South African economy is veiy energy intensive. An abundance of coal and subsequent 

low electricity price has had the negative effect that existing energy and electricity supplies 

are often taken for granted. The future growth of the South African economy is heavily 

dependant on the increased awareness and application of energy efficiency practices. 

Thermal and energy system simulation is globally recognised as one of the most effective and 

powerful tools to improve overaN energy efficiency. By providing the South African energy- 

consuming sector with an easy to use, mathematically stable, economically efficient and 

accurate thermal and energy system simulation tool, significant strides towards achieving 

governmental energy efficiency targets will be made. 



CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

The South African economy, which is largely based on heavy industry such as minerals 

extraction (mining) and processing, is by nature very energy intensive [I]. Based on an 

abundance of coal resources [2], electricity in South Africa remains among the cheapest in the 

world. Whilst this historically low electricity price has largely contributed towards creating a 

globally competitive South African economy, it has also meant that existing and f i r e  

electricity and energy supplies are often taken for granted [3] and unnecessarily wasted. With 

the extent of possible electricity shortages in the near future, this situation cannot continue. 

1.2 Sources of primary energy and electricity within South Africa 

Although classified as a third world developing country [4], South Africa boasts a well- 

developed electricity generation and supply infrastructure. In order to better understand the 

needs of the South African energy and electricity sector, it is important to understand how 

South Africa relates to the rest of the world in terms of primary energy sources as well as 

sources of energy used for the generation of electricity. According to the International Energy 

Agency (IEA) [5], the most often used primary source of energy in the world is oil (36%), 

followed by coal (23%), gas (21%), renewable (I 1%) and nuclear (7%). See Figure 1.1. 

Nuclear Other 
7% - 

2% 

Renewables 
Oil 

- 
- 

11% 
36% 

Coal 

23% 

Figure 1.1: Primary energy sources used in the world 
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According to information supplied by the South African Department of Minerals and Energy 

@ME) [3], the profile of sources of primary energy used within South Africa, looks note ably 

different too that of the rest of the world (Figure 1 .I). Because of large natural coal resources, 

coal (73%) form the main source of primary energy. Crude oil (17%) and natural gas (2%) 

resources are limited and consequently have to be imported. Renewable (5%) energy does 

play a limited but significant role, particularly in large hydroelectric power generation. Rich 

uranium deposits scattered throughout South Africa make nuclear (3%) energy a further 

viable source of primary energy. See Figure 1.2 

Nuclear 
Renewables 

5% 
3% Gas 

2% 

Oil 

Coal 

73% 

Figure 1.2: Primary energy sources used in South Africa 

For the energy sources used in the generation of electricity, South Africa again differs from 

trends common to the rest of the world. According to IEA [5], the most common source of 

primary energy used for the generation of electricity in the world are coal (37%), followed by 

hydroelectric (29%), gas (22%), nuclear (7%) and oil (4%). 

In South Africa, this picture again looks different. According to information submitted by 

local electricity generators to the National Energy Regulator of South Africa (NER) [2], coal 

(93%) by far form the main source of energy used for the generation of electricity. Coal is 

furthermore supplemented to a far lesser extent by nuclear (5%) and hydroelectric (2%) 

energy sources. In South Africa, the one source of energy used for the generation of electricity 
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that is notably absent is gas. This is attributed to the lack of any large or developed natural gas 

fields within the South African borders. See Figure 1.3. 

Oil 
Gas Nuclear - OX 
0% 5% Renewables 

- 

0% 

Coal 
- 

93% 

Figure 1.3: Energy sources used for electricity generation in South Africa 

From Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2 it is evident that South Africa is heavily dependent on coal as 

primary source of energy. Coal furthermore largely form the main source of energy for the 

generation of electricity throughout the South African (Figure 1.3) electricity generation 

sector. The overwhelming extent (93%) too which coal is used, is mainly attributed to an 

abundance of natural coal resources scattered throughout South Africa. According to data 

from the DME, South African coal production in 2002 was 242.7 million short tons (mmst). 

In 2001, South Africa was the world's sixth largest coal producer behind (in order) China, 

United States, Australia, India and Russia [4]. 

South Africa is in the unfavourable position that it has no other large developed natural gas or 

oil field resources to substitute or downscale its current overwhelming dependence on coal. 

The ready availability and low price of coal have thus contributed towards an economic 

environment wherein the unit price of electricity in South Africa can be counted as amongst 

the cheapest in the world. Although this historically low electricity price does play a 

significant role in the continued positive growth of the South African economy, it also create 

an environment were energy is often taken for granted and unnecessarily wasted. A further 

undesirable side effect of the low electricity price has been that energy eficiency practices 



have been largely neglected and have frequently been demoted to make way for "priority" 

considerations, such as plant expansions and the increases in production throughput [6].  

1.3 A growing demand for electricity 

Not only is South Africa faced with the challenge of better managing its existing natural 

energy resources, it is also confronted with the ever increasing electricity demands of a 

growing and nation. The United States Department of Energy [6] predicts that the world 

primary energy consumption will increase by 59% over the period 1990 to 2020. The highest 

growth is expected in third world developing countries such as South Africa. The elechicity 

demand in developing countries during the 1980's has grown by more than 11% per year [7]. 

See Figure 1.4. 

Figure 1.4: Prediction of projected world energy consumption 

South Africa is currently in the fortunate position that surplus electricity supply and peak 

demand capacity does exist. If this upward electricity consumption and demand trend 

however persists, South Africa could possibly face an energy crisis in the near future. See 

Figure 1.5. Eskom, which is by far the largest generator and supplier of electricity in South 

Africa, projects these electricity shortages within the next five years. With large scale rural 

electrification projects currently undertaken by Eskom, the projected energy shortages could 

even be earlier. 
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Figure 1.5: South African energy demand forecast

At a cost of R30 billion for the construction of a new power station, Eskom seeks cost

efficient and effective methods to manage its current available electricity supply capacity for

longer [18,19]. The possible energy crisis together with the cost of increasing electricity

supply capacity for Eskom, only further strengthens the need to change the existing way in

which energy and electricity within South Africa are utilised. Implementing and regulating

energy efficiency practices will better prepare South Africa for the threat of possible future

energy shortages.

To ensure future sustained economical growth within South Africa, it is imperative that South

Africa starts implementing and benefiting from largely overlooked energy efficiency

practices. It is also important that South Africa starts managing the existing natural energy

resources with greater care towards future sustainability. In recent years energy efficiency has

attracted more interest within South Africa, and a number of initiatives and projects have

proven the merits and benefits of enhanced energy performance [6,7].

1.4 Focus on sustainable development

The social, economic and environmental benefit of energy efficiency has been well

documented[8]. Worldwide,nationsare beginningto face up to the challengeof sustainable

energy- in other words to alter the way that energy is utilised so that social, environmental

and economicaimsof sustainabledevelopmentare supported.

6
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In 2002, the World Summit on Sustainable Development, held in Johanessburg, South Africa, 

recognised energy efficiency as a key tool to enhance clean energy development and to 

mitigate the negative effects of energy use upon the environment. It is also one of the only 

effective ways to manage existing natural resources towards greater sustainability. 

The benefits of energy efficiency upon the environment are self-evident. These benefits are of 

particular relevance, as South Africa, through the use of coal as primary energy source, 

remains one of the highest emitters of the Greenhouse gas C02 per capita in the world. At a 

local level the problems of SO2 and smoke emissions have been the focus of concern for 

many communities living adjacent to heavily industrialised areas. By implementing energy 

efficiency practices both the macroscopic and microscopic aspects of atmospheric pollution 

will be addressed. A Draji White Paper on the Promotion of Renewable and Clean Energy 

Development [8] further outlines these benefits. 

South Africa, with its unique economic, environmental and social challenges; reconstruction 

and development program (RDP), stand to benefit the most from implementing energy 

efficiency practices. By implementing energy saving and best management practices, South 

Africa will prolong the life of its existing natural resources, mitigate negative environmental 

impacts and contribute significantly to averting the electricity shortages projected for the near 

future. 

1.5 Gearing towards a more energy efficient South Africa 

The Energy Eficiency Strategy for South Africa [9] takes it mandate from the South African 

White Paper on Energy Policy [lo]. It is the first consolidated governmental effort geared 

towards energy efficiency practices throughout South Africa. The strategy allows for the 

immediate implementation of low-cost and no-cost interventions, as well as those higher cost 

measures with short payback periods. A target has been set for an across sector energy 

efficiency improvement of 12% by 2014. 

Measures to reach this target include economic and legislative means, information activities, 

energy labels, energy performance standards, energy audits, energy management and the 

promotion of energy efficiency technologies. 
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1.6 Thermal and energy system simulation 

With the coming of the computer age and its ability to solve continuous and discrete time 

systems, numerical simulation of systems, fluid flow, thermodynamics, aerodynamics etc. 

have developed rapidly. Today various powerful solution algorithms and simulation tools [ I  11 

are available that can be used to simulate just about any conceivable system or problem. 

Thermal and energy system simulation is globally recognised as one of the most effective and 

powerful tools to improve overall energy system efficiency. However, because of the usual 

extreme mathematical nature of most simulation algorithms [12], coupled with the historically 

academic environment in which most simulation software are developed, valid negative 

perceptions exist that system simulation is too time consuming, unstable and often 

cumbersome. It is also commonly known that system simulation is only effective in the hands 

of highly skilled operators, which are specialists in their prospective fields [23,31]. By 

providing the South African energy consuming sectors with an easy to use, mathematically 

stable, economically efficient and accurate simulation tool, significant strides towards 

achieving the proposed energy efficiency targets [8,9,10], and creating a more energy efficient 

South Africa can be made. 

Through an extensive literature survey, previous system simulation knowledge, and the 

design of a cross-industry dynamic thermal and energy system simulation scheme, it is shown 

that system simulation has evolved to such an extent that the negative common perceptions 

towards system simulation are no longer valid. South Africa, seeking methods to improve 

energy efficient practices, should take full advantage of the power of thermal and energy 

system simulation. 

1.7 The impact of the South African mining industry 

Mining is one of South Africa's biggest industries, along with manufacturing, trade and 

agriculture [13]. It is also one of the largest consumers of electricity within South Africa. The 

South African mining industry has been the mainstay of the South African economy for over 

a century [13]. Gold and diamonds are the two highly valued commodities, which were 

largely instnrmental in the development of the country's infrastructure and the establishment 

of secondary industry during the first half of the twentieth century. 
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Gold mining has played a pivotal role in the economic development of the domestic economy, 

contributing about 4% in broad macro-economic terms to the gross domestic product (GDP) 

in 1996. This is substantially down from the 17% direct contribution recorded in 1980 when 

the gold price peaked [14]. Although the relative importance of the gold mining industry has 

fluctuated over the last decade with the performance of the gold price, gold mining still 

contributes about 4% directly to the South African GDP. Taking into consideration the 

indirect contribution to the economy, the creation of secondary industry and the multiplier 

effects, gold mining's total contribution today remains closer to 10%. 

In 1996 the South African mining industry alone consumed 23.4% or 34,831.40 GWh of the 

total electricity supplied by Eskom [15]. Taking into account an average cost of 12.27 ckWh 

the total cost amounts to a staggering R4200 million per annum 1161. Because of the energy- 

intensive nature of mining operations and the historically low per unit price of electricity, 

energy efficiency practices throughout the mining industry are generally neglected. 

Electricity satisfies more than 95% of the average mine's energy requirements and constitutes 

a substantial portion of its working cost. For the average deep level mine the percentage of 

working cost typically varies from 10% to 13% [IS]. With the financial viability and profit 

margin of mines directly related to the influence of the mineral prices and consequent sales, 

the need and benefits of more efficient cost effective mining activities becomes increasingly 

apparent 

With the construction of a new power station at a cost of around R30 billion, Eskom seeks 

efficient and effective methods to better utilise its current available electricity capacity. 

Recognising the need for, and benefits of energy efficiency, Eskom has embarked on a 

demand side management (DSM) program, within the mining industry, to motivate large 

consumers to manage their electricity demand better [18,19,37]. With new cost based tariff 

structured driving the DSM programme, Eskom is essentially forcing large consumers to 

change towards more cost and energy efficient practices. 

The future of the South African mining industry lies in improving the economic effectiveness 

of the overall mining operation [17J The main functions of a working mine are augmented by 

a multiplicity of essential auxiliary activities. These include the use of ventilation and cooling 

(VC) systems, pumping systems and various maintenance services. These activities, systems 
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and services are all heavy, energy and electricity intensive consumers. It is through the 

efficient design and control of these thermal and energy systems that the full potential for 

financial and environmental benefits of applied energy efficiency practices can be realised. 

Computer simulation has been proven as a powerful tool that can be used to reduce overall 

system costs e.g. VC system; pump system, underground thermal and therefore overall 

mining operating costs. Although simulation has been available as a process analysis tool 

since the 19607s, its usage has been generally limited to the manufacturing and industrial 

processing industries [20]. Computer simulation involves creating a computer model of a real 

or proposed process or system. The model allows the engineer or operator to evaluate the 

system or process behaviour under various conditions or (what-if) scenarios that takes place 

over time [22,24]. 

System simulations are generally classed as either being of a static or dynamic nature. In a 

dynamic simulation there are changes in operating variables and conditions with respect to 

time and these are integrated into various feedback loops. Historically, the analysis of mine 

VC systems was of a static state nature. However, to evaluate the true operation of VC and 

thermal systems in mines, a dynamic simulation is needed. If true dynamic or real system 

operation can be simulated the potential for saving on the system operational costs of the 

mining industry alone can amount to thousands of rands. 

The only method to effectively and efficiently evaluate, design, re-design and implement 

mine VC and thermal system control is through the use of a comprehensive, dynamic, fully 

integrated, thermal and energy system simulation tool. A comprehensive international survey 

showed that no dynamic integrated mine thermal and energy system simulation tool is 

available in the world today. The only thermal mine simulation found was ENVIRON [21], 

developed by the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) in South Africa. 

ENVIRON is however static and does not solve a mine in an integrated fashion over time. 

With Eskom and governmental efforts [9] forcing the South African mining industry towards 

implementing more energy efficient practices, the need for the development and 

implementation of a fully integrated dynamic thermal and energy system simulation scheme 

and tool to be used for dynamic mine VC system simulation becomes increasingly apparent. 

By aiding the implementation of enhanced energy efficiency practices within the South 
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African mining sector through thermal and energy system simulation, South Africa will 

already realise a large proportion of the targeted energy saving of 12% by 2012. 

1.8 The building simulation field 

An important parameter for a well-designed, economic building is its thermal efficiency. In 

South Africa, studies have shown that as much as 57% of the total municipal electricity is 

utilised in commercial and industrial buildings [23]. See Figure 1.6. According to statistics 

provided by the South African Department of Minerals and Energy (DME) [3], at its worst, 

up to 74% of electricity goes directly towards the heating, ventilation and air conditioning 

(HVAC) of these commercial and industrial buildings. 

-- -- 
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Figure 1.6: Breakdown of electricity in South African buildings 

In the first half of the last century building designers paid scant attention towards the thermal 

characteristics of buildings. Energy was cheap, environmental concerns were generally 

ignored and the design and implementation of inefficient HVAC systems were common. The 

result was that buildings and their HVAC systems were unnecessarily wasteful, inefficient 

and extremely expensive to maintain. In the 1980's a move towards more cost efficient, 

environmentally aware buildings necessitated a more scientific and careful approach towards 

building HVAC system retrofit and design [25]. This opened the vast field of building and 

HVAC system simulation. Building and HVAC system simulation tools endeavour to predict 
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the dynamic response of the building HVAC system, i.e. indoor air conditions, system 

operation points and overall system energy consumption. 

Some of the best-known building system simulation tools include APACHE [26], 

CABERETS [27], HVACSIM+ [28], HVAC-DYNAMIC [29], TRNSYS [30], DOE-2 [31] 

and QUICKCONTROL [32]. With effort, QUICKCONTROL has previously been used to 

successfully solve a pilot mining problem for Eskom [19]. The author however states, "it was 

very inefficient trying to use building software for mining applications". The potential for 

applying knowledge gained from building system simulation towards the creation of a more 

general cross-industry thermal and energy system simulation tool is huge. 

1.9 Cross industry simulation technology 

In essence, mine VC or thermal and energy systems are the same as building HVAC or 

thermal and energy systems. See Figure 1.7 for the layout of a typical modem building 

W A C  system. 
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Figure 1.7: A typical modem building HVAC system 
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The typical modem building HVAC system (Figure 1.7) consists of four major flow 

networks. There is the air network formed by the ducts, filters, dampers, fan, etc.; the water 

coolant circuit driven by a pump; the condenser cooling tower circuit and the refrigerant 

circuit in the chiller. The chiller is responsible for cooling the ambient outside air to the 

required supply air temperature of the HVAC system. The ducts, filters, dampers and fan 

control the flow of the chilled and return air from and too the various building zones. 

Figure 1.8 shows a schematic diagram of a typical mine VC or thermal and energy system 

layout. 
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Figure 1.8: A typical mine VC system 
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As with HVAC systems in buildings, four major networks can be observed (Figure 1.8). The 

air network formed by the bulk air cooler (BAC) and intake fan, the water network driven by 

pumps, the condenser cooling tower and the refrigerant network of the chiller or refrigeration 

plant. 

When Figures 1.7 and Figure 1.8 are compared, it can be seen that the thermal and energy 

systems of mines (VC) closely relate to the thermal and energy networks in buildings 
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(HVAC). Essentially, only the size of the required system components and performance 

requirements are different. It is through this comparison that it is possible to cross integrate 

building HVAC concepts with mining VC concepts into a single dynamic thermal and energy 

system simulation tool. By addressing the common negative perceptions as highlighted by 

section 1.6, a mathematically stable, economically eff~cient and accurate cross-industry 

thermal and energy system simulation scheme can be created. 

Having been extensively verified for building applications [33,34,35,36,37], and exposed to 

the field of mine VC system simulation, QUICKCONTROL was identified as having the 

potential for contributing to the design and implementation of a single cross-industry dynamic 

integrated thermal and energy system simulation tool. This new thermal and energy system 

simulation scheme forms part of a new system simulation tool specifically created for the 

design and implementation of energy efficiency practices for both building and mining 

applications within South Africa. 

1.10 The need for this work 

The literature survey showed that: 

1. The South African economy is by nature very energy intensive. 

2. Based on an abundance of coal resources, electricity in South Africa remains 

among the cheapest in the world. This has the negative effect that the existing 

electricity supply is often taken for granted. 

3. The energy consumption of the world is set to rise dramatically in the coming 

years, especially in developing countries such as South Africa. 

4. The electricity consumption in South Africa has risen drastically in the 

previous 10 years, and will continue to do so in the future. 

5.  If current energy inefficient practices continue, South Africa will face an 

energy crisis in the near future. 

6. Energy efficiency is going to play a large role in the energy policies of the 

South African government and the sustainable development of the economy. 

The South African government has set an initial overall energy efficiency 

improvement of 12% by 2014. 
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7. Thermal and energy system simulation is globally recognised as one of the 

most effective and powerful tools to improve energy efficiency. However, 

valid negative perceptions exist that system simulation is too time consuming, 

unstable and often cumbersome. 

8. The thermal and energy systems used by the South Africa mining industry are 

large consumers of electricity. 

9. Through the use of thermal and energy system simulation, definite potential for 

improving energy efficiency in the mining industry exist. 

10. Although such tools in various forms exist, none could be found that solve the 

common negative perceptions and dynamic requirements. 

1 1. Commercial and industrial buildings are large consumers of electricity. 

12. Building thermal and energy systems (HVAC) share large similarities with 

mining thermal and energy systems (VC). 

13. By combining building simulation knowledge, with mining requirements, a 

single dynamic integrated thermal and energy system simulation scheme for 

cross-industry application can be developed. 

Therefore, the need was established to develop a mathematically stable, economically 

efficient and accurate cross-industry thermal and energy system simulation scheme that can 

be used to improve the overall energy eff~ciency across multiple South Africa energy 

consuming sectors. 

1.11 The contribution of this work 

Thus, this work focused on the need for an easy to use, mathematically stable, economically 

efficient and accurate cross-industry dynamic thermal and energy system simulation tool. The 

work identified the benefits, requirements and current shortfalls of such tools. It proposes the 

development of a new dynamic integrated thermal and energy system simulation scheme, to 

be implemented in a single system simulation tool that can be used across various thermal and 

energy consuming industries i.e. building and mining thermal and energy industry. 

Specific attention was given to addressing the historic negative issues and perceptions 

towards thermal and energy system simulation. Such a simulation scheme was designed and 

implemented in a single tool, VISUALQEC. The tool and simulation scheme was tested on 
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building and mining applications, which in turn identified certain limitations, and identified 

further requirements for additional work on the subject. 

1.12 Outline of this work 

This study aims to follow a path from basic principles and practise in thermal and energy 

system simulation, through the development and design of a cross-industry dynamic 

integrated system simulation scheme, its tool, the verification and the implications thereof. 

Chapter 2 serves as introduction to concepts, theory and traditional practices in system 

simulation. A look at the contributions made by the building simulation industry and the 

impact it has on the simulation of thermal and energy systems of mines. Criteria and 

requirements for a successful cross-industry system simulation tool are also discussed. 

Chapter 3 follows the design of this cross-industry dynamic integrated thermal and energy 

system simulation tool. The design is based on principles and practices discussed in chapter 2. 

A brief discussion on the physical implementation of the system simulation tool is also 

presented. 

Chapter 4 serves as verification for the cross-industry simulation tool discussed and 

implemented in chapter 3. A detailed verification on the thermal characteristics and energy 

consumption of the case building is presented. 

Chapter 5 serves as verification for the cross-industry simulation tool discussed and 

implemented in chapter 3. Detailed verification on the thermal characteristics and energy 

consumption of the case mine is presented. 

Chapter 6 serves as conclusion and discussion on possible improvements, application and 

future work to be done to improve the field of cross-industry thermal and energy system 

simulation. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THERMAL AND ENERGY SYSTEM SIMULATION 

Simulation is the execution of a model, represented by a computer program that gives 

information about a physical system being investigated Since the advent of the computer age 

the numerical simulation of continuous and discrete time systems has developed rapidly. 

Today powerfil andgeneral solution algorithms are available which may be used to simulate 

any conceivable kind of system. A discussion of the most important principles, practices, 

consideration, criteria and requirements when designing a thermal and energv system 

simulation tool form the main objective of this chapter. 
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2.1 An introduction to system simulation 

A system is defined as a collection of independent components whose performance 

parameters are interrelated. All the components together form a single unified whole or 

system. Simulation is defined as the process of attempting to predict aspects of the behaviour 

of some system by creating an approximate, usually mathematical or logical, model of it. 

Computer simulation is thus the execution of a model, represented by a computer program 

that gives information about a physical system being investigated. System simulation thus 

means observing a synthetic system that imitates the performance of a real system. Since the 

advent of the computer age in the late 1960's, the numerical simulation of continuous and 

discrete time systems has developed rapidly [I].  

Today powerful simulation tools are available which may be used to simulate any conceivable 

kind of system. These simulation tools are actually user interfaces to powerful mathematical 

routines that solve mathematical models of the simulated system and its various system 

components. Well known simulation tools includes GPSS, SIMAN, SIMSCRPT 11.5, SLAM 

11, ACSL, APROS, ARTIFEX, Arena, AutoMod, CUSIM, CSIM, FluidFlow, Gepasi, 

JavSim, MJX, MedModel, Multiverse, NETWORK, OPNET Modeler, POSES*, Simulat8, 

PowerSim, QUEST, REAL, SHIFT, SIMPLE*, SMPL, SimBank, SimPlusPlus, TIERRA, 

Witness, Javasim and SPICE [2]. These simulation tools are usually implemented in such a 

way that a system and its various individual system components are presented in a logical, 

relation based, block diagrammatic manner [3,4]. See Figure 2.1. 

MASS FLOW 
SCHEDULER 

Figure 2.1: Block diagram of a basic thermal and energy system configuration 
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In most simulation tools the system simulation process progresses in three main stages and 

follows a predetermined, fixed system simulation scheme. Initially a pre-processing stage is 

used for specifying the system and its system component details. Then follows the actual core 

processing stage where the mathematical solution of the system and individual system 

components are computed. Lastly, a post-processing stage presents the simulated system and 

its results in a palatable form to the user. 

Traditionally, because of the mathematical intensity of especially the core processing stage, 

computer system simulation is often considered slow and unstable. Furthermore, the more 

system components that form part of a simulated system, the more complex and 

mathematically unstable a possible solution of the simulated system can become. 

2.2 Thermal and energy system simulation 

Thermal and energy system simulation is the calculation of system operating variables (such 

as pressures, temperatures, and flow rates of energy and fluids) of specific points in a thermal 

system operating at a steady state [ 5 ] .  Thermal and energy system simulation presumes 

knowledge of the performance characteristics of all system components, as well as equations 

for the thermodynamic properties of the working substances. Each system component thus 

has a unique mathematical representation or model, based on the performance characteristics 

of that component, that calculates operating variables at a specified point. These system 

component models can either be described by implicit or explicit mathematical equations. 

Thermal and energy system simulation may be used at the design stage to help achieve an 

improved thermal and energy system design. It is also used on existing systems when there is 

a known operating problem or a possible improvement or control (energy efficiency) strategy 

is being considered. The effect on the system of changing a system component can be 

examined before real changes, with usually substantial financial implications, are made. 

This ensures that the required operating conditions within the system, together with the 

required financial viability and maintenance of the system can be achieved. Thermal and 

energy system simulation is thus an invaluable tool for both the technical and fmancial 

management of thermal and energy consuming systems. Traditionally, the mathematical 

equations for performance characteristics of the system components of a thermal and energy 
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system and the thermodynamic properties, along with energy and mass balances across all 

system and system component boundaries, form a set of simultaneous equations relating the 

various system component operational variables. The mathematical description of thermal and 

energy system simulation is that of solving these simultaneous equations, many of which may 

be non-linear and possibly more than one solution. 

2.3 Traditional approach to simulating thermal and energy system 

Traditionally, system simulation implies solving sets of equations, which model various 

components of a system. Stoecker [5] remarks, ''Thermal system simulation is the calculation 

of operating variables (such as pressures, temperatures, and flow rates of energy and fluids) in 

a thermal system operating at a steady state." A more general point of view also includes 

unsteady conditions and particularly emphasizes the evolution of system variables with time. 

Stoecker [5] gives an example of a simple thermal and energy system consisting of a single 

fan and a duct layout. See Figure 2.2. 

Operating 
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Figure 2.2: (a) A simple system consisting of a fan and a duct 

(h) The flow rate balances the pressure drop through the duct with the pressure setup of the fan 

At steady state the flow rate, Q, must balance the pressure drop through the duct Pducrr with 

pressure setup of the fan, P@. The relationship between Q and P is the mathematical model of 

the element. In general the relationship between flow and pressure is nonlinear. For example 
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the user should have a very broad mathematical understanding of the specific system being 

simulated. 

An efficient method [lo] for solving the system will analyse equations 2.3 to 2.6 and detect 

that only the following two equations are actually required. 

To solve these equations by hand, one is substituted into the other to reduce the set to a single 

equation for the single unknown, Q 

P is then calculated from equations 2.7 and 2.8. Equation 2.9 implies the solution is one ofthe 

roots of 

The standard Newton-Raphson method [6] for solving an equation y = y(x) = 0 is to start with 

an arbitrary guess value, x ,  and to repeatedly calculate an updated guess, &, through 

To solve more than one equation, for example 

requires solving the set 
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for the updated guess values XI,,, x2,, x3,,. 

The matrix of partial derivatives, or Jacobian as it is known, must be evaluated for every 

updating step at the current guess values XI,, x2.1 xj,,. The evaluation of the Jacobian and 

subsequent solution of the equations to determine the new guess values is the main 

computational burden. This Newton-Raphson procedure lies at the heart of most equation 

solvers used in traditional simulation tools. Variations exist which evaluate the Jacobian 

numerically or guess it iteratively. The solution obtained by Stoecker [5] with this technique 

is Pya" = PbcI = 0.25 kPa, and Q h  = QdZtcr. = 0.5 m3/s. 

2.4 Explicit mathematical modeling of system components 

A necessary preliminary step, before the simulation of a thermal and energy system can begin, 

is almost invariably that of modeling some characteristic(s) of the system components or 

processes. The simulation operation almost always uses data in equation form; see equations 

2.1 and equations 2.2. This conversion of data to equation form is referred to as the 

mathematical modeling of system components. 

The ability to express thermodynamic properties in equation form is valuable in work with 

thermal systems. It is true that property equations abound, but accurate ones are usually 

complex. In many cases it is possible to use some classical thermodynamic property 

relationship combined with classic mass- and heat-transfer theory to suggest an additional 

term that can be added to a simple or ideal system model relation equation. 

In the past, many system components themselves involved complex, iterative and non-explicit 

mathematical equation solutions. With these large sets of implicit system component models, 

a simulated system easily became mathematically unstable. 
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Until implicit equation solution methods becomes unconditionally stable, it is important to 

ensure that all system components are explicitly modelled. Explicit meaning that for every set 

of input variables a safe, stable set of output variables must be calculated. 

To illustrate the explicit mathematical modelling of thermal and energy system components, 

the explicit thermodynamic model for a cooling tower is presented. Figure 2.3 is a schematic 

representation of the required model parameters. 

Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of an explicit cooling tower model 

Data from the manufacturer's catalogue is used to accurately predict the explicit equation of 

the cooling capacity, Q,, of the cooling tower model. The cooling capacity and mass flow, m, 

are plotted together. The relation between these two parameters is represented by the equation 

with Qc the cooling capacity, mrthe mass flow of water (liquid) through the tower and Twb the 

wet bulb temperature of the ambient air. From equation 2.16 the power (B) remains constant 

over a range of various cooling towers. The constant (A) is a function of the wet bulb 

temperature (T,b) of the air flowing through the cooling tower. Equation 2.17 describes this 

function. 
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The gradient (C) and constant (D) of equation 2.17 are functions of the water inlet 

temperature Ei. Equation 2.18 and 2.19 represent the functions for C and D. 

The coefficients ao, a,, a*, a3 are empirical curve tit coefficients. By substituting equation 2.18 

and equation 2.19 into equation 2.16 an empirical equation that predicts the performance of a 

cooling tower is given by equation 2.20. 

With the cooling capacity (a) known, an outlet temperature (fie) and leaving air enthalpy 

(h,,) can be calculated using equations 2.21 and 2.22 respectively. 

The exiting air temperature can now be calculated using psychrometric relations if we assume 

the leaving air to be completely saturated. Further illustrations of this process are represented 

in Appendix A. 

The importance of accurate explicit mathematical modelling of the various system 

components in the stability and ease of use of system simulation tools cannot be 

overemphasised. In an integrated thermal and energy simulation tool it is important that these 

mathematical models are derived in such a manner that any given input conditions produce an 

appropriate and stable output condition. If we refer to the cooling tower model and Stoecker's 

[ 5 ]  example, in equation 2.1, 2.2 and 2.20 an input parameter produces a corresponding 

output condition. Many methods exist to determine the most appropriate and accurate method 

to represent the internal processes of various system components. Some system models are 

invariably more complicated in their derivation and solution than others. It is the work of the 

simulation scheme and tool designer to decide and implement the most appropriate system 
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component models for his required application. It is important to note that this, together with 

the overall system simulation solution scheme, is usually were the success of the implemented 

system simulation tool is decided. Implicit equations for system component models cause 

simulations to be slow and usually unstable, explicit equations ensure stable results with a 

substantial gain in simulation computation speed (no need for iterative solvers). 

2.5 A traditional scheme for simulating large thermal and energy systems 

After the various component models for all relevant real system components have been found, 

the mass flow and thermal response of these models are numerically and explicitly solved. 

Traditionally the various system component models have to be solved in the correct order to 

maintain the various balances. To set up and build a given system configuration, the 

simulation tools' user interface is used. The system connections between the various 

components are graphically established by connecting a specific port of one component to a 

specific port of another component. Most integrated simulation software proceeds in this 

fashion. See Figure 2.4 for a graphical representation of a thermal and energy system layout. 

Detailed designs of the various elements of a system component are described in chapter 3. 

I 

Figure 2.4: Graphical representation of a thermal and energy system layout 

From Figure 2.4, the system connections establish the system configuration and system 

component relationships but do not inherently predict the order of system component 
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solution. Also, at this stage, the unknown variables still need to be determined. When using a 

traditional numerical solution scheme such as the Newton-Raphson method, as described in 

section 2.3, the order in which the various system components are solved is extremely 

important. To determine the order of component solution, various graph theory techniques are 

available. 

One of the various methods to analyse the correct order in which the system components have 

to be solved, is that of the Tarjan Depth-First-Search algorithm. Tarjan devised a recursive 

algorithm to transform any graph (such as the block diagram of a thermal and energy system 

layout) into a spanning tree. 

Van Heerden [3] explores this and various other techniques to determine the correct solution 

sequence and minimum system unknown variables. A previous version of the 

QUICKCONTROL [39] simulation engine used this technique with varied success. Having to 

find this absolute correct order of system component solution places further mathematical 

instabilities on the thermal and energy system simulation. 

The traditional simulation scheme for simulating large thermal and energy systems, when 

using system solution methods such as Newton-Raphson, can thus be summarised as follows: 

1. Configure system component models for all relevant system components. 

2. Establish system connections between components. 

3. Establish correct order of system component solution. 

4. Numerically solve the system unknowns. 

This traditional simulation scheme is used in most thermal and energy system simulation tools 

today. Because of the intense mathematical nature of most stages of this process, this scheme, 

has however in most cases been proven to be cumbersome, time consuming, computationally 

complex and most often, unstable. 

When using this traditional simulation scheme, the efficiency, speed and stability of the 

simulation is directly related to the size of the configured system. The larger the simulated 

system the more difficult, slower and unstable these simulation platforms become. 
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2.6 Further system simulation concepts 

A system simulation can either be classified as continuous or discrete. In a continuous system, 

the flow through the system is that of a continuum, e.g. a fluid or even solid particles, flowing 

at such rates relative to particle sizes that the stream can be considered as a continuum. In 

discrete systems, the flow is treated as a certain number of integers [5 ] .  The analysis of the 

flow of people through a supermarket involving the time spent at various areas and the 

checkout counter is considered an example of a discrete system. 

In a deterministic system simulation the input variables are precisely specified. In stochastic 

analysis the input conditions are uncertain, either being completely random or, more 

commonly, following some probability distribution. In simulating the performance of a 

steam-electric generating plant that supplies both process steam and electric power to a 

facility, for example, a deterministic analysis starts with one specified value of steam demand 

along with one specified value of the power demand. A stochastic analysis might begin with 

some probability description of the steam and power demands [ 5 ] .  

In a dynamic system simulation there are changes of operating variables and conditions with 

respect to time, in steady state system simulations the system component operating variables 

remain constant. Dynamic analysis is used for such purposes as the study of the effect of 

system control in order to achieve greater precision and to avoid unstable system operating 

conditions. A dynamic system simulation is thus capable of delivering a more "realistic" 

model of real world processes and systems. 

Integrated system simulation [16,17,18,19] refers to the way in which components in a 

simulated system react towards other components in the same simulation. In a fully integrated 

system simulation one system component will have an immediate or delayed response on all 

the other related or connected system components. To simulate the effect of control 

effectively, it is extremely important to have a fully integrated and dynamic system simulation 

scheme. 
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2.7 The building simulation field and the basics of system simulation tools 

A simulation tool is a computer program, which allows the user to cany out the simulation 

scheme (see section 2.5) in an efficient and convenient manner. In the HVACSIM+ program 

[ll], every type of subsystem or system component has a mathematical model which is 

coded in a FORTRAN [12] subroutine. The parameters and simulation variables are passed to 

the routine through FORTRAN common blocks and as subroutine parameters. 

HVACSIM+ was developed by the United States Government and is based on the TAW [13] 

program. It follows a hierarchical, modular approach and integrates with multi-step formulae 

the exact and detailed differential equations of the various components of the system. 

QUICKCONTROL [39] was developed by TEMM International (Pty) Ltd. and is based on 

work done by Rousseau [16], Lombard [15] and van Heerden [17]. Coded in PASCAL, it 

follows the hierarchical natural block structure of the building HVAC system. This leads to a 

close correspondence between the mathematical model and the real physical system. The 

solution can proceed in much the same manner, as the physical system will operate; i.e. each 

subsystem detects its input conditions and transforms them to output conditions. 

In both simulation tools the user selects a system model by specifying the subsystem type and 

gives the initial guess values and parameters of the model by filling in a data sheet. The 

interconnections between subsystems are specified in the form of a list saying for example 

"variable i of subsystem j equals variable m of subsystem n." 

The numerical methods employed within these simulation tools are techniques for solving 

large numbers of simultaneous non-linear algebraic equations, algorithms for integrating stiff 

ordinary differential equations and the interpolation of sampled data. To solve the nonlinear 

implicit equations, HVACSIM+ and QUICKCONTROL [39] uses the powerful public 

domain routine SNSQ, which is based on a quasi-Newton method with the Jacobian, 

determined via the Broyden method [8,9]. 

This procedure has been developed over the last couple of decades and provides a powerful 

and general method for solving the resulting sets of nonlinear equations. It has good 

convergence properties but, in common with all other methods for solving nonlinear 

equations, requires reasonable accurate initial guess values. 
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Many other system simulation tools use similar techniques in their simulation scheme. There 

are however other methods of solutions which aim to produce faster more stable answers 

without compromising the solution accuracy. The future of efficient, effective and accurate 

thermal and energy system simulation lies in finding and implementing techniques that solve 

only sets of stable system equations. 

Through initial work done by Arndt [14], QUICKCONTROL [39] was previously enabled to 

solve and simulate complex thermal and energy systems without solving any integrated set of 

differential system or systems of equations. The stability and robustness of this proposed 

simulation scheme ensures more efficient, accurate and inherently solvable system 

simulations. 

2.8 Relating building and mine thermal and energy systems 

In essence, mine thermal and energy systems closely relate and imitate building HVAC 

systems. Consider the schematic of a typical building variable air volume HVAC system as 

shown in Figure 2.5. 

Figure 2.4: A typical modem HVAC system 
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Figure 2.4 shows that the system consists of four major flow networks. There is the air 

network formed by the ducts, filters, dampers, fan, etc.; the water coolant circuit driven by a 

pump; the condenser cooling tower circuit and the refrigerant circuit in the chiller. The 

networks are constructed from the various simulation elements by specifying the 

interconnections between the elements, e.g. the output of duct x is connected to the input of 

fan y, etc. These interconnected input and output ports are the nodes of the system. The ducts, 

fans, zones, etc. couple the nodes to each other. The thermodynamic properties of the fluid 

and mass flow rate at the nodes describe the state of the fluid at the nodes [5,17]. Figure 2.6 

shows a schematic diagram of a typical mine VC or thermal and energy system layout. 

ot water from mine Cold water down mine 

Figure 2.6: A typical mine VC system 

As with HVAC systems in buildings (Figure 2.5), four major networks can be observed. The 

air network formed by the bulk air cooler (BAC) and intake fan, the water network driven by 

pumps, the condenser cooling tower and the refrigerant network of the chiller or refrigeration 

plant. Some layouts can also contain secondary cooling networks underground. This is mostly 

the case in deep mines where virgin rock temperature can reach 60°C at depths of about 4 km 

D81. 
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2.9 Building simulation tools for cross industry system simulation 

There are many building and system analysis tools presently available. These tools can be 

primarily divided into two groups [19], energy analysis and system simulation tools. The 

primary function of energy analysis tools is to estimate system energy consumption. Various 

HVAC systems can be compared by means of typical system index figures to reveal the 

system with the lowest energy usage. These tools are normally based on load calculation 

methods where system energy usage is calculated by simplified consumption models. 

Building system simulation tools endeavour to predict the dynamic response of the W A C  

system and the building, i.e. indoor air quality (IAQ) and conditions, system-operating points 

and detailed energy consumption. In general these tools are component-based [17] which 

makes them more flexible. Some of the better-known building energy analysis tools are, 

BLAST [20], DOE-2 [21], VisualDOE [22], E-CUBE [23], AXCESS [24], COM-TECH [25], 

HAP E-20 [26], HAP 40 [27], TAS [28], TRACE [29], ENERPAS [30], ENERWIN [31] and 

BSIM2000 [32]. Building system simulation tools include APACHE [33], CABARETS [34], 

HVACSIM+ [I l l ,  HVAC-DYNAMIC [35], SPARK [36], TRNSYS [37], GEMS [38] and 

QUICKCONTROL [39]. 

When Figures 2.5 and 2.6 are compared, it can be seen that the ventilation and cooling (VC) 

systems of mines are related to the heating ventilation and cooling (HVAC) system networks 

in buildings (WAC). It is through this comparison that it is possible to integrate building 

HVAC concepts into a general thermal and energy simulation scheme for application in both 

building and mining applications. The only obvious differences for mining applications being 

the quasi-constant internal reef loads, no effect from changing solar radiation, type of 

equipment, equipment size, water storage capacity, safety requirements and system operating 

points. 

QUICKCONTROL [39] has previously been used to solve a pilot mining problem for Eskom 

[40]. Being a dynamic integrated and flexible simulation platform, concepts and ideas similar 

to those used by QUICKCONTROL [39] form the basis for a new dynamic integrated thermal 

and energy system simulation solution scheme. This scheme can be integrated into a stable, 

accurate and efficient cross-industry system simulation tool. 
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2.10 Designing successful thermal and energy system simulation tools 

A common mistake when designing a dynamic integrated thermal and energy system 

simulation tool is the over emphasis of engineering and technical detail. In the past, scant 

attention has been given towards the efficient interaction of user and simulation tool. This is 

especially apparent in some of the better-known building and general simulation s o h a r e  

tools such as DOE-2 [21,22,37]. Amdt [14] notes that it's almost necessary for all users to 

have at least one PhD before attempting to use these simulation tools. 

There are various reasons for the difficult nature of these simulation tools. The main reason 

however, is that most of these tools were designed by research scientists and used most often 

only for research purposes [15,17]. With low cost powerful computers and a common 

operating system now available, simulation tools must be geared more towards commercial 

practices and use where time is of the essence and cost usually governs the success of a 

project. 

For an effective, accurate and powerful simulation tool, a balance must thus be obtained 

between the technical complexity and the required practical implementation of the system 

simulation tool. Without this balance a powerful system simulation platform will be of no use 

to a non-research environment. 

2.11 Criteria and requirements for successful system simulation tools 

There is no purpose in developing any integrated thermal system simulation tool if the 

requirements set forth by the intended user cannot be satisfied. Most traditional system 

simulation tools do not satisfy the basic requirements of the commercial energy designer or 

energy contractor. These system simulation tools are normally developed by research 

institutions, which focus more on the mathematical integrity of the solution methods and 

accuracy of results than the practical results needed for a system simulation tool to be 

successfully used in a commercial environment [14]. 

If the South African energy-consuming sectors are to benefit from thermal and energy system 

simulation, these critical criteria and requirements have to be addressed. The following is a 
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discussion of the most important aspects to be addressed when developing a commercial 

thermal and energy system simulation tool. 

1. It is very important that the system simulation tool must be component based 

in order to configure any system type. An option to include future system 

component models must also be included. The simulation tool must make use 

of the easiest possible method to quickly and eff~ciently configure a new or 

existing system. The tool must further allow for typical easy inclusion of pre- 

constructed system units and complete system types to decrease the 

configuration and construction time by means of default components and 

collections or sets of components. 

2. Mathematically, component models must be a combination of fundamental 

principles and empirical correlation coefficients. This minimizes the required 

component input data. Scale (size) factors and typical system curves must be 

used to obtain the regression coefficients. It must also be possible that only one 

operating point needs to be specified in order to calibrate components. This 

operating point can either be from the equipment manufacturer or a measured 

value from the existing system. To ensure stability, all component models must 

be explicit. 

3. The simulation tool must be fully integrated and component based to allow for 

the identification of all problem areas (total or component) and overall 

integrity during the verification and calibration stage. In this way the 

components, which do not perform according to the original specification can 

be identified and recalibrated. In doing so the accuracy of each component 

within the simulation can be ensured, thus assuring results and realistic 

performance predictions. 

4. The simulation models or components within the integrated simulation tool 

must be dynamic, e.g. bypass control on water valves through cooling towers. 

This allows the accurate calculation of the transient response of all the system 

conditions and power consumption at any simulation time step. To investigate 
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the effect of control action and system capacity, the components must be 

solved in an integrated fashion. 

Any control configuration, sensor or controller must be possible. The sensors 

and controllers must therefore also be component based to allow for any or all 

control strategies. Typical pre-constructed control units must be readily 

available as part of the tool. These configurations must be implemented with 

the easiest and most efficient methods available. 

The simulation scheme must make use of an explicit equation philosophy on 

system component and simulation solution scheme level. This decreases 

execution time and markedly increases the component and simulation stability. 

The ideal for an integrated simulation tool is to use only explicit equations to 

calculate component conditions. With techniques similar to those suggested by 

Arndt [14], stable, accurate explicit simulations are a possibility. 

2.12 Dynamic integrated thermal and energy simulation tools for the future 

Various traditional techniques for simulating complex thermal and energy systems exist. The 

evaluation of the set of partial derivatives or Jacobian and subsequent solution of the 

equations by means of the Newton-Raphson procedure lies at the heart of most of the 

equation solvers used in simulation tools today. However, the numerical nature of these 

solvers makes the solution of the simulation process unpredictable and inherently unstable. 

With new simulation techniques continuously being developed by an active building 

simulation community, the explicit and inherently stable solutions of large thermal and energy 

systems become increasingly possible. By creating simulation techniques that uses less 

mathematically intensive solution techniques throughout the system simulation process, the 

desired speed and stability can be achieved. 

One of these techniques is changing the way in which the mass flow within a thermal and 

energy system is handled. The benefit of not solving but specifying mass flow across all 

system components within a configured simulation system is but one of the powerful means 

of stabilising the mathematical instabilities in thermal and energy system simulation. 
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Because of the close relation between building W A C  and mine VC systems these techniques 

can be efficiently integrated into to the development of a single, cross-industry, dynamic, 

integrated thermal and energy system simulation scheme and tool. 

With the implementation of basic theoretical concepts, requirements and criteria as outlined 

by this chapter, the design and implementation of such a tool was made. Chapter 3 takes a 

detailed look at the creation and design of such a tool, VISUALQEC. 
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CHAPTER 3 

A NEW CROSS INDUSTRY SYSTEM SIMULATION TOOL 

Thermal and energy system simulation is globally recognised as one of the most effective and 

powerful tools to improve overall energy eflciency. Valid negative perceptions does however 

exist that system simulation is too time consuming, mathematically unstable and often 

cumbersome. It is commonly known that system simulation is only effective in the h a d  of 

highly skilled operators. Through the design of a new cross industry thermal and energy 

system simulation tool it is shown that system simulation has evolved to such an extent that 

these common negative perceptions are no longer valid. 
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3.1 Introduction 

In line with South African governmental efforts towards greater energy efficiency practices, 

outlined by the Energy Eflciency Strategy for South Africa [ I ]  and White Paper on Energy 

Policy [2]. Together with efforts initiated by Eskom to support their demand side management 

program (DSM). The needs for a new, easy to use, mathematically stable, efficient and 

accurate cross industry thermal and energy system simulation tool was identified. 

VISUALQEC and its underlying system simulation scheme were specifically designed to 

support these energy efficiency efforts as well as to address some of the traditional thermal 

and energy system simulation pitfalls and shortcomings. 

Currently most simulation tools for mining applications are of a static nature. However, 

VISUALQEC was designed to address the dynamic requirements of accurate thermal and 

energy system simulation of mining ventilation and cooling (VC) systems. Because of proven 

previous successes, VISUALQEC was designed with a simulation tool structure similar to 

that of QUICKCONTROL [3] and uses proven explicit system component models based on 

work by Rousseau [4], van Heerden [S], Lombard [6], and Amdt [7]. 

3.2 Elements of an integrated thermal and energy system simulation tool 

An integrated thermal and energy system simulation tool consist of many interconnected and 

related software elements. However, three critical elements always govern the success of any 

integrated thermal and energy system simulation tool. These critical elements are, the system 

components and their simulation models (I), the system simulation engine (2) and the user 

interface (3). See Figure 3.1. 

SYSTEM 
INTERFACE 

SYSTEM 
COMPONENTS SIMULATION 

ENGINE 

Figure 3.1: Critical elements of an integrated thermal and energy system simulation tool 
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The system components (1) (Figure 3.1) are the "virtual" equivalent of the "real" system 

components. Every type of system component contains a simulation model that simulates the 

thermodynamic process of that individual type of equipment. The system simulation engine 

(2) (Figure 3.1) is that part of the integrated thermal and energy system simulation tool not 

visible to the user. The simulation engine forms the driving force behind the simulated 

solutions generated by the system simulation tool. 

The engine encapsulates all the required mathematical routines, simulation procedures, and 

logical programming needed for the successful completion of an integrated system simulation. 

Over the years, most of the work done in the field of simulation concentrated on the design 

and implementation of mathematically stable and successful system simulation engines. The 

interface (3) (Figure 3.1) is that part of the system simulation tool visible to the user. The user 

interface is responsible for the configuration, re-configuration and conclusion of information 

needed or results supplied by or to the integrated system simulation process. 

To create a successful integrated thermal and energy system simulation tool all three of the 

critical elements (Figure 3.1) need to be designed with an equal amount of flexibility, use- 

ability, and mathematical and logical stability as main objective. In the past, a common over- 

emphasis was placed on the technical and engineering (mathematical) detail of the various 

elements. The design of the system components, as well as the system simulation engine 

typically received most of the development resources. 

This technical over-emphasis created valid negative perceptions towards simulation. System 

simulation is commonly believed to be very time consuming, usually unstable (due to 

complexity of over accurate numerical solution techniques and implicit equations of 

component models) and often cumbersome and difficult to use. As discussed in section 2.10 

and 2.1 1, the inherent limitations on computer graphical representation and the major 

involvement of research institutions in the development of these simulation tools in the past, 

in te rhe  design historically received scant attention. 

Some of the well-known building thermal and energy system simulation tools both too 

varying degrees suffer from these ill-designed interfaces. See Figure 3.2 for the out-dated 

VISUAL-DOE [8] user interface and Figure 3.3 for the more powerful QUICKCONTROL 

user interface. 
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Figure 3.2: The VISUAL-DOE user interface 

In VISUAL-DOE the user configures the required heating ventilation and cooling (HVAC) 

system by selecting an approximate appropriate system configuration from a database of pre- 

constructed system configurations. Although this method of system construction is very 

effective when the required system configuration matches an existing one, the VISUAL-DOE 

interface allows little flexibility in expanding these common systems to uncommon 

configurations or into new standard systems. To configure and calibrate the various system 

components the user also require detailed and accurate data as well as knowledge of how the 

various real system components function. 

Originally designed to aid in the simulation of building control retrofits, QUICKCONTROL 

allows the user full flexibility towards building any required system configuration. However, 

to obtain a stable simulation environment, QUICKCONTROL also requires detailed and 

accurate system component data. In most cases, this accurate system component data is not 

readily available. QUICKCONTROL has the further limitation that no easy access is available 

to the user to view the resulting simulated system conditions. 
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Figure 3.3: The QUICKCONTROL user interface

Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 emphasises the importance of ensuring a balance between use-

ability and compute-ability when designing any system simulation tool. A mathematically

stable thermal and energy system simulation tool is of no use if the easy and understandable

access to the power of the simulation engine and the resulting simulation cannot be attained.

Because of the dynamic cross-industry requirements of the new system simulation tool,

special attention needs to be given to ensure the most user-friendly and logical interaction

between the three critical main simulation tool elements.

To create a successful dynamic integrated thermal and energy system simulation tool, the

requirements and criteria identified by section 2.10 and 2.11 need to be obtained. In

QUICKCONTROL the system simulation engine (2) (Figure 3.1) and user interface (3)

(Figure 3.1) were identified as being the two main tool elements that stop QUICKCONTROL,

in its current implementation, from being used as a successful cross industry thermal and

energy system simulation tool. VISUALQEC was thus designed to meet all the specified

criteria and requirements. The following sections describe the design and implementation

philosophy, as well as the specific requirements and detail, of the improved system simulation

engine and user interface.
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3.3 An object-orientated programming philosophy in system simulation design 

In the last decade the object-orientated method [9,10] for software tool construction has 

become the method of choice for the design and implementation of large integrated and 

complicated computer software tools. In contrast to the old algorithmic approach, which 

viewed a software tool as a data processing unit, the idea behind object-orientated 

programming (OOP) is that software should emulate real world objects. 

In object-orientated programming the distinction between data and algorithm is more diffuse. 

The data and the methods are regarded as equally important, each forming an integral part of 

the software object. With this design philosophy, objects such as thermal system and tool 

components can be represented and described as a set of attributes and actions. This close 

correspondence between software objects and physical hardware is ideal for programming 

integrated system simulation tools. 

Just as with real world thermal and energy system components, each system simulation 

component is viewed as a unique, independent and self-calculating (component model) entity 

or object. Furthermore, with OOP it is possible to implement all the elements of a simulation 

tool, i.e. system components, simulation engine and interface, as separate interlocking objects. 

This new modular (object) flexibility of all tool elements within a system simulation tool 

vastly improves upon the old global integrated algorithmic programming philosophies. 

In the past, changing the system simulation engine usually meant that the existing tool 

interface and system components had to be rewritten as well. With modular flexibility through 

OOP, the changed module can be replaced without having any, or substantially little, effect on 

the existing tool structures. Making future simulation tool maintenance, further tool 

expansions and new system components or simulation scheme integrations easy. 

VISUALQEC was implemented to make full use of the power and advantages of OOP. 

3.4 A flexible, cross industry system simulation tool design 

The success of all system simulation tools is inherently dependent on the efficient design of 

the basic simulation tool structures and simulation procedures. Because of the power of OOP, 

the thermal and energy system simulation tool designer has the means to "virtually" create 
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software objects or elements that closely resemble the "real" world elements. One of the most 

critical elements of any system simulation tool is the system components. Visually, system 

components are those individual building blocks that represent a specific "real" system 

component within the "virtual" simulation world. For every "real" system component within a 

specific energy system layout, there should thus be a comparative "virtual" system component 

within the simulation tool environment (interface). See Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5. 

Figure 3.4: Typical "real" system layout 

CONTROL - - - 1 
I 
I 

I I 
I I 
I I 

I 

I J 

Figure 3.5: Typical "virtual" system layout 

Figure 3.5 shows the graphical representation of the "real" system of Figure 3.4 on the system 

simulation user interface. From Figure 3.5, it can be seen that a typical system layout consists 

of various system components (1,2,3,4,5) and system connections. Every individual system 
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component within a system simulation tool consists of four major parts. These four parts are 

all critical for the configuration and simulation of the individual system component. These 

four critical parts are, IN ports (I) ,  the component interface (2), the system component model 

(3) and the various OUT ports (4). See Figure 3.6. 

I 
I---? SYSTEM COMPONENT -1 

............................ 9 -i : PORT i 

COMPONENT 
INTERFACE 

Figure 3.6: The system component 

A port within a system component (Figure 3.6) is that entity that holds certain properties or 

values, usually of a specific nature, to be used within the system components internal 

simulation model (3). Mathematically, ports hold the values for the various variables needed 

to "solve" the system component model. In a thermal and energy system simulation tool, IN 

ports (1) hold the control, water and air specific properties that are used in the solution of the 

thermodynamic models (3) of the various thermal and energy system components. The 

resulting values from the solution of the system component model (3) are then passed onto the 

system components OUT ports (4). 

Thus, from Figure 3.6 a typical system component functions as follows. The IN ports (1) and 

component interface (2) provide the necessary input and model calibration values to the 

system component model (3). After the solution of the system component model for every 

time interval, the resulting values are placed into the system components OUT ports (4). 
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These OUT port (4) values are transferred to the IN ports (1) of the various other system 

components within a specific system layout by means of system connections. See Figure 3.7. 

SYSTEM 
CONNECTION 

Figure 3.7: System connections 

Figure 3.8 shows the typical types and properties of ports that are found within a thermal and 

energy system simulation components. 

SYSTEM PORTS 

CONTROL I SIGNAL 
j 

MASS FLOW - WATER 

j 

MASS FLOW 

TEMPERATURE 
AIR 

ENTHALPY 

Figure 3.8: Thermal and energy system ports and properties 
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After the various system components have been selected, configured (calibrated) and ports 

connected. The system components and system connections are used by the system simulation 

engine too simulate the current system configuration over time. The system simulation engine 

essentially consists of four major parts. The system control simulator (2), mass flow simulator 

(3), system component simulator (4) and the dynamic integrated thermal and energy system 

simulation scheme (1). See Figure 3.9. 

SYSTEM SIMULATION ENGINE 

SYSTEM SIMULATION SCHEME 

r---------- 

SYSTEM CONTROL j 

SIMULATOR 

! 
j 
j 

,. - - - - - - -- - - : 
SYSTEM MASS FLOW j 

SIMULATOR 
i - L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

Y SYSTEM COMPONENT 
SIMULATOR 

Figure 3.9: The system simulation engine 

The system simulation engine uses the system simulation scheme (1) to manage the various 

parts (2,3,4) of the simulation process. The system simulation scheme ensures that the correct 

system components and connections are distributed at the right time too the correct next 

engine part within the simulation. Each of the various simulator parts i.e. control (2), mass 

flow (3) and system component (4) are then solved with their own internal best method 

mathematical or logical processes. 
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The VISUALQEC system simulation engine follows the following fixed thermal and energy 

ystem simulation scheme. See Figure 3.10. 

TRANSFER CONTROL 
CONTROL PORT CONNECTIONS 

COMPONENTS SYSTEM COMPONEN 
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TRANSFER FLOW PORT 
CONNECTIONS TO 
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Figure 3.10: The dynamic integrated thermal and energy system simulation scheme 
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3.5 A new user interface design 

The simulation user interface is that part of the simulation tool available to the user for 

interaction. The user interface is responsible for the configuration, reconfiguration and 

presentation of information needed or results supplied by or to the simulation engine element. 

The requirements as discussed in section 2.10 and 2.11 state that the user interface must be 

component based in order to configure any system type or configuration. It must include an 

option to allow the easy integration of future system components. The user interface should 

also supply the user with the easiest possible methods to configure new or existing system 

components. The interface must allow for the typical easy inclusion of pre-constructed system 

units and complete system types to decrease the configuration and construction time. See 

Figure 3.11. 

INTERFACE 
...................................................... 

! 
, .................................... .)r- SYSTEM i 
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....... < .............. . ............. i ..! -_ 
L*, 

SYSTEM 
COMPONENT 

SYSTEM 
COMPONENT 

Figure 3.11: The user interface requirements 

In the simulation tool the user interface is responsible for managing four separate processes. 

These processes are system configuration (1) (Figure 3.1 I), system component configuration 

(2), simulation parameter configuration and end-result interpretation (3). These processes all 

work together to configure, reconfigure and interpret the proposed solution provided by the 

simulation engine. It is the work of the user interface to complete and integrate these 

processes in the fastest most efficient manner possible. 
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With current software development packages, such as Visual Ctc++ 6.0 [9] and Delphi 5.0

[10], offering integrated object-orientated (OOP) techniques and easy access to previously

unexplored programming libraries (WIN32 API), unsurpassed flexibility in simulation user

interface and engine design is possible. Ways to successfully implement the requirements

include a move towards the functionality contained within the WIN32 API (WINDOWS OS).

This implies movement away from simulation tool databases e.g. system components,

construction types, etc. such as used by QUICKCONTROL.

Some of the changes possible with the WIN32 API include multiple system components

selectand move,componentcopy anddelete,componentdraganddrop,a multipledocument

interface (MDI), and an integrated project workspace for easy simulation tool navigation. This

allows the quick and easy configuration of any system configuration. The user will be able to

substitute one system component of a specific type with another of the same type by simply

dropping the new component onto the old. See Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: The drag and drop of pre-constructed components

No system connections need to be reconstructed. With the use of a multiple document

interface, pre-constructed system configurations can easily be integrated into the new

simulation workspace. Some obvious advantages to using the WIN32 API include stability,

ease of use and a marked increase in the efficiency and speed of simulation configuration. In
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various existing simulations tools, such as QUICKCONTROL, the user is prompted to select

a system component group. The component is then configured according to the make,

performance characteristics and operating conditions, by selecting the appropriate

configuration from a pre-constructed component database. Through the use of the WIN32

API, the drag and drop of pre-configured system components, onto the project workspace is

made possible. This eliminates the need for any system component database. This addresses

the need for an easy expandable system model collection.

By moving away from a system component database a further increase of overall simulation

tool stability is gained. Some of the other advantages include no version control on databases,

no incorrect database connections, no database management and no database errors. By

designing each component as a separate entity contained within itself the necessary

coefficients, variables and information to correctly and accurately specify all of itself (object

orientated), it is possible to totally move away from any database. See section 3.3. By

implementing the above design as interface for a cross industry thermal and energy system

simulation tool, the efficient simulation of these various thermal systems is possible. For a

pictorial overview of the implementation of the user interface for VISUALQEC see Appendix

B. Figure 3.13 a summary representation of the implementation ofthe proposed interface.
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Figure 3.13: Representation of the implementation of the thermal and energy simulation interface
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3.6 A new simulation engine design 

The simulation engine can be presented as that part of the integrated system simulation tool 

not visible to the user. The simulation engine forms the driving force behind the simulated 

solution for the simulation tool. The engine encapsulates all the required mathematical 

routines, simulation procedures, and logical programming needed for the successful 

completion of an integrated simulation. It can be viewed as the central and mathematically 

most involved stage of the simulation process. Over the years, most of the work done in the 

field of simulation concentrated on the design and implementation of successful simulation 

engines. As discussed in section 2.9, various open source and public domain engines exist. 

From section 2.10 and 2.11, the requirements for a successful system simulation engine state 

that, mathematically, system component models must be a combination of fundamental 

principles and empirical correlation coefficients. The simulation procedure, scheme and 

system component models must make use of explicit equation methods to ensure 

mathematical stability and simulation solvability. The simulation engine must furthermore be 

able to simulate any control strategy efficiently and accurately. Typical pre-constructed 

control units must be readily available as part of the overall simulation process. 

The simulation engine stands central to the simulation process. Without the engine, no result 

for a configured simulation can be generated. The simulation engine can be divided into two 

main parts: the system component models and the system solution model. The former contain 

the internal mathematics upon which all system components in the simulation are based. To 

ensure a stable system simulation, it is imperative that these models must consist mainly of 

fundamental thermodynamic and first principle equations for calculating operating conditions 

based on performance and empirical correlation coefficients for the required component. 

The detailed derivation of all these models falls outside the scope of this study. For more 

information see Rousseau [4], Lombard [6], van Heerden [5] and Arndt [7], with further 

reference to Stoecker [I 11 for the way in which these system component models are derived. 

Appendix A gives a summary of the most important system component models used within 

the thermal and energy system simulation field. Table 3.1 and 3.2 contain a summaty of the 

various system control and system components found within VISUALQEC. 
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Table 3.1: VISUALQEC control components

Water-air bulk air cooler Water manual valve

iii I Water valve

Table 3.2: VISUALQEC system components

S8

[9 Controller - scheduler . Controller- step

Controller - PID Controller converge

IT][!] Sensors a Controller diverge

IClimate
I r!j I Water dam

Air source I Water source

a Air t-piececonverge IWater t-piece converge

Air t-valve converge . I Water t-valve converge

C Air t-piecediverge C I Water t-piece diverge. Air t-valvediverge . I Water t-valve diverge

Wi
Air heater m I Water-water exchanger

Air fan I Water pump

Air damper I Water pipe

Air-cooledchiller

I. I Water-c:ooledchmer

Air-airheatexchanger . I Water cooling/heating coil

Buildingzone EI I Water storage tank

Water-aircoolingtower I [11 I Pelton turbine
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Traditionally, the simulation process contained within the system simulation scheme consists 

of first solving the mass flow through the system and then numerically, or explicitly, solving 

the thermal characteristic and energy consumption of the various system components. In the 

new cross industry system simulation tool the simulation process essentially stays the same. 

At the beginning of every simulation time interval the mass flow, and then the thermal 

characteristics and energy consumption, are solved. The new unique contribution is the way in 

which mass flow through the system is approached. In the past a numerical solution scheme 

for solving the mass flow of a network was used. This becomes an involved and extremely 

cumbersome process to be done at each time interval of the simulation process. Because of 

the numerical nature, some system configurations are unstable, or take far too long to 

converge to a stable or accurate solution. The need to replace this unstable solution scheme 

with some or other stable simulation algorithm becomes apparent. 

The new system simulation engine implemented in VISUALQEC makes use of such a new 

procedure. This new procedure follows a logical flow procedure, which guides the user to 

inherently specify the unknown flow variables throughout a network. At the beginning of the 

simulation process a system component order is generated through which the simulation 

engine proceeds at the start of each new time interval of the simulation process. For a deeper 

understanding of the theory and implementation of this mass flow simulation procedure see 

section 3.7. 

From Figure 3.10 the basic simulation scheme without the simulation of dynamic elements 

such as control consist of the following: 

1. Graphically build the required configuration from the existing system components. 

2. Generate the mass flow simulation sequence through the system (1). 

3. At the beginning of each time interval of the simulation timeline, simulate the system 

mass flow (5). 

4. Solve each explicit system component for a number of iterations within a specific time 

interval (7). This allows each system component to reach steady state. 

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for every number of time intervals required for the simulation. 
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For the new system simulation engine, as can be seen ftom the above steps, nowhere is it 

necessary for any or set of differential equations relating the system variables to be solved. 

This explicit system simulation scheme dramatically improves the stability, speed and 

simulation efficiency without compromising accuracy. 

To simulate control dynamically, a time constant is added to each steady state component 

model. Van Heerden [3] discusses various other methods for simulating dynamic control. 

The complete system simulation scheme (Figure 3.10) shows that the system control models 

are solved at the beginning of each time interval. This method is used by QUICKCONTROL 

and was found to be the easiest, mathematically stable solution available. The proposed 

simulation engine designed for VISUALQEC can be classified as a discrete, deterministic, 

integrated and dynamic cross-industry system simulation tool. 

3.7 Simulating mass flow through integrated thermal and energy systems 

To mathematically solve any theoretical "real" flow network is quite cumbersome, complex 

and often very time consuming. Therefore many thermal and energy system simulation tools 

[5] utilise the approach where flow is specified in the various system connections by the 

system components and not calculated for each time step. In constant mass flow networks the 

mass flow rate for each system component is specified by that system component it self. 

However, for a dynamic system simulation scheme, such as required by VISUALQEC, the 

mass flow rates could change over time due to the effect of control on certain system 

components i.e. valves, pumps, fans etc. These dynamic system components thus have an 

effect on the mass flow through the various other static system components. 

These dynamic system components must therefore be utilised to &-up the correct, changing 

mass flow through the different network branches for all the other static system components. 

QUICKCONTROL makes use of such a flow specifying technique but does not allow for 

open loop network systems. The techniques used in QUICKCONTROL are also limited to 

typical flow networks mostly found only in the building industry. The need for creating a 

cross-industry, efficient and mathematically stable mass flow simulation procedure capable of 

simulating any complex open and closed loop network efficiently, is apparent. The following 

system component types are used to set up flow in a configured system network: pumps, 

valves, fans, converges and diverges. All these system components are referred to as flow 
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components. Pumps, valves and fans are the only system components that can furthermore 

specify mass flow and only one of them is needed per open or closed loop. Converges and 

diverges are used to add up flows or to specify mass flow fractions. Table 3.3 contains a 

summary of the various flow components found in VISUALQEC. 

Table 3.3: VISUALQEC flow components 

To set up a given system configuration, the user interface is used. The various system 

components, including the flow components (table 3.3), can be dragged and dropped into 

position. The system components of various ports are now connected to each other in the 

direction of the mass flow by a system connection. As discussed in section 3.3, system 

connections connect the outlet condition and mass flow of the previous system component to 

the inlet condition of the next system component (Figure 3.14). This implies that a system 

component receives its input for each time step from the system connection connected to its 

inlet port. The system conditions, mass flow and control values must be solved for each time 

step in the following sequence: 

1. Obtain all the control output signals according to the conditions of the previous time 

step and store it in the control system connections. 

2. Use the mass flow simulation procedure to set the flow of all the system connections 

for the current time step. 

3. Now utilise an energy solver to solve all the various system components and obtain 

their output conditions. 
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Figure 3.14: Diagram of a mine surface cooling plant 

The mass flow in the configured system can be set for each time step by implementing the 

following mass flow simulation procedure: 

1. Pumps (Set flow): Search for all the pumps set as flow components in the system. 

Pumps can be either flow components or just system components for energy 

calculation purposes. Set the flows of the pumps to the respective control component 

flows. Search forwards and backwards from each pump until the search finds another 

flow component or system break (e.g. dam, source) and set the flow of the system 

connections found to the flow specified by that pump. 

2. Valves and fans: Follow the same procedure used by the pumps to specify the flows of 

the system connections. 
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Converge (Set fractions): Get the mass flow value from the system connection 

connected to the outlet port and calculate the inlet mass flows according to the 

specified control component fractions. Search backwards from the system connections 

connected to the inlet ports of the converge until the search finds a flow component or 

system break and set the flow of all the system connections found to the respective 

flow fractions of the converge. 

Diverge (Set fractions): Get the mass flow value from the system connections 

connected to the inlet port and calculate the outlet port mass flow according to the 

specified control component fractions. Search forward from the system connections 

connected to the outlet port of the diverge until the search finds a flow component or 

system break and set the flow of all the system connections found to the respective 

flow fractions of the diverge. 

Converge (Add flow): Get the mass flow values from the two system connections 

connected to the inlet ports and add them up. Search forwards from the system 

connections connected to the outlet port of the converge until the search finds a flow 

component or system break and set the flow of all the system connections found to the 

added flows ofthe converge. 

Diverge (Add flow): Get the mass flow values from the two system connections 

connected to the outlet ports and add them up. Search backwards from the system 

connections connected to the inlet port of the diverge until the search finds a flow 

component or system break and set the flow of all the system connections found to the 

added flow of the diverge. 

When configuring a system, the user must decide on the following depending on the flow 

network and configured flow control strategies: 

Pumps and fans can either be used as flow components or just system components. 

Diverges and converges can either be used to add flows or set fractions. In 

VISUALQEC, this distinction is made by t-valves and t-pieces. Any diverge or 

converge of type t-valve sets fractions whilst any diverge or converge of type t-piece 

add flow. 

The converges and diverges must either be solved in the correct sequence to eliminate 

iterations, or the procedure must be run a number of times to solve all the system connections. 
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To illustrate the mass flow simulation procedure, consider the diagram of a typical mine 

surface cooling plant (Figure 3.14). Applying the procedure as discussed, generates the 

following sequence of system components and system connections. See Figure 3.15. 

I 

I FLOW SYSTEM 
COMPONENTS CONNECTlONS 

PUMP 1 

00 
PUMP 2 

000000 
VALVE 

@@ 
DIVERGE 

CONVERGE 

Figure 3.15 Solution to simulating mass flow 

Flows are set to the system connections by the flow components in the sequence of the list. 

The flow values of the flow components can either be set constant over time like in the 

example of Figure 3.14 or the flow values can change due to changing system control outputs. 

The mass flow rates of pumps, valves and fans can be controlled from system conditions. This 

is practically achieved by adding a control sensor and controller loop to the output connection 

of a system component. Diverges and converges which are set on set fraction, can also be 

controlled 6om system conditions. Pump 3 in Figure 3.14 is utilised as a system component 

and not a flow component to include the thermal performance and energy consumption of that 

pump in the simulation. This simulation of mass flow procedure is effectively implemented 

within the VISUALQEC system mass flow simulator (3)(Figure 3.9). 
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3.8 Resolving further system simulation pitfalls 

Traditionally, to solve any thermal and energy system, the system simulation engine is at 

some stage required to solve the set of numerical equations that describe the relationship of 

the various system components (section 2.3). Usually, numerical techniques such as Newton- 

Raphson are used to solve these sets of equations. These equations are most often non-linear 

implicit equations, which often doesn't have an easy, trivial solution. 

QUICKCONTROL, for example uses, the powerful public domain routine SNSQ, which is 

based on a quasi-Newton method with the Jacobian, determined via the Broyden method 

[12,13]. This procedure has been developed over the last couple of decades and provides a 

powerful and general method for solving sets of non-linear equations. It has good 

convergence properties but, in common with all other methods for solving non-linear 

equations, requires a reasonable initial guess value for the solution. To comply with the 

requirements for a cross-industry thermal and energy system simulation tool as outlined by 

section 2.10 and 2.1 1, the need arises for the stable, explicit solution of the system. 

Because all system components implemented for VISUALQEC make use of explicit steady 

state component models, as well as not solving but simulating the mass flow through the 

various system components, it is possible to 'hot" solve any set of differential or systems of 

equations, as is traditionally the case. This new unique simulation procedure allows every 

system component, through iteration, to reach steady state. A fast, stable, accurate solution of 

the system energy can then be achieved. By using this method, the very calculation intensive, 

and often unstable and time consuming numerical solver needed for the solution of the 

system, can be replaced. VISUALQEC through its design makes use of no numerical solver. 

This could only be achieved through the explicit modelling of system components, as well as 

the simulation of the mass flow through the system. 

3.9 An illustrative example 

To summarise the design of the new cross-industry thermal and energy system simulation tool 

and accompanying simulation scheme (Figure 3.10) the following small example is presented. 

See Figure 3.16. Figure 3.16 shows a diagram of a typical simple HVACNC system. 
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Figure 3.16: Diagram of a typical HVACNC system 

Figure 3.16 consists of three main loops. There is the main air loop formed by the climate (I), 

diverge (4), converge (3), heatingkooling coil ( S ) ,  heating/cooling coil (6) and the zone (7). 

The warm water loop formed by the heatinghooling coil (6), water source (10) and water 

pump (1 1). The cold-water loop formed by the heatingkooling coil ( 5 ) ,  the chiller (8) and the 
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cold water pump (9). As discussed in section 3.4 and diagrammatically shown in Figure 3.10, 

the simulation process proceeds as follows: 

The system control components i.e. sensors and controllers are sent to the 

system control simulator (2). 

The various flow components i.e. air diverges, converges and in this example 

the flow specifying zone is sent to the mass flow simulator (3). 

All remaining system components are sent to the system component simulator 

(4). 

The mass flow simulator uses the new simulation of mass flow procedure 

introduced in section 3.7 to generate the sequence in which the various system 

components and system connections mass flow need to be simulated. 

The initial starting value for all the system control and system components are 

set by the system control simulator, system mass flow simulator and system 

component simulator. 

The system control simulator takes the input port values of the various sensors 

(S1, S2, S3, S4) and according to the specified control models (Cl, C2, C3) 

generate the appropriate output port values. 

These output port control values are transferred via the connected system 

connections to the connected in ports of the system components. 

The system mass flow simulator runs through the simulation mass flow 

sequence generated at the start of the simulation. 

The various connected system connections mass flow values are set to the 

specified mass flow values. 

Using the new iterative steady state solution method discussed in section 3.8, 

the system component models (5,6,7,8,9,11) thermal and energy is calculated. 

The calculated values from the system component models are transferred to the 

system component out ports. These out port values are transferred to the 

connected system connection in ports. 

The system simulation scheme repeats the procedure from step 6 to 11 until the 

required number of time steps has been reached. 

After the simulation, the "state" or thermal condition of every system component at a specific 

moment in the simulation process can be viewed graphically. 
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3.10 Physical implementation of the new system simulation tool 

VISUALQEC was designed and developed to specifically cater for the needs and 

requirements identified for an efficient cross-industry thermal and energy system simulation 

tool. VISUALQEC was developed over a two-year period in an object orientated 

programming environment, namely Delphi 5,6 [lo]. VISUALQEC also serves as testament to 

the success of the proposed new system simulation scheme, its implementations and concepts 

discussed throughout this study. Specific attention to a new procedure for simulating mass 

flow, as well as a new iterative system component solution was given. These two changes 

ensure an unconditional mathematically stable and fast simulation. For a pictorial overview of 

the implementation of VISUALQEC and some code extracts see Appendix B. 

TEMM International (Pty) Ltd. sponsored the development of VISUALQEC in the interest of 

enhancing thermal and energy efficiency practices across multiple energy consuming 

industries. Chapter 4 and 5 shows the verification and application of the new simulation tool 

in both the building as well as the mining industry. 
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CHAPTER 4 

BUILDING INDUSTRY VERIFICATION 

Improving building heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (WAC) system energy 

efficiency translates to monetary savings for the building owner. Although the benefits of 

increased energy efficiency is very important, energy saving measures should never 

compromise the indoor air quality (L4@ of any building. To support ESKOM and the South 

African governmental efforts towardr improving energy efficiency practices. The need for a 

new, easy to use, mathematically stable, eflcient and accurate thermal and energy system 

simulation tool war identiJed. A new cross-industry thermal and energy system simulation 

tool, called VISUALQEC was developed to meet these requirements. To validate the success 

of VISUALQEC, a building energy retrofi study, using VISUALQEC and its underlying 

system simulation scheme, for a commercial building is presented 
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4.1 Introduction 

Improving building heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (WAC)  system energy 

efficiency translates to monetary savings for the building owner and less greenhouse gases 

being released into the atmosphere [I]. Although the benefits of increased energy efficiency is 

very important, energy saving measures should never compromise the indoor air quality 

(IAQ) of any building. The reason is that IAQ has a direct effect on the productivity of the 

building occupants. The cost associated with poor IAQ and the resulting loss of productivity 

far outweighs savings due to increased energy efficiency and the reduction of energy 

consumption. 

Popular belief in the past was that good IAQ and energy efficiency were in direct conflict. In 

South Africa, studies by TEMM International (Pty) Ltd. have shown that approximately 50% 

of energy used by the commercial sector goes directly towards their HVAC systems [Z]. This 

statistic clearly indicates that through improved W A C  system efficiency, a tremendous 

potential for saving on energy exists. A cost-effective way to improve the energy efficiency of 

a building W A C  system, without compromising indoor comfort, is by implementing better 

control [3]. However, when changing the control strategy of a system it is often difficult to 

predict the resulting changes in system energy consumption and the indoor comfort. 

To achieve these predictions, a thermal and energy system simulation tool that can efficiently 

and accurately simulate the building with its W A C  system and controls in an integrated 

fashion, is required [4]. Although there are many system simulation tools available, they do 

not satisfy the requirements for integrated, stable and accurate system simulation needed by a 

typical commercial energy consultant. The need for a new, easy to use, mathematically stable, 

efficient and accurate thermal and energy system simulation tool was identified. A new cross- 

industry thermal and energy system simulation tool, called VISUALQEC was developed to 

meet these requirements. 

The verification and validation of a thermal and energy system simulation tool forms an 

integral part of ensuring the applicability and accuracy of a system simulation to real-life 

situations. To this end, a validation energy retrofit study, using VISUALQEC and its 

underlying system simulation scheme for a commercial building, is presented. In this case 

study, more emphasis was placed on the ease of doing such a retrofit study using 
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VISUALQEC. A more detailed verification of individual HVAC system components was 

done for the mining case study, which is discussed in chapter 5. 

4.2 Verification procedure 

Usually, a comparison of the results of a "calibration and verification" simulation with actual 

measured system conditions will indicate the accuracy of the created simulation model. The 

"calibration" simulation ensures that the current status of the building HVAC system can be 

simulated correctly, so that cost savings and energy efficiency improvements are realistic. The 

configured simulation model is considered adequately calibrated when the predicted daily 

total building demand load is within a 10% range of the actual measured building electricity 

demand. 

The "verification" simulation is performed in order to verify the accuracy of the simulation 

model's energy consumption over a typical year. The yearly energy consumption and 

maximum electricity demand of the simulation is then compared to the actual measured 

building results. The best way to ensure that the simulation model represents the real building 

is to verify the energy consumption of the various HVAC system components, and to check 

whether the simulated trends of the energy profiles are realistic. 

Energy consulting group HVAC International (Pty) Ltd was contracted by TFMC (Pty) Ltd to 

investigate the potential for energy savings throughout the Telkom Campus. To further verify 

the benefits and practical implications of using VISUALQEC, VISUALQEC was used as 

main system simulation tool. The results and conclusion of this retrofit study is presented as 

sufficient proof and verification of the successful application of VISUALQEC to the building 

industry. 

4.3 Case study: Telkom Data Building 

The Telkom Data Building is situated in the central business district (CBD) of Pretoria, South 

Africa and forms part of the Telkom Campus group. The building can be divided into four 

main building sections, each of which is used differently and is supplied by it's own air- 

conditioning (HVAC) system. These four main sections are, an office section, a ground floor 
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area, first floor area and a lower ground section. Table 4.1 is a summary of the most important 

building and HVAC system details for the Data Building. 

Water cooled and air cooled 

Table 4.1: Telkom Data Building description 

4.3.1 System description 

Oftice area 

The office area is situated on floors 2 through 13. Each floor is used as office space in 

an open plan arrangement. The main plant room of this zone is situated on the 14" 

floor. The chillers and the main air-handling unit (AHU) are in this room. The cooling 

towers are on the same level on the roof. 

The system is designed as a full fresh air system. Outdoor air is fed to the main 

cooling coil where it is cooled, and then supplied to induction units situated on the 

sides of each floor. The main cooling coil is a free coil, which means that the coil is 

not controlled and that it operates continuously at full capacity (the coil is not 

equipped with a bypass damper). 

Electric heaters heat the air when required. In addition to the main AHU ,the zone is 

equipped with induction units and ceiling mounted fan coil units (FCU's). The 

induction units are supplied from the main AHU and are situated on the sides of the 

floors, and the FCU's re-circulate the air inside the zone and is situated in the centre of 

the floors. Three water-cooled chillers cool the water. The chillers supply the main 

cooling coil, the induction units and the FCU's with chilled water. The condenser 

water is cooled by three cooling tower located on the roof of the building. 
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First floor 

The first floor area consists mainly of offlce space. There is one small room used for 

equipment (called Dark Room). The air conditioning of the office area is done by three 

AHU's. One of the AHU's is in a plant room on the first floor, and the other two are 

on the podium. The units consist of a cooling coil, fixed speed fan and electrical 

heaters. Two air-cooled chillers situated on the podium cool the water. The equipment 

room is conditioned by two down-blow units, and is fed of the main system. The 

chilled water to these units is supplied from the chillers. 

Ground floor 

The ground floor of the building is used for office space and technical equipment. The 

air is conditioned by 10 down blow units located in a service compartment next to the 

outer wall of the zone. Return air is fed to the down-blow units through a common 

return air ceiling void. In the units the air is cooled by cooling coils and humidified if 

required. No heating is installed. The chilled air is then supplied to the zone through a 

pressurized under floor area. Four air-cooled chillers are situated on the podium above 

the first floor area. 

Lower ground printing section 

The lower ground area is used for printing of the telephone invoices for the Telkom's 

customers. The area is mainly a large open plan workspace where the printing 

equipment is located. A few smaller areas like offices and storerooms also form part of 

the area, as well as a separate conference room. 

The area is supplied by four AHU's. The printing area of the lower ground section is 

supplied by a variable air volume system. Two air handlers with variable speed drive 

(VSD) fans, a cooling coil, economiser cycle and electric heaters feed the area. The 

conference room is supplied by a similar system. The fourth air handler supplies a 

storeroom. This unit consists of a cooling coil and constant speed fan, with a constant 

fresh air supply. One air-cooled chiller located on the podium supplies chilled water. 
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4.3.2 Current state of the system 

During a building energy audit it is not unusual to find that the HVAC system does not 

operate according to designed intentions. This was also the case in this building. The 

differences between the designed and the current system, as well as any potential 

problems, are discussed in this section. It must be stressed that the aim of the study 

was not to find problems with the system, but to make recommendations as to the 

theoretical energy savings potential of the building through simulation. 

Oftice area 

As stated previously, the office area was designed as a full fresh air system with a free 

running coil. The fresh air is supplied to the air handler via a set of grills with fixed 

openings. During the winter the system did not operate as a full fresh air system. The 

maintenance personnel closed the fresh air supply grills, and opened the doors of the 

service shafts in the plant room. The system therefore operated as a fixed percentage 

return air system, with the only fresh air supply to the building that which leaks past 

the closures. 

The electric heaters are also turned off because of dangerous temperatures that it 

obtains when on. The probable reason for this is the low airflow over the heaters, 

which also results in less than required heating available in the zone. During the 

summer, the system is turned back into a full fresh air system. The system currently 

operates as such. 

In addition, the main cooling coil is blocked. Very little airflow is let through the coil. 

This will have an adverse effect on the potential of the system to maintain comfort in 

the building. This will be because of the reduced airflow over the main coil, also 

because less "high pressure" air is fed to the induction units, reducing its efficiency. In 

contrast, it will result in a decreased load on the chillers resulting in decreased energy 

consumption. During the project some of the compressors of each chiller were out of 

commission for servicing. 
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First floor 

The first floor area is mainly designed as oftice space. Additional to this there is the 

equipment room, but this area is very small compared to the office area and is supplied 

by its own system air conditioning system. The whole ofthe first floor area, except the 

equipment room, is currently unoccupied. The ofice area is supplied by three AHU's, 

one situated on the floor and two located on the podium. All three are operating. 

The first floor area was originally designed as a full fresh air system. The building 

facilitators changed this to a return air system. One of the three AHU's is operating on 

full return air. The two units on the podium share a fresh air inlet. For these units the 

return air dampers and fresh air dampers are fully open. 

Two down-blow units supply the equipment room, which require chilled water from 

the chillers on the podium. However, the load of the equipment room is small 

compared to the chiller size, which then results in chiller cycling when only the down- 

blow units are operating. The other three AHU's are operating to apply additional load 

to the chiller, in order to keep it from cycling. This results in relatively high-energy 

consumption in relation to the required heat load. 

Ground floor 

The ground floor is currently operating below designed capacity. However, there are 

possible plans to increase the amount of people and equipment in the near future, 

which will increase the load on the system. 

The result of this is that more down-blow units are operating than is required. 

However, some of the down blow units cannot be turned off. The reason for this is 

because of short-circuit backflow into the unit, causing the fan to rotate backwards. If 

the unit is switched on, then strain is placed on the fan and fan motor, decreasing its 

operating life. 
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Lower ground printing section 

The lower ground air handlers and chillers are currently operating to design 

conditions. Although this space is used as a printing area, it was not designed as such. 

When the printing machines are operational, the installed HVAC capacity is not 

enough to maintain comfort levels in the zone. The only change to the system from the 

original is the removal of humidifiers in the AHU's and the electric re-heaters in the 

ducts. 

BMS 

The main drawback of the building management system (BMS) is the extent of the 

data available in the BMS. The most common issue would be that most of the 

equipment has a control signal in the BMS, but not an operational signal (e.g. a 

positional, or onloff signal). Therefore, the operator can see the BMS command to the 

component, but not the response of the unit to the command. 

4.3.3 System simulation configuration 

For the Telkom Data Building, the simulation model was divided into four zones, with 

each individual building section being modelled as a separate zone. These four zones 

included: 

1. Office area, ranging from the second floor to the thirteenth floor. 

2. The vacated first floor area. 

3. The ground floor area, including the office section and equipment section. 

4. The lower ground printing section. 

The following assumptions were further made to obtain the relevant zone area, 

occupancies and load inputs: 

1. For the zone lights assume a value of 22 w/m2. This figure was obtained from 

a TFMC lighting audit. This value also corresponds to typical design values 

and was verified by spot-checking in the building. 
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2. Assume 330 persons working in the building. This value was obtained from 

the building telephone directory. 

3. Assume that 80% ofthe occupants operate PC's. 

Table 4.2 shows the climate over a typical 24-hour period that was used for the 

verification and energy simulation of the Telkom Data Building. This data was 

calculated from yearly data taken over the past 20 years. Temperature and relative 

humidity (RH) is shown. 

7 - 
BUILDING CLIMATE DESCRIPTION 

r~~~~ ' SUMMEROC ' SUMMER I WLNTER oc I WINTER 

Table 4.2: Building simulation climate data. 

To verify the accuracy of VISUALQEC, the dynamic integrated nature of the 

complete HVAC system of the Telkom Data Building was modelled and simulated. 

Figure 4.1 is a representation of the four main zones air circuits. Figure 4.2 is a 

representation of the four main zones water circuits. 
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Figure 4.1: Simulation model air circuit layout 

I 

Figure 4.2: Simulation model water circuit layout 
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4.3.4 System operation verification 

The complete the "calibration" and "verification" simulation the actual measured 

system data was used to verify the predictions obtained by the simulation program. A 

specific typical 24-hour day of system operation was chosen for calibration and 

verification purposes. The simulation was performed according to the exact operating 

schedules of the measured system. The predictions of this simulation were compared 

to a specific typical 24-hour day of normal operation, chosen from the most complete 

measured data. For this study 7 September 2004 was used. As is most often the case in 

commercial buildings, access and availability of measured system data is very limited. 

The following figure graphically shows the energy consumption of the office area 

chiller. See Figure 4.3. The measured data shown is the average hourly energy 

consumption calculated from the typical 24-hour day of normal operation. The 

difference between the simulated and measured system energy consumption is 9%. 

This is within the 10% required accuracy band. 

Oftice chiller energy consumption 

I 

8 0 ,  I 

10 - pp - -  - pp - -  

0 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 

Time 

Figure 4.3: Ofice chiller energy consumption 
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Gmund floor chiller energy consumption 

, , _- .... 
Measured 

Time I 

Figure 4.4: Ground floor chiller energy consumption 

For the annual energy consumption, VISUALQEC predicts an electricity cost of 

approximately R 1, 553, 000.00, including Maximum Demand (MD). When compared 

to the daily energy consumption of the whole Telkom Campus group, the Data 

Building accounts for approximately 10% of the group energy consumption. 

4.3.5 Retrofit options and further verification results 

Making use of VISUALQEC, an end-user energy cost breakdown was determined. 

This identified the large energy consumers in the building. By investigating these 

consumers, possible energy efficiency measures and savings potential can be 

investigated. See Appendix C for more detailed layout of the Telkom Data Building, 

building energy cost and building HVAC system energy cost breakdown. 

From the building energy cost breakdown it was found that 52.77% of the total of 

7941.72 MWh of energy consumed by the building goes towards the HVAC system. It 

further showed that 43.40% of this total goes towards cooling and 30.61% towards the 

ventilation of the HVAC system. With these figures in mind, a number of retrofit, or 

control change options to improve these figures can be investigated. The retrofit 
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options investigated are discussed per main building section. The assumptions made 

for the specific retrofit or control change is also discussed. 

Ofice area 

The retrofits investigated in the office section include fixing of the main coil, changing 

of the system to a return air economiser control, evaporative cooler, light scheduling, 

fan schedulin& chillers scheduling and night set point setback. 

1. Repair main cooling coil: Firstly, the influence of repairing the main AHU 

cooling coil was investigated (Currently the main cooling coil is blocked). This 

would give a more accurate picture of how the office system should currently 

be operating. The simulation model with the functioning coil was then used as 

the base year scenario for the rest of the office retrofit comparisons. The 

energy consumption of the system with the fixed coil would be more than with 

the blocked coil. The new airflow of the coil, and therefore the zone, was 

calculated from typical design airspeed of 2mIs over the coil face area. 

2. Return air economiser control: Changing of the system to a return air system 

would constitute many equipment changes to both the building and HVAC 

system. This would include the placing of air ducting in the service shafts 

leading to the main plant room, motorised dampers to regulate return air, fresh 

air intake, and return air fans to maintain static pressure in the office areas. 

This option would most likely not be feasible from a payback period 

perspective, but will also have a positive effect on the comfort in the building 

and maintenance costs on the system. This option was also investigated and 

proposed by building maintenance staff in recent years. 

3. Eva~orative cooler: Evaporative cooler will reduce load from the chillers with 

the use of free cooling. This option will however have penalties from a 

maintenance point of view, through personnel time and equipment costs such 

as water treatment. It will also lead to increased water consumption. 
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4. Night setbackkt ~ o i n t  drift: Night set point setback involves the slacking of 

the building set point during unoccupied times. The cooling set point is raised 

and the heating set point is lowered during these times. The assumption was 

made that there would be no cost implication in this retrofit as it could be set 

up on the BMS by maintenance staff. The set points were drifted by the 

following values: 

Weekday 

The following figures show the summer and winter simulation for a weekday, 

05:OO - 05:59 
06:OO - 06:59 
l8:OO - 18:59 
19:OO - 19:59 
20:OO - 23:59 

Saturday and Sunday. From the figures it can be seen that the building is on set 

0O:OO - 04:59 / 5°C / 0O:OO - 05:59 1 5°C 1 0O:OO - 23:59 1 5°C 
I Saturday I 

point after the set points are set to normal ranges. 

Sunday 

Table 4.3: Building set p i n t  drift settings 

2°C 
1°C 
2OC 
3°C 
5°C 

Office summer simulated temperatures 

20 -- -pp - Summer Weekday 

06:OO - 06:59 
06:OO - 06:59 
12:OO - 12:59 
13:OO - 13:59 
l4:OO - 14:59 
15:OO - 23:59 

- 4 i- Summer Saturday 

3OC 
1°C 
1°C 
2OC 
3OC 
5°C 

Summer Sunday 
.- 

0 J  I 
1 4 7 10 13 16 19 22 

Time 

Figure 4.5: Summer simulated temperatures with set p i n t  drift 
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I Office winter simulated temperatures 

~ -p~ ~ ~ p ~ ~ -  I- - Winter Saturday 

~ -~ -~ ~~ -~~ 
Winter Sunday 

~~~~ 

I 1 4 7 10 13 16 19 22 

Time 

Figure 4.6: Winter simulated temperature with set point drifl 

Fan scheduling: Fan scheduling involves turning the fans off during occupied 

times. The assumption was made that there would be no preliminary cost 

implication in this retrofit as it could be set up on the BMS by maintenance 

staff. Normally maintenance personnel are not in favour of switching 

equipment off, and would prefer set point drift. The following times were used: 

Chiller scheduling: Chiller scheduling involves turning the chillers off during 

occupied times. The assumption was made that there would be no preliminary 

cost implication in this retrofit, as it could be set up on the BMS by 

maintenance staff. In the simulation model the chillers were turned on one hour 

before the fans, to allow the chillers to lower the water temperature to the 

required set point. This would reduce the workload on the system as compared 

to the case where all equipment is turned on simultaneously. Normally 

maintenance personnel are not in favour of switching equipment off, and 

would prefer set point drift. The following times were used: 

Weekday 
00:OO - 04:59 
05:OO - 17:59 
18:OO - 23:59 

Table 4.4: Building fan scheduling times 

OFF 
ON 
OFF 

Sunday 
00:OO - 23:59 

Saturday 
00:OO - 05:59 
06:OO - 13:59 
14:OO - 23:59 

OFF OFF 
ON 
OFF 
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04:OO - 18:59 1 ON I 05:OO - 13:s. 1 ON I 
19:OO - 23:59 OFF 14:OO - 23:59 OFF 

Weekday 

Table 4.5: Building chiller scheduling times 

( Saturday 1 Sunday 

The following figures show the summer and winter simulated temperatures, for 

00:OO - 03:59 1 OFF 1 00:OO - 04:59 1 OFF 1 00:OO - 23:59 1 OFF 

a Weekday, Saturday and Sunday case. From the figures, it is evident that the 

zone temperatures are in the comfort range (2 1°C - 24 'C) during ofice hours. 

Office summer simulated temperatures 

- - 

I 
- Summer Weekday 
- Summer Saturday 

I Summer Sunday 
-- 

Time 

Figure 4.7: Summer simulated temperatures with fan and chillers scheduling 

I Office winter simulated temperatures 

1 -Winter weekday 

0 J  I 
1 4 7 10 13 16 19 22 

Time 

I- Winter Saturday 

Wnter Sunday - .- - 

I 
Figure 4.8: Winter simulated temperatures with fan and chillers scheduling 
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First floor 

Currently the entire HVAC system of the first floor is operating to supply only a very 

small section of the floor. The office section of the floor is vacated because of health 

issues. There are plans, however, to move the equipment in the equipment room to 

another venue. There is no time scale to this plan and it may happen soon, or only after 

several years. There are no definite plans, known by the building facilitators, to 

reoccupy the floor. In the event that the equipment remains in place for some time, it 

may be efficient to install a dedicated system in the room and permanently switch off 

the remaining floor W A C  system. It is therefore proposed to install a small split unit 

air conditioner in the equipment room. 

Ground floor 

The ground floor area was originally designed as an equipment area. It has an installed 

cooling capacity of 1000kW. Less than half of the capacity is currently used. 

However, the fan of a down blow unit cannot be turned off because the large under 

floor supply pressure causes backflow that causes the fan to turn backwards. If the fan 

is turned on again, the fan and fan motor is placed under strain, which has a negative 

maintenance implication. Therefore, the retrofit proposed is to install a short piece of 

ducting away from the units to lower the amount of backflow because of the high 

under floor pressure. Only the number of required units required maintaining set point 

can then be used. There are plans to increase capacity in the ground floor area. No 

savings will then be possible since all units will he required. For the simulation it was 

assumed that the floor is currently running at half capacity, therefore half the units 

could be switched off. 

Lower ground printing SectiOd 

The lower ground W A C  system was not designed to make provision for the printing 

equipment currently installed in the area. The equipment therefore struggles to 

maintain the required temperature in the area. In addition, the printing equipment 

cannot be switched off even during times of no printing. These two facts require the 

W A C  system to operate continually and no savings is possible. 
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4.4 Building savings potential and conclusion 

Numerous retrofit options and combinations thereof were investigated through simulation 

during the project. The most important financial results are displayed in the following tables. 

The cost calculations are based on an active energy cost of 12.Olc/kWh, and a MD cost of 

R51.51. 

The table below shows the current building electricity cost for the current building simulation 

model, and the building simulation with the fixed main coil. From the table it is evident that 

by fixing the cooling coil it will have an adverse effect on the annual building electricity cost. 

Table 4.6: Cost of current building operation vs. cost of repaired coil 

~ ~~ 

~ l e c t r i c i t ~  -. cost -~ ~ savings ~ ~ 

~ 

The following tables give the retrofits pertaining to the ofice section. The base year scenario 

is the cost of the current building simulation, with the assumption that the main coil is 

repaired. The cost of the coil repair is therefore NOT included in the price of the retrofits 

listed. The retrofit installation costs are also a general figure and are not based on actual 

contractual quotes. It also operates on the assumption that the lights can be scheduled. The 

following retrofit and combination retrofit options was investigated: 

Description c o s t ~ )  
current building 1544055.77 
Repair coil 1553633.14 

1. Fresh air ratio economiser control 

2. Evaporative cooler 

3. Night setbacWset point drift 

4. Fan scheduling 

5. Fan and chillers scheduling 

6. Economiser, evaporative cooler, set point drift and light scheduling 

7. Economiser, evaporative cooler, fan and chiller scheduling, and light scheduling 

Cost savings -~-- (R) ~ ~ - - 
-9577.37 

% Savings ~ -- - 
-0.62 
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Table 4.7: Cost savings of the office individual retrofits 

Electricity Cost Savings 

Financial Analysis 

- 

- -  % _ Savings _ ~ ~p - 
-~-A 

- .  0.55 
0.79 - 

Description 
Baseyear .. 

Option 1 ~~---~ 

Option 2 -~ 

Table 4.8: Financial analysis of the simulated office individual retrofits 

__ 

Cost cost w!!!!3 (RJ 
1553%.14. ~ ~p- - 

- -  1545016.02 8617.13 
p~~ ~ -- 

1541290.63. - ~ 12342.52 

Description 

Tables 4.9 and 4.10 give the retrofit information for the simulation of the first floor and 

ground floor areas. The base year scenario is taken as the current building operation, without 

the repaired main office coil. The reason for this is that these specific retrofits are not 

dependant on the correct functioning of the main office system. 

Option 3 
opt ion4~ 
Option 5 
Option 6 
Option 7 

Direct 
payback Project Cost (R) Period 

(Months) 

Table 4.9: Cost savings of the first floor and ground floor retrofits 

1531705.4%-- 2 1927.74 ~ 1.41~ ~ ~- 

- 
, Electricity cost savings 

1533847.28 7 8 5 . 8 7 ~  
1506224.30 47408.84 
1464848.06 88785.08 
1437915.32 115717.82 

Payback Period 
(months) 

Description Cost (R) 
Base year 1544055.77 
First floor 1465958.70 
Ground floor 1473539.67 

1.27 
3.05 
5.71 
7.45 

Loan Rate 

Cost savings (R) 
- 
78097.07 
70516.10 

Net Present 
Value ..(R) 

Year 5 

% Savings 
- 
5.06 
4.57 
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Table 4.10: Financial analysis of the first floor and ground floor retrofits 

~ - ~p 

p G ! i a ! ~ ? n y  ~- - ~ ~ 

The following tables give the results of the total combined retrofits. These include the first 

floor and ground floor simulations, as well as the combined ofice retrofits including the set 

point drift as well as fan and chiller scheduling respectively. 

Table 4.11: Cost savings of the office combined retrofits 

Loan 

%, rate ear 

12.00 
12.00 

Description Project cost (R) i 

Electricity cost savings 

Net Present 
value (R) 

Year 3 
137575.99 
129367.78 

Direct-- 
Payback 
Period 

8 
7 

First floor 
Ground floor 

-~ ~p 

. --- -. . Year 3 . 
ro$& I 34o000.00 I I 12 . -- 12.00 5701 97.65 

i I---- I Option 2 - 340000:00' . I I , -- 62 1778.54 - 

Discounted 
Payback Period 

9 
8 

50000.00 
40000.00 

Cost savings (R) % Savings 
- 

378959.86 24.39 
400435.52 25.77 

Description 
Base year 
Option 1 
Option 2 

~ 

Financial analysis 

Table 4.12: Financial analysis of the office combined retrofits 

Cost (R) 
1553633.14 
1 174673.28 
1153197.63 

Description 

It is assumed that the scheduling of the equipment will have zero capital input, as an existing 

maintenance contract on the BMS will be able to implement these retrofits. For practical 

purposes it was assumed that capital costs would be covered by a loan with an interest rate of 

12% p.a. The project cost prices are general values and do not form part of a cost analysis of 

a concept design. 

Project cost Loan j Direct Discounted 1 I Net Present 
(R) Payback Period Payback Period ! (%/./year) ~ ! rate , Value (R) 

From the results it can be seen that the combination of all the retrofit options holds the biggest 

savings potential. Unfortunately, it also as a relatively long payback period compared to most 

of the other retrofits. In addition, some of the retrofits are not very practical, and based on 

assumption that is in turn based on predicted space usage, which may change. 
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The combined retrofit will realise a saving of 25% on the total yearly cost, with a payback 

period of approximately one year. The investment will have a net present value of about 

R620,000.00 over three years. 

The retrofit study done on the Telkom Data Building shows that VISUALQEC and the new 

simulation engine was capable of efficiently completing a typical building energy efficiency 

saving study. VISUALQEC was found to be extremely versatile in its allowed system 

configurations (retrofits) as well as unconditionally stable when simulating the various system 

components. Since this study, VISUALQEC and or the new VISUALQEC simulation engine 

(chapter 3) have been consistently used by HVAC International (Pty) Ltd. [6,7] to do various 

other energy retrofit and thermal and energy related work. VISUALQEC thus complies with 

all the requirements and criteria as outlined by chapter 2. It is also the first thermal and energy 

system simulation tool specifically designed for use by a mostly non-academic, commercial 

energy-consulting community. 
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CHAPTER 5 

MINE INDUSTRY VERIFICATION 

The verifcation and validation of a thermal and energy system simulation tool forms an 

important part of ensuring the applicability of the simulation to real-life situations. Kopanang 

is situated on the Free State side of the Gauteng - Free State border. This mine's primary 

function is the removal of gold carrying ore from the gold carrying rock body. By using 

VISUALQEC, the surface cooling plant and undergroundpumping network of a typical South 

African gold mine was simulated The results of this verijcation form the central theme of this 

chapter. 
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5.1 Introduction 

The verification and validation of a thermal and energy system simulation tool forms an 

important part of ensuring the applicability of the simulation to real-life situations. To this 

end, a validation study is presented in this chapter. The case study was done on the thermal 

and energy consumption systems of a typical goldmine within the South African mining 

industry. Details of the system layout and the accompanying verification are given in the 

following sections. 

5.2 Verification procedure 

To verify and validate a system properly, it is necessary to physically measure the relevant 

information needed for the system. This information includes water flow rates, temperature 

trends, dam levels and electricity consumption measured over a certain period, at available, or 

specified time intervals. The measuring equipment needed was either already installed in the 

system, e.g. System Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems, or additionally 

provided. 

By using VISUALQEC, the system can be modelled by configuring the required sub-systems 

using the different component models of the simulation tool. Starting with a typical day, the 

measured data of the system can be compared to the end result data acquired from the mine 

thermal and energy simulation tool. 

To be able to verify the dynamic integrated thermal and energy system simulation tool, 

VISUALQEC, it was necessary to establish a proper procedure for the verification process. 

This procedure needed to be systematic and was broken into seven steps. 

1. A detailed schematic layout of the system was needed to establish the 

configuration of the simulation model and to determine the various measuring 

points needed for the verification purposes. 
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The measurements needed for verification purposes included the measuring of 

all underground dam levels, temperature trends, the water flow rate from the 

underground system to the surface cooling plant, pumping schedules of each 

pumping station and the electricity usage of all the power consuming 

equipment. 

Equipment that was already installed in the system, e.g. SCADA, as well as 

additional measuring equipment was used to perform all the necessary 

measurements. Typical additional equipment included temperature and mass 

flow measuring probes. 

A typical working day was selected from the measured data. This data was 

selected together with an appropriate measuring interval to cover enough 

working conditions of the pumping cycle. 

The measured data was collected and sorted into useful formats. Along with 

the system measurements, the representative weather temperature (T) and 

relative humidity (RH) was collected. The weather measurements form the 

driving force for most of the air component models within the integrated 

thermal simulation. 

The simulation was set up with the weather conditions and various cooling and 

pumping cycles of the typical day. The simulation was run and the simulated 

data was compared with the actual measured data. 

Corrections and modifications were made to the simulation models and the 

simulation was repeated until the simulated data compared well to the 

measured data. 

By using the above verification procedure the verification process was successfully 

performed. 
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5.3 Case study: Kopanang 

Kopanang is situated on the Free State side of the Gauteng - Free State border. The primary 

function of the mine is the removal of gold carrying rock ore from the rock body. The process 

of removing this ore requires a constant supply of chilled water to various underground 

stopes. The chilled water is also used to cool the ambient supply air temperature to the 

various stapes through the use of a bulk air cooler (BAC). 

Two of the major consumers of energy on this mine are the refrigeration (surface cooling 

plant) and the underground pumping network. The surface cooling plant is used to cool water 

and air into and out of the mine, whilst the pumping network is used to transfer this water 

throughout the various underground levels and stapes back to the surface cooling plant for re- 

refrigeration. Other consumers of large amounts of energy, which fall outside the scope of 

this verification, include the compressed air cycle and the man and rock winder systems. 

5.3.1 System description 

For the purpose of this verification study the Kopanang system is broken into two 

parts, namely the surface cooling plant and the underground pumping network that 

includes the various underground dams on 38 and 75 levels. 

Surface cooling plant 

The mine has an installed cooling capacity of 35 MW in its surface plant. Six Hitachi 

HM-22A water-cooled chillers provide this cooling capacity. The system was 

originally designed to work with eight machines but the current six machines can 

manage the total required cooling load efficiently. The surface plant system consists 

of the condenser cooling towers, pre-cooling towers and storage capacity through the 

various water storage dams. Figure 5.1 schematically represents the surface plant. 
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Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the surface cooling plant cycle 

The surface cooling plant system begins with hot water from the underground mine at 

38 level being pumped into the surge dam. If the dam level of the surge dam is too 

low (usually because of evaporation) makeup water from the municipal water tanks is 

added to the system. The hot water from the surge dam at 27'C is then pumped 

through pre-cooling towers, where the ambient water temperature is lowered to about 

14"C, into the hot water confluence side of the main storage dam. This water is mixed 

with water at 8'C that was used by the bulk air cooler (BAC) from the chilled water 

dam at 3OC, to cool the ambient air temperature into the mine. 

The hot confluence water is then cooled by the water-cooled chillers (evaporator 

cycle) and returned to the cold confluence side ofthe main storage dam where it mixes 

at about 3OC with the chilled water dam. The three condenser cooling towers of the 

system support the cooling of the condenser water cycle of the water-cooled chillers. 

Appendix D contains all the specifications of the various components of the surface 

cooling plant. 
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Underground pumping network 

The main dam above ground is the chilled water dam that serves as the input link for 

the chilled water from the surface cooling plant to the underground working areas. 

The hot surge dam on the surface serves as the output link between the underground 

working areas and the surface cooling plant. Figure 5.2 schematically represents the 

underground pumping network. 

Figure 5.2: Schematic representation of the underground pumping network. 

Water is sent into the mine from the chilled water dam on the surface through a 

turbine. The turbine generates additional energy for the water extraction pumps 

situated on 38 level. Water is pumped from the warm water dams on 38 level into the 

warm surge dam on the surface. Water is distributed through the various working 

levels underground where the used water then gathers into the settlers at the bottom of 

the mine at 75 level. The 75 level pumps then pump the water from the 75 level dams 

up into the hot water dams situated on 38 level. 
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5.3.2 System simulation configuration 

To verify the accuracy of VISUALQEC, the dynamic integrated nature of both the 

surface cooling plant and the underground pumping network was modelled and 

simulated. Figure 5.3 is a representation of the complete integrated system as 

modelled with VISUALQEC. 

Figure 5.3: Complete integrated mine thermal and energy system of case mine 
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5.3.3 Simplification of configured simulation model 

Because each component requires a certain amount of time to be efficiently simulated, 

the larger the simulation model the longer the simulation time. Because of the large 

nature of the Kopanang surface cooling plant and underground pumping network 

systems a decision was made to simplify the simulation model. Figure 5.4 shows the 

simplified simulation model that was used to simulate and verify the accuracy of the 

mine thermal and energy simulation software tool. 

Figure 5.4: Simplified integrated mine thermal and energy simulation model of case mine 

The main simplifications that were made involves the combination of the six water- 

cooled chillers into one controllable model (see Figure 5.4, Chillers) and the 

combination of the three condenser cooling towers into one representative tower (see 

Figure 5.4, Condenser CT). Note that on both Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 all the control 

strategies required by the various components of the system could be easily configured 

and implemented. Results showed that this simplification had no adverse effect on the 

accuracy of the simulation. 
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5.3.4 System operation verification 

The actual measured system data was used to verify the predictions obtained by the 

simulation program. A specific typical 24 hour day of system operations was chosen 

for verification purposes. The simulation was performed according to the exact 

operating schedules of the measured system. The predictions of this simulation were 

compared to a specific typical 24 hour day of normal operation, chosen from the most 

complete measured data. For this study 25 July 2001 was used. 

This 24 hour simulation was done to find out if it was possible to simulate the 

operation of the surface cooling plant and pumping network accurately, i.e. it was 

necessary to simulate the real life operation of the system. The end result predictions 

of the thermal and energy characteristics made by the simulation tool were verified 

against the actual measured data. 

Surface cooling plant 

For the surface plant the temperatures of the most important components of the 

system, namely the pre-cooling towers (see Figure 5.4, Pre CT), condenser towers (see 

Figure 5.4, Condenser CT) and water-cooled chillers (see Figure 5.4, Chillers) were 

verified. This was necessary to ensure the accuracy of the integrated system and the 

accurate prediction of the cooling load and energy consumption. 

Underground pumping network 

For the pumping network the various dam levels of the 38 chilled water, the 38 hot 

water and the 75 settler dams was verified. This verifies the accurate simulation of 

flow through a system over a typical 24 hour working operation cycle. The energy 

consumption of the pumping system was also verified. The following section 

describes the verification of the various systems. 
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5.3.5 Verification results 

The entire system, as shown in Figure 5.4 was simulated with 60 time intervals per 

hour. This allowed for the accurate and dynamic simulation of the required controllers 

of the integrated systems. The following figures represent the main results obtained 

from the successful verification of the thermal and energy simulation abilities of the 

designed and implemented simulation tool. 

Surface cooling plant 

-- - - - - 
Verification of thermal characteristics of system pre-cooling towers 

18 I 

I 
0O:OO 04:48 09:36 14:24 19:12 0O:OO 

Time 

Figure 5.5: Verification of the thermal characteristics of the system pre-cooling towers 

Figure 5.5 shows the simulated vs. measured results of the thermal characteristics of 

the system pre-cooling towers. The profile of the simulated values closely follows the 

measured results. The simulated system characteristics easily fall within the acceptable 

10% allowed difference. 
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-- - - - - -- -- -- 

Verification of thermal characteristics of system condenser towers 
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Figure 5.6: Verification of the thermal characteristics of the system condenser towers 

Figure 5.6 shows the simulated vs. measured thermal characteristics of the system 

condenser towers. Again, the results obtained by using VISUALQEC closely follow 

the trends of the actual measured system. 

p-~~ -- ~ . 1 

Verification of thermal characteristics of system water-cooled chillers ! 

1 -- -- - -- 
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Figure 5.7: Verification of the thermal characteristics of the system water-cooled chillers 
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Underground pumping network 

-- -- - - - - 

Verification of dam level of 38 chilled water dam 
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Figure 5.8: Verification of the dam level of the 38 level chilled water dam 

- - - -- - -- - 

Verification of dam level of 38 hot water dam 
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Figure 5.9: Verification of dam the level of the 38 level hot water dam 
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-- - 

Verification of dam level of 75 settler dam 

-Measured 
-Simulated - .- 

~ - ~ ~ ~ 
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Figure 5.10: Verification of the dam level the 75 level settler dam 

Verification of pumping and cooling load 

0O:OO 04:48 0936 1424 1912 0O:OO 

Time 

Figure 5.11: Verification of the pumping and cooling load 

From Figure 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 the verification and accuracy of the simulation of the 

underground pumping network are shown. It can be seen that the new mass flow 

procedure is able to accurately simulate the real measured system. 
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5.4 Conclusion 

The entire surface cooling plant and underground pumping reticulation system of the 

Kopanang gold mine was successfully simulated with VISUALQEC. The predictions made 

by the tool were verified against measured data from the physical system. These 

measurements included dam levels, active pumps, water flows and various energy 

consumption values as shown in Figures 5.5 to 5.11. 

Satisfactory results were obtained from this verification study. It was found that the 

simulation tool simulated most of the underground flow network with a maximum error of 5% 

and a minimum error of 0.05% for 90% of the time. The temperature verification of the 

surface cooling plant was also satisfactory. From a simulation tool point of view, 

VISUALQEC also allowed for the easy configuration of the entire Kopanang surface cooling 

plant and underground pumping network. VISUALQEC also efficiently simulated the entire 

simulation model and its various components with no marked loss of accuracy. A marked 

improvement on the overall stability of the simulation process was evident. 
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CONCLUSION 

Using existing building simulation tools as reference, coupled with trends and practice in 

system simulation sofhvare design, a cross industry dynamic integrated thermal and energy 

system simulation tool was developed The pe~ormance and usability of VISUALQEC within 

the building industry was verified by completing a typical energv consulting commercial 

building retrofit stu& VISUALQEC was furthermore verified for mining applications by 

simulating the most typical thermal and energV systems of a gold mine. From these 

verifcations, new applications, possible Mure implementations and furrher improvements 

arise. These aspects and the conclusion of this study form the main objective of this chapter. 
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6.1 Efficiency and saving through cross industry application of simulation 

Thermal and energy system simulation is globally recognised as one of the most effective and 

powerful tools to improve on overall energy system efficiency. Through simulation, South 

Africa, seeking ways to improve on current inadequate energy efficiency practices can benefit 

greatly. However, because of the usual extreme mathematical nature of most simulation tools, 

coupled with the historically academic environment in which most simulation software is 

developed, valid negative perceptions towards the commercial viable, large scale 

implementation of simulation technology exist. 

System simulation is too often seen as unstable, cumbersome and time consuming. It is also 

commonly known that system simulation is only effective in the hands of highly skilled 

operators. For South Africa to make full use of the benefits that thermal and energy system 

simulation holds, these negative perceptions towards system simulation need to be addressed. 

By providing the South African energy-consuming sector with a commercially easy to use, 

unconditional, mathematically stable system simulation tool, significant strides towards 

changing perceptions as well as achieving the required energy efficiency improvement targets 

can be made. A new cross-industry thermal and energy system simulation tool, VISUALQEC, 

was developed to satisfy this need. 

VISUALQEC was designed with a new user interface specifically designed towards a less 

academic, more commercially orientated user. A new mass flow simulation procedure 

specifically created to increase the mathematical stability and speed of the overall thermal and 

energy system simulation process was also implemented. Through the application of explicit 

system component models, and a new iterative solution scheme, no need for a differential 

equation solver was required. A new iterative solution method was implemented. Further 

improving on overall system and mathematical stability. 

VISUALQEC was proven successful for use in both commercial building and mining 

applications. Before VISUALQEC, no integrated thermal and energy system simulation tool 

specifically geared towards the dynamic simulation of mine ventilation and cooling (VC) 

systems existed. 
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6.2 Towards a more efficient South African building industry 

With most of South Africa's commercial buildings being of older design, measures and 

solutions are sought to improve or change the current wasteful inefficient HVAC systems. 

Most of the available thermal and energy system simulation tools too date, were designed by 

academic institutions, making them often commercially inefficient, too time consuming and 

costly to use. For a commercial product, a greater balance between the usability, cost 

implications and mathematical accuracy of the simulation tool needs to be obtained. 

VISUALQEC was created to fulfill this requirement. Through the explicit system component 

models and new iterative solution model, VISUALQEC ensures fast, accurate and stable 

system simulations. Unlike most other building simulation tools, VISUALQEC was 

specifically designed to always give the user a solution. By using the new user interface, it is 

also possible to easily configure any required system and or HVAC system retrofit. With such 

a powerful tool available to commercial energy consultants, the application of applied large- 

scale building energy efficiency practices becomes a reality. The South African commercial 

building industry can take full advantage of the power that system simulation holds towards 

improving building and HVAC system design and retrofit. 

6.3 Other applications for simulation in the building industry 

Because of the stable nature of the VISUALQEC simulation engine, new dynamic control 

strategies can be implemented. By integrating VISUALQEC into the building management 

system (BMS), the best possible optimised current system operation can be simulated and 

controlled. 

6.4 Towards a more efficient South African mining industry 

The future of the South African mining industry lies in improving the economic effectiveness 

of the overall mining operation [17]. The main functions of a working mine are augmented by 

a multiplicity of essential auxiliary activities. These include the use of ventilation and cooling 

(VC) systems, pumping systems and various maintenance services. These activities, systems 

and services are all heavy, energy and electricity intensive consumers. It is through the 
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efficient design and control of these thermal and energy systems that the full potential for 

financial and environmental benefits of applied energy efficiency practices can be realised. 

An extensive literature survey showed that, to date, no suitable dynamic integrated mining 

thermal and energy system simulation tool existed. VISUALQEC through its cross-industry 

design, fulfill these requirements. 

Because of the explicit solution nature of the system components and simulation solution 

model implemented in VISUALQEC, the fast stable solution of the dynamic integrated 

thermal and energy systems of mines is ensured. Because of the stable mathematical and 

logical methods implemented in VISUALQEC it is possible to extend the simulation process 

even further. 

6.5 Other applications for simulation in the mining industry 

As discussed, one method for increased efficiency of the thermal and energy systems of 

mines, resulting in higher income profit associated with lower electricity consumption, is 

better control of the VC system or the accommodation of ESKOM's (dynamic structures) new 

cost based tariff structures. One of these cost based tariff structures is real time pricing (RTP). 

RTP is a pricing methodology, which sets the selling price of electricity at the marginal and 

transmission cost plus an added profit margin. The marginal cost of electricity is defined as 

the hourly market price by which electricity is generated and transferred fiom the 

transmission system to the electricity distribution system. RTP thus offers the consumer a 

clear economical cost signal, enabling and motivating electricity consumers to adjust their 

current consumption patterns to match ESKOM's objectives. 

With real time pricing of electricity and a stable, fast, dynamic integrated thermal and energy 

system simulation environment (VISUALQEC) available, an optimisation of the daily mine 

systems VC control for its various systems and sub systems i.e. underground pumping can be 

done. This optimisation process involves the optimised solution of the objective function. In 

the case of RTP, this means minimising the overall daily electricity function. With the 

necessary system constraints implemented it will be possible to optimise the VC control 

strategies and electricity consumption to allow for maximum savings without compromising 
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or changing the existing mining operations. With better control over the daily operation of the 

related mining systems implemented, the financial viability and increased energy efficiency of 

mines can be considerably increased. The RTP process optimisation as suggested above is 

currently being investigated and implemented with great success by HVAC International (Pty) 

Ltd. 

6.6 Future work and possible improvements 

Although the success of the implementation of the chosen system simulation user interface 

and system simulation engine for VISUALQEC was verified, further improvements on the 

current implementation of the cross-industry thermal and energy system simulation tool can 

be made. The following suggestions for future work will further improve the efficiency, 

accuracy and usability of VISUALQEC. 

More detailed case studies designed to test various aspects of the simulation tool are 

needed to more extensively verify the simulation tool and models. Although initial 

results on Kopanang and the Telkom Data Building were highly satisfactory, the 

accuracy and stability of some of the component models and new procedures still need 

to be verified. 

It was found that the new process of simulating without solving mass flow drastically 

improved the stability of the system simulation engine. However, in some complex 

cases, the ease of specifying and understanding the logical flow of mass in the user 

interface, from a user point of view was found to be wanting. Further improvements 

are needed on the way the mass flow through the system is specified by the user. 

The new explicit iterative simulation of system components has proven to drastically 

add to the speed and stability of the overall simulation solution. Currently, by running 

through a fixed number of iterations, the explicit system components are allowed to 

reach steady state. No order in which the system components are solved is required. 

However, this has the effect that the simulation engine does waste valuable iteration 

cycles. By calculating the order of system component solution and the required 

maximum of needed iterations per system component, further speed improvements can 

be made. 
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6.7 Conclusion 

Energy efficiency, and in particular improvements in the consumption of electricity, will 

become increasingly important in the SA energy economy. Thermal and energy system 

simulation is globally recognised as one of the most effective and powerful tools to improve 

energy efficiency. 

The South African mining and commercial building industries are two of the major 

consumers of electricity within South Africa. By improving energy efficiency practices within 

the building and mining industry, large potential savings can be realised. VISUALQEC was 

designed and implemented to comply with the needs and requirements identified. 

A new explicit system component model and explicit system simulation engine, combined 

with a new improved simulation of mass flow through a system procedure, suggested a 

marked improvement on overall simulation stability, efficiency and speed. The commercial 

usability of the new simulation tool was verified for building applications by doing an 

extensive building energy savings audit. The new simulation tool was further verified by 

simulating the ventilation and cooling (VC) and underground pumping system of a typical 

South African gold mine. Initial results proved satisfactory but more case studies to further 

verify the accuracy of the implemented cross-industry thermal and energy system simulation 

tool are needed. Because of the stable nature of the new VISUALQEC simulation engine, the 

simulation process can be further extended to the mathematical optimisation of various 

system variables. 

In conclusion, this study highlighted the need and creation for new simulation procedures and 

system designs for the successful implementation of a single dynamic thermal and energy 

system simulation tool for cross-industry applications. This tool also addresses the need for a 

dynamic thermal and energy system simulation tool for mining VC systems design and 

retrofit. South Africa should take full advantage of the power of thermal and energy system 

simulation towards creating a more energy efficient society. 



APPENDIX A 

SYSTEM COMPONENT MODELS 



Pumps 

Assumptions: 

No psychrometric property relations are needed to calculate the liquid density. The 

density is taken throughout as pl = 1000 kg/m3. Similarly the specific heat at constant 

pressure will be taken throughout as cpl = 4187 J/kg0C. 

0 The drive motor may not be situated within the liquid flow. 

The dynamic pressure difference over the pump is assumed to be negligible. 

Parameters: 

a, Correlation coefficients for the Kh versus Kf relation with j = 0 to 2. 

6 Correlation coefficients for the q,,,, versus Kfrelation with j = 0 to 2. 

Inputs: 

Simulation: 

ml 

Tli 

Interface: 

D 

N 

llmotor 

H 

9 

ll pump 

Outputs: 

 PI 

TI, 

Pwr 

Mass flow rate of liquid at inlet [kgh]. 

Temperature of liquid entering at inlet [T I .  

Rotor diameter [m]. 

Rotational speed of the pump [rpm]. 

Efficiency of the drive motor. 

Pressure head [m]. 

Flow rate [kg/s]. 

Pump efficiency. 

Static pressure rise [Pa]. 

Temperature of liquid leaving at outlet ["C]. 

Pumping power required [W]. 

Internal variables: 

HI Extra pressure head point [m]. 

HZ Extra pressure head point [m]. 

K f Dimensionless flow coefficient. 

Kh Dimensionless pressure head coefficient. 

llpump Efficiency of the pump. 

r l ~  Extra efficiency point. 



- - 

' l 2  Extra efficiency point. 

QI Rate of heat gain to the liquid [W]. 

Explicit equations: 

Three different pressures and efficiencies at three different flows are needed to calculate the 

correlation coefficients. A flow variation of 20% above and below the interface input value is 

assumed. The extra points are then calculated as follow: 

HI = ah(0.8~)' + bh(0.8q) + Ch 

111 = a,(0.8q)~ + b,(0.8q) + c, 
H2 = ah(l .2q)2 + bh(1.2q) + ch 

q 2  = a,(l .2q)2 + bq(1.2q) + c, 
with 

ah= -0.63125 

bh= 1.18125 

a, = -0.061 88 

b, = 0.33625 for O < q < 3 .  

for 3 < q < 7.5. 

for 7.5 < q < 15. 

for 1 5 < q < 2 0 .  



a, = -0.00089 

b, = 0.05089 for 20 < q < 40. 

ah= -0.01505 

bh = 0.88875 

a, = -0.00028 

b, = 0.029263 for 40 < q < 80. 

ah= -0.00164 

bh = 0.262 

a, = -0.000047 

b, = 0.01 0467 for 80<q<150.  

These values were calculated as the average values of the coefficients of a wide range of 

centrifugal pump curves. These results are shown in figures A.1 to A.14. ch and c, are now 

calculated from the one given operating point obtained from the supplier or measurements. 

This implies only one operating point is needed to obtain the mathematical model of a specific 

pump. And 

Ch = H - (ahq2 + bhq) 

C, = 11 - ( a d  + b,q) 

For each of these three points the Kh and Kfvalue must be calculated as follow: 



Using these values the correlation coefficients can be calculated as follow: 

These coefficients can now be used to calculate the necessary outputs with the following 

explicit equations: 



Pressure head vs. flow rate 

Figure A.l: Pressure head correlation for flow behveen 0 and 3 kgls 

pressure head M. flow rate 

I 

Figure A.2: Pressure head correlation for flow between 3 and 7.5 kg/s 



Pressure head vs. flow rate 

Figure A.3: Pressure head correlation for flow between 7.5 and 15 kg/s 

Pressure head vs. flow rate 

Figure A.4: Pressure head correlation for flow between 15 and 20 kg/s 



Pressure head vs. flow rate 

. Pump? 
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Figure A S :  Pressure head correlation for flow between 20 and 40 kgis 

Pressure head vs. flow rate 

Figure A.6: Pressure head correlation for flow between 40 and 70 kg/s 



Pressure head vs. flow rate 

Figure A.7: Pressure head correlation for flow between 70 and 150 kgis 

Pump efficiency vs Row rate 

Figure A.8: Efficiency correlation for flow between 0 and 3 kgis 



Pump efficiency vs. flow rate 
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Figure A.9: Efficiency correlation for flow between 3 and 7.5 kg/s 

Pump efficlency vs. flow ram 

- 

Figure A.10: Efficiency correlation for flow between 7.5 and 15 kg/s 



Pump efficiency rs. flow rate 

Figure A.11: Efticiency correlation for flow between 15 and 20 kg/s 

Pump efflclency vs. flow rate 

Figure A.12: Efficiency correlation for flow between 20 and 40 kg/s 



Pump efficiency va. flow rab 
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Figure A.13: Eficiency correlation for flow between 40 and 70 kg/s 

Pump efficiency vs. flow rab 

Figure A.14: Efficiency correlation for flow between 70 and 150 kg/s 



Fan 

Parameters: 

a, Correlation coefficients for the Kh versus Kf relation with j = 0 to 2. 

bj Correlation coefficients for the qfi, versus Kfrelation with j = 0 to 2. 

Inputs: 

Simulation: 

ma Mass flow rate of dry air at inlet [kg/s]. 

Wai Humidity ratio of air entering at the inlet [kg,,,,, I kgm, 4. 

hai Specific enthalpy of air entering at the inlet [J/kgd,.id. 

Interface: 

D The rotor diameter [m]. 

N Rotational speed of the fan [rpm]. 

%notor Efficiency of the drive motor. 

F“%d Total pressure [Pa]. 

4 Volume flow rate [m3/s]. 

ll fan Fan efficiency. 

Outputs: 

@a Static pressure rise [Pa]. 

Wm Humidity ratio of air entering at the inlet [kg.,,,,, I kgd,,iJ. 

ha, Specific enthalpy of air entering at the inlet [Jkgd, ,id. 
Pwr Power required [W]. 

Internal variables: 

PI Extra pressure points [Pa]. 

p2 Extra pressure points [Pa]. 

K f Dimensionless flow coefficient. 

Kh Dimensionless pressure head coefficient. 

11 fan Efficiency of the fan. 

rl I Extra efficiency point. 

rl2 Extra efficiency point. 

Pa Air density [kg/m3] 

Qa Rate of heat gain to the air [W]. 



Explicit equations: 

Three different pressures and efficiencies at three different flows are needed to calculate the 

correlation coefficients. A flow variation of 10% above and below the interface input value is 

assumed. The extra points are then calculated as follow: 

PI = ah(0.9~)~ + bh(0.9q) + Ch 

q~ = a,(0.9~)~+ b,(0.9q) + c, 
~ Z = a h ( l . l ~ ) ~ +  bh(l. lq)+~h 

q 2  = a , ( ~ . l q ) ~ +  b,(l.lq)+c, 

with 

ah= -823.114 

bh = 354.706 

a, = -95.3q2 + 108.78q -33.777 

for 0 < q < 1 [m3/s]. 

b, = 0.3379q2 -2.2688q +4.4056 for 1 < q 1 5 [m3/s]. 

for 5 < q < 15 [m3/s]. 

for 15 < q < 30 [m3/s]. 



for 30 < q < 60 [m3/s]. 

These values were calculated as the average values of the coefficients of a wide range of 

backward curved centrifugal fan curves or as a function of flow. The a and b coefficients as a 

function of flow can be seen in figures A.15 to A.20. The accuracy of this can be seen in 

figures A.21 to A.30. ch and c, are calculated from the one given operating point obtained 

from the supplier or measurements. This implies that only one operating point is needed to 

obtain the mathematical model of a specific fan. And 

ch = P - (ahq' + bhq) 

c, = q -  (aqq2 + b,q) 

For each of these three points the Kh and Kf value must be calculated as follow: 

Using these values the correlation coefficients can be calculated as follow: 



bo = Vl - K f l  b, - q J 2 4  
These coefficients can now be used to calculate the necessary outputs with the following 

explicit equations: 

Po = 4-(ho, 3 w,, 

Q. = 
(1 - vfi" r-b".~ , , ,  

PQVfi" motor outside airstream 



Figure A.15: Efficiency's a coefficient as a function of volume flow rate for flow between 0 and 1 m3/s 

Figure A.16: Efficiency's a coefficient as a function of volume flow rate for flow between I and 5 m3is 



Figure A.17: Efficiency's a coefficient as a function of volume flow rate for flow between 5 and 15 m3/s 

Cwmsient b vs. volume now ma 

Figure A.18: Efficiency's b coefficient as a function of volume flow rate for flow between 0 and 1 m3/s 



Figure A.19: Efficiency's b coefficient as a function of volume flow rate for flow between 1 and 5 m3/s 

Figure A.20: Efficiency's b coefficient as a function of volume flow rate for flow between 5 and 15 mvs 



Figure A.21: Total pressure correlation for a volume flow rate between 0 and 1 m3/s 

Figure A.22: Total pressure correlation for a volume flow rate between 1 and 5 m3/s 



Figure A.23: Total pressure correlation for a volume flow rate between 5 and 15 m3/s 

Figure A.24: Total pressure correlation for a volume flow rate between 15 and 30 m31s 



Figure A.25: Total pressure correlation for a volume flow rate between 30 and 60 m3/s 

Figure A.26: Fan efficiency correlation for a volume flow rate between 0 and I m3/s 



Figure A.27: Fan efiiciency correlation for a volume flow rate between 1 and 5 m3/s 

Figure A.28: Fan efficiency correlation for a volume flow rate between 5 and 15 m3/s 



Figure A.29: Fan efficiency correlation for a volume flow rate between 15 and 30 m3/s 

I 

Figure A.30: Fan efficiency correlation for a volume flow rate between 30 and 60 m3/s 



Air cooled liquid chiller 

Parameters: 

f Active fraction of total capacity. 

an Regression coefficients for cooling capacity. 

bn Regression coefficients for power. 

Inputs: 

Simulation: 

~ I ( c v ~ ~ )  Mass flow rate of water through the evaporator [kgls]. 

Tll(evap) Temperature of water entering evaporator ["C]. 

Wat(cond) Humidity ratio of air entering the condenser [kg,,,,, / kgd,,,,]. 

hal(cond) Specific enthalpy of air entering the condenser [J/kgd,,,d. 

Interface: 

Cc Cooling capacity at the expected operational temperatures ofthe chiller [kW]. 

P Compressor power at the expected operational temperatures of the chiller 

BW]. 

TEw Expected dry bulb temperature of the air entering the condenser ["C]. 

Tee Expected temperature of water exiting evaporator ["C]. 

Outputs: 

TIHW~P) Temperature of water leaving evaporator ["C]. 

Qe Cooling capacity [kW]. 

Pwr Power consumed by the compressor and fan [kW]. 

Internal variables: 

Ta~(eond) Dry bulb temperature of air entering condenser["C]. 

Explicit equations: 

cl("ond) = r(hu,(eond)> Wal(co"d) 1 
Qe = f b o  +a,&( ,,,) +a,T,,(,,,) 

With 

a, = -0.01 12Cc + 0.024 



Coefficients a2 and a, were found to be linear over a wide range of chillers with respect to 

cooling capacity as can be seen in figure A.31 and A.32. a0 is calculated from the one given 

operating point obtained from the supplier or measurements. This implies that only one 

operating point is needed to obtain the mathematical model of a specific chiller. 

Pw' = f (bo + biT t,,,, + 4L,m"4) 
With 

b2 = O.O079P+ 0.3051 

4 =O.O184P-0.1403 

bo = P - ( T , , ~ ,  + v 2 )  

Coefficients b2 and b~ were found to be linear over a wide range of chillers with respect to 

compressor power as can be seen in figures A.33 and A.34. bo is calculated from the one given 

operating point obtained from the supplier or measurements. This implies that only one 

operating point is needed to obtain the mathematical model of a specific chiller. 

I I 

Figure A.31: Coefficient al as a function of cooling capacity 



Figure A32: Coefficient a2 as a function of cooling capacity 

Figure A.33: Coefficient bl as a function of compressor power 



Figure A.34: Coefficient b2 as a function of compressor power 

Water cooled liquid chiller 

Parameters: 

f Active fraction of total capacity. 

an Regression coefficients for cooling capacity. 

b. Regression coefficients for power. 

Inputs: 

Simulation: 

~ I ( c o ~ ~ )  Mass flow rate of water through the condenser [kgls]. 

m w a p )  Mass flow rate of water through the evaporator [kgls]. 

T~i(eond) Temperature of water entering condenser ["C]. 

T~i(evap) Temperature of water entering evaporator PC]. 

Interface: 

Cc Cooling capacity at the expected operational temperatures of the chiller [kW]. 

P Compressor power at the expected operational temperatures of the chiller 

[kWl. 

T, Expected temperature of water exiting condenser ["C]. 

T, Expected temperature of water exiting evaporator PC]. 



Outputs: 

T~e(cond) Temperature of water leaving condenser ["C]. 

T~e(euap) Temperature of water leaving evaporator ["C]. 

Qe Cooling capacity [kW]. 

Pwr Power consumed by the compressor [kWJ 

Explicit equations: 

Q, = f ( 0 0  + a,T,(,"',, + ~ZT,(,,,) 

With 

a, = 0.0266Cc+2.8714 

a, = -0.01Cc + 0.2289 

a, = Cc - ( ~ , a ,  + ~ , , a , )  

Coefficients a2 and a, were found to be linear over a wide range of chillers with respect to 

cooling capacity as can be seen in figure A.35 and A.36. a0 is calculated from the one given 

operating point obtained from the supplier or measurements. This implies that only one 

operating point is needed to obtain the mathematical model of a specific chiller. 

f i r  = f (4 + bItl,(,d, + b2tl,( ,,.,I) 

With 

b2 = 0.007P +0.3549 

b, = 0.0124P +0.4207 

bo = P - (t-4 + t d ,  ) 
Coeffkients bz and b~ were found to be linear over a wide range of chillers with respect to 

compressor power as can be seen in figure A.37 and A.38. bo is calculated from the one given 

operating point from the supplier or measurements. This implies that only one operating 

point is needed to obtain the mathematical model of a specific chiller. 



Figure A.35: Coefficient a1 as a function of cooling capacity 

Figure A.36: Coefficient a 2  as a function of cooling capacity 



Figure A.37: Coefficient bl as a function of compressor power 

Figure A.38: Coefficient b2 as a function of compressor power 



Coil 

Parameters: 

A f Coil face area [m2]. 

R Ratio AdAf. 

f Fraction of ml that is not bypassed and passes through the coil. 

a, Correlation coefficients for the h, versus V, relation with j = 0 to 2. 

Inputs: 

ma Mass flow rate of dry air at the inlet [kgls]. 

Wmi Humidity ratio of air entering at the inlet [kgv,pu,/kgdwiJ. 

ha, Specific enthalpy of air entering at the inlet [J/kgd,,i,]. 

m~ Mass flow rate of liquid at inlet [kg/s]. 

Tli Temperature of liquid entering at inlet [OC]. 

Outputs: 

W e  Humidity ratio of air leaving at the outlet [kg,,,,/kgd,,i,]. 

he Specific enthalpy of air leaving at the outlet [J/kgdva,d 

TI, Temperature of liquid leaving at outlet ["C]. 

Internal variables: 

AO Total outside heat transfer area [m2]. 

Pa Air density [kg/m3]. 

Tai Dry-bulb temperature of air at the inlet[OC]. 

v, Air face velocity [mls]. 

ho Outside surface convection heat transfer coefficient [ W I ~ ~ O C ] .  

TZ Dry-bulb temperature of air at the outlet ["C]. 

Wadp Humidity ratio of saturated air at tli [kgV,,,kgd, ,iJ 

had Specific enthalpy of air at the outlet [Jkgd, 

S Sensible heat ratio. 

Explicit equations: 



h, = a ,  +a,V, +a,vO2 

A, = RA, 

If Tli 2 t; (Ti, saturated) the coil is dry which means that S = 1, wd, = W, and ha = hai and the 

following equations apply. 

woe = W d  

Else the coil is wet and the following equations apply 

w,, = c(T,, , saturated) 

Simultaneous equations: 

Explicit equation: 



Cooling tower 

Parameters: 

Correlation coefficients for the UA versus ml and tli relation with j = 0 to 5 

Mass flow rate of outdoor air through the tower [kgls] 

Power required by the built-in fan [Wj 

Power required by the built-in pump [w] 

Humidity ration of air entering at inlet [kg ,&kg d, ,i,] 

Specific enthalpy of air entering at inlet [Jkg d, ,i,] 

Mass flow rate of liquid at inlet [kgls] 

Temperature of liquid entering at inlet [ T I  

Humidity ratio of air leaving at outlet [kg vaw,&g d, ,ir] 

Specific enthalpy of air leaving at outlet [Jkg d, ,,,I 
Temperature of liquid leaving at outlet [OC] 

Input power required [Wj 

Internal variables: 

hsi Specific enthalpy of saturated air entering at tl, [Jkg d, ,i,] 

h e  Specific enthalpy of saturated air entering at tn [Jkg d, ,i,] 

Explicit equations: 

h,, = 1O3(16.66326+4.70l617T,, - 0 . 1 1 2 3 7 ~ , , ~  + 0.004991T,,' -0.17197pb,, -O.O1364p,,,T,, 

+ 0.000493pb O,Om T,,' - 2 . 9 ~ 1 0 ~ ~  pb,,,T,,3) 
Pwr = Pwr,, + Pwr,,, 

Simultaneous equations: 



Explicit equations: 

T, = {(hoe, saturated) 

Heater 

Parameters: 

Q,* Heater capacity [w 
Inputs: 

ma Mass flow rate of air entering the heater [kgls] 

h i  Specific enthalpy of air entering heater [Jkgd, ,i,] 

w ~ i  Humidity ration of air entering the heater [kg vw,Jkg d, ,i,] 

Outputs: 

he Specific enthalpy of air leaving the heater [Jkg d, ,,] 

Wae Humidity ratio of air leaving the heater [kg ,,w,& d, ,,,I 
Explicit equations: 

Q, h, =ha, +- 
"'a 

= w.i 

PID controller 

Parameters: 

t 

At 

e l 0  

@hi 

4% 
@hi 

k l  

ko 

Inputs: 

8 

Outputs: 

4 

Present time 

Size of simulation time step 

Throttling range (proportional band) low of controlled variable 

Throttling range (proportional band) high of controlled variable 

Low potential of final control element 

High potential of final control element 

Integral control factor 

Derivative control factor 

Value of controlled variable 

Potential of final control element 

Internal variables: 

OSP Set-point value of controlled variable 



4v Set-point potential of final control ekment 

kp Proportional control factor 

E Error function 

Explicit equations: 

C, = e, - e, 
i f  = e,., 5 e,, then 4, = 410 
else if el-, t Oh, then 4, = bh, 

else 4, = kp~,., + k, x'='-Af[~~tl t=o + kD 

Step controller 

Parameters: 

t Present time. 

At Size of simulation time steps. 

n Number of steps. 

~ L , I  . n  Loading set-points of controlled variable. 

%,I .... Unloading set-points of controlled variable. 

~ L . I .  .n Loading potential steps of final control element. 

4 ~ , l . . . n  Unloading potential steps of final control element 

Inputs: 

0 Value of controlled variable. 

Outputs: 

4 Potential of final control element. 

Explicit equations: 

If O,_, t 0 ,+,, and 8,-, 2 8,. then 4, = bL,, 

Else if 0,+, tr 8 ,_,, and 8,-, n QL,, then 



APPENDIX B 

VISUALQEC IN ACTION 



Figure 81: The VISUALQEC thermal and energy simulation platform 



Figure B.2: The VISUALQEC user interface without the expanded component list 

Figure B.3: The VISUALQEC user interface with expanded component list 
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Figure 8.4: A configured system on the simulation user interface

Figure 8.5: Component configuration interfaces
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Figure 8 6 :  Simulation status and time indicator screen 



SYSTEM COMPONENT CODE EXTRACT (Pw 

unit PumpQEC; ..................................................... 1. NAME: PumpQEC *) 
* DESC: Pump component declarations. *) 
~*.****.*.*.****.***I..l**..-.*..*.ltt-.t.*.-lt...ll-lt.*.t..*******I********1*************.) 

interface 
USBE 

Globala, 
Windows, 
Graphics, 
IniFiler, 
Forms, 
ElemmtQEC, 
FileHandling 
ConnectionQEC, 
Rychromeuie, 
Various, 
Classes, 
OutpuQEc; 

type 
ThmpDE = record 

ROTORDIAMETER : EnergyRoat, 
DRIVEMOTOREFFICIENCY : EnergyFloat; 
PUMPCONTROL : PControl; 
FLOWCONFIGURATION : FConfiguration; 
WORKINGPOINT : WPoint, 

TOTALH : ~ n e r ~ ~ f l i a t ;  
VSDFLOW : EnergyFloat, 
QPOINTS : Array[l..31 ofEnergyFlost, 
HPOINTS : Amy[l..3] of EnergyFloat, 
EPOINTS Array[! ..3] of EnergyFloat; 
ACOEFFlClENT : Array[l..3] of EnergyFloat; 
BCOEFnClENT : Array[l..3] of EnergyFloat; 
ctWATER-IN : WaterFlowConnectionQEC: 
=WATER-OUT : WaterFlowConnectionQEC; 
clCONTROL-MASSFLOW : TConUolConnectionQEC: 

end; 

TPumpQEC = clasr(TOnelnOne0utEIementQEC) 
(protected) 

PumpDE : TPumpDE; 
(public) 
nuhlic 

wnsmnor  Create( QECRecord : Pointer; 
X,Y :Integer); override; 

wnsmctor CreateCopy(aE1ement : TElementQEC);averride, 
pmcedure Store ( var Stream: TFileRecordSueam); override; 
wnsmctor Load ( var Stream: TFileRecardSUeam); override; 
function CreateQEClnterface(aElement : pointer): TForm; override; 
pmedure InitializeDE; override; 
procedure HandleRecord ovemde; 
~ r o e h r e  ExpoNCeeord(Filename : Smng);ouenide: 
pmcedure AssignGenericLinkq override; 
pmcedure MakeConnection( aConnection : Pointer; 

aPon : Byte); ovaride; 
procedure BreakConnection(aPort : Byte; 

aPortType : PortType); ovemde; 
procedure GetOpenPortConnecfionTypes( var aconnection : ConnectionSet; 

aPonType : PortType), override; 
pmcedure GetOpenPom( var Pam : PortSet; 

function ElementSfafus : EStafuS; override; 

p r o c h r e  SetConmlableValuc4 aPon : Byte; 
aValue: EnergyRoat); override; 

function GetConmlableValue( e o n :  Byte, aTime: TimeType):EnergyFloat; ovemde; 



fmction DolntemalMasrflow(const aTime : TimeType; 
aFlag : FFType): Boolean; override; 

pmcedure CalculateCoefficient 
function DoSimulationlnitiali7e (const a T i m  : TimeType) : Boolean, override, 
function DolnternalANWutlaSfate(const aTirne . TimeType): Boolean; override, 
pmcedure Repatf(cons1 &Time : TimeType, var Stream : TFileReeardStream),ove~~ide; 
function GeNominaWeatingCooling(InleConnwtion: TComeetionQEC): EnergyFloat; override; 

private 
tld, : EnergyFloat; (Previous Timestep temperahue) 

end; {This is ini t ia l id  in DoSimulationhitialire) 

MINmICtOr TPumpQEC.Creat$ QECReeard : Pointer; 
X, Y :Integer); 

begin 
inherited Create(QECRecord, X, Y); 
m_ELEMENTHEADER.Person :='Martin den BaeP; 
m_ELEMENTHEADER.Date :='2001101115: 
lnitisli7eDE; 
HandleRecord; 
CalculateCaefficients; 

end; 

eansuuctor TPumpQEC.CreateCopy(aElement : TElementQEC); 
begin 

inherited CreateCopy(aElement); 
PumpDE := TPumpQEC(aElement).PumpDE; 
InitializeDE; 
CalculateCoefficienu: 

end; 

prwedure TPumd)EC.Store ( var Stream: TFileRsordStream): 

end, 

conshuctor TPumpQECLoad ( var Stream: TFileRecordSneam); 
herin 

end; 

function TPumpQEC Creat@ECLnterface( aElement : pointer): TFom, 
begin 

Result := TPumpQECFm.Create(Application, self); 
end; 

- 
with PumpDE do 
beg," 

c1WATF.R-iT4 :=nil, 
ctWATER_OLlT :=nil; 
CCONTROL_MASSFMW =ml; 

end; 
end; 

p d u r e  TPumpQEC HandleRecord; 
"a, 

QECFile TIniFile, 
begin 

QECFile := TlniFile.Crear$m_Filename), 
PumpDEPUMPCONTROL := GetCon~ol(QECFile.ReadS~g~SPECIFICATIONS,'CONF1GnOW, 'fcSefflow')); 



PumpDEFU)WCONFIGURATION :=GetFlowConRguration(QECFile.ReadSmngCFLOW 
CONF1GURATION'.'CONFIGllRATION','fcSetFI)); 

PumpDEROTORDIAMETER := QECFile.ReadFloaq'SPECIFICATIONS'S'S'ROTOR DIAMETER',O.O); 
PumpDE.DRlVEMOT0REFFlClENCY := QECFile.ReadFloat('SPECIFICATIONS,'DRIV MOTOR EFFICIENCY.0.0) 
PumpDE.ROTATIONSPEED := QECFile.ReadFloat('SPECIFICATIONS:'ROTATlON SPEEW.O.0). 
PumpDEMASSFLOW :=QECFile.ReadFloat('SPECIFICATIONS','MASS',O.O); 
PumpDEWATERHEIGHT := QECFile.ReadFloat('VSD CONTROL:WATERHEIGHT,O.O); 
PumpDETOTALH = QECFileReadFloaNVSD CONTROL','TOTALH'.O.O); 
PumpDEVSDFLOW := QECFileReadFIoatCVSD CONTROL:'VSDFLOW',O.O); 
PumpDEWORKNGPOINT := GetWorkingPointMethd(QECFile.ReadSmng(W0RWNG POINTS','METHOD'.'~~S~I 
PumpDE.QPOINTS[I] := QECFile.ReadFloat(WORKING POINTS',PI',t.O): 
PumpDE.QWINTS[Z] := QECFileReadFloat(W0RKING POINTS,'QT.O.O); 
PumpDEQPOINTSD] := QECFile.ReadFloat(WORKING POMTS','Q3',0.0); 
PumpDEHPOINTS[11 := QECFiIeReadFloat(W0RKING POINTS,'HI',O.O); 
hrmpDE.HtWINTS[2] := QECFileReadFloat(W0RKING POINTS,'H2',0.0); 
PmpDEWOMTS[3] := QECFile.ReadFloat(WORKING POINTS,'H3:O.O): 
PumpDEEPOINTS[I] :=QECFile.ReadFloat(WORKINGPOMTS.'EI',O.O), 
PumpDEEPOINTS[2] := QECFileReadFloaf(W0RKMG POINTS','EZ,OO); 
PumpDEEPOINTS[3] := QECFileReadFloat(W0RKING POINTS,'E3',0.0); 
QECFikFree. 

end; 

procedure WumpQEC.ExportRecord(Filename : Smng); 
Val 

QECFile . ThiFile; 
begin 

inherited EnportRecord(Filename); 
QECFile := TLniFile.Create(Filenameh 
QECFile.WriteSmng('SPECIFICATIONS,'CONFIGTION', SeContml(PumpDE.PUMPCONTROL)); 
QECFile.WriteShing(rLoW 

C O N F I G U R A I I O N ' , ' C O N F I G l l R A T I O N ' , S e t F l ~ ) ) ;  
QECFile.WriteFloay'SPECIFICATIONS','ROTOR DIAMETER',PumpDEROTORDIAMETER); 
QECFile.WriteFloatCSPECIFICATIONS,'DFZVE MOTOR EFFICIMCY',PumpDE.DRIVEMOTOREFFICIENCY); 
QECFileWriteFloat ('SPECIFICATIONS.'ROTATION SPEED',PumpDE.ROTATIONSPEED); 
QECFileWriteFloat (1SPECIFICATIONS'.'MASSFLOW',PumpDE.MASS); 
QECFileWriteFloat (VSD CONTROL','WATERHEIGw,PumpDE.wATERHEIGHT), 
QECFileWriteFloat (YSD CONTROL','TOTALH'.PumpDE.TOTALH); 
QECFileWriteFloat ('VSD CONTROL','VSDFLOW.PumpDE.VSDFLOW); 
QECFileWriteSuing(W0RKMG P O I N T S ' , ' M E T H O D ' , S e t W o r k i n @ o i n t M e t h o d ( ~ ) ) ;  
QECFileWriteFloat (WORKING POINTS;Ql',PumpDEQPOMTS[1]), 
QECFileWriteFloat (WORKING POINTS,QZ:PumpDE.QPOINTS[Z]): 
QECFileWriteFloat (WORKING POMTS';Q3',PumpDEQPOMTS[3]); 
QECFileWriteFloat (WORKING PONS','HI',PumpDE.HpOINTS[l]); 
QECFileWriteFloat (WORKING WMTS;H2,PumpDE.HPOINTS[Z]); 
QECFile.WriteFloat (WORKING POINTS,'H3',PumpDE.HPOINTS[3]); 
QECFile.WriteFloat (WORKING PONS,'El:PumpDE.EPONS[I]); 
QECFileWfmFloat (WORKING POMTS,'EZ',PumpDE.EPOMTS[Z]); 
QECFileWriteFloat (WORKING POINTS.'EXPumpDEEPOMTS[3]); 
QECFileFree; 

end; 
............................................................................... 
(See base clars for comments) 
............................................................................... 
procedure TPumpQECArrtpGenericLinLE; 
begin 
with PumDE do 

end, 

pmcedure TPumpQEC.MakeConnection( aCanneaion : Pointer; 
aPan :Byte); 

begin 
with PumpDE do 
begin 
rase apn.7 of  

end; 
end, 
AssipGeneticLinks; 

end; 



procedure TPum@EC.BreakConnection(aPort : Byte; 
aPortType : PortType), 

begin 
with PumpDE do 
begin 

end; 
end, 
AssignGenencLinks; 

end: 

procedure TPum@EC.GetOpenPo~onnectionTp( var aConnection . ConneehonSet; 
aPonType : PortType); 

begin 
aConnection :=[I,, 
w t h  PumpDE & 
heein - ~ - ~ ~ ~  
case aPonType of 

ptM: begin 
if (ctWATER-IN =nil) then 

aComeclim := aComeclion + [ctWATER]; 
if (ctCONTROL-MASSFLOW = nil) then 

aConnection := aConnmion + [ctCONTROL]; 
end: 

ptOUT: 'begin 
if (ctWATER-OUT = nil) then 

aconnection := aConnection + [ctWATER]; 
end; 

end; 
end; 

end; 

procedure TPum@EC.GetOpenPorn( var Porn : Portset; 
aPortType : PortType, 
aConnection : ConnectionSet), 

begln 
porn := u; 
with PumpDE do 
begin 
if (ctWATER in aConneetion) then 
beg* 

case aPonType of 
ptIN: begin 

if(ctWATER-IN =nil) then 
Pons := P o 5  + [ptM_WATER]; 

end'; 
pl0UT:begln 

if (ctWATER_Om = d l )  then 
Porn := Porn + [ptOU'-WATER]; 

end, 
end: 

end; 
if (ctCONTROL in aconnection) then 
begln 

Porn = P o r n  + [ptM_CONTROL_MASSFLOW 
end, 
end; 

end', 

pllN .UATlK Kauh  = P t N  WAIER. 
plP. COhTROL.MASSI:LOW Result ; ' p m  COYIROI MASSFI O W .  
pOllT.WAIER Rnull - POUT WAI E R .  

end; 
end; 

function TP~mpQECElementStlflls ESmfus; 
begin 

with PumpDE do 
beat! 

~f (etWATER-IN 0 nil) and (ctWATER-OW o nil) then 



Result := esDefined 
else 

Result := aundefined; 
end; 

end; 

begin 
with PumpDE do 
begin 

if aPon = pm-CONTROL-MASSFMW then 
begin 

MASSFLOW :==Value; 
end; 

end; 
end; 

function TPumpQEC.GetControlabIeVaIue( &Port: Byte, =Time: TimeType):EnergyFlhlt: 
begin 

result := 0; 
with PumoDE do 
begin 

if aPon = ptliIN_CONTROL_MASSFLOW then 
begin 

mul l  := ctWATER_OUT.GetMassFIow(atime); 
end; 

end; 
end; 

function TPumpQEC.DoIntemalMassflow(const &Time : TimeType; aFlag : FFtype): Boolean; 
begin 

wifh PumpDE do 
k i n  

~f (aFlag = B o t h )  and (FLOWCONFIGURATION = fcSetFlow) then 

end; 
if (flag = flfonvard) and (FLOWCONFIGURATION = fcSetFlow) then 
begln 

ctWATER_OuT.SetMassFlow(aTime, MASSFLOW); 
end 
else 
begin 
if (aFlag = fffonvard) then 

ctWATER OUT.SetMassFlou(aTime, ctWATER INGe&hssFlow( =Time )); - - 
end; 
if (=Flag Backward) and (FLOWCONFIGURATION = fcSetFlow) then 
begin 

aWATER-M.SetMassRow(aTime, MASSFLOW), 
end 
else 
begin 
if (aFlag = ffBackward) then 

aWATER~~.SetMasrFlow(a7ime, ctWATER_OUT.GetMassnow( aTime )); 

begin 
ctWATER-OUT.SetMasrFIow(aTime, 0); 
ctWATER-IN SetMasrFlow(aTime, 0); 

end; 

end; 
Result .=TRUE; 

end; 

pracedure TPumpQECCalculateCoeficientF; 
"a, 

ah, bh : EnergyFloat: 
an, bn : EnergyFloat; 
khl, !&Z, kh3 : EnergyFloat, 
Idl.kt2, kt3 : EnergyFlaat; 
ch, cn : EnergyFloat; 
qZ,q3 : EnergyFloat; 



hZb3 : EnergyFloat; 
e2,e3 : EnergyFloat; 

begin 
ah := 0; 
bh = 0; 
an:=o; 
bn := 0; 
k h =  0: 
W:= 0'; 
rh3.=0; 
k f :=O;  
kQ:= 0; 
kB:=O, 
with PumpDE do 
begin 

(Checks ifMultiple working points can be used 1 
if WORKNGPOINT = wpMultiple then 
begin 

(Check if 3 pomts on Q are different If not change wpMultiple) 
(working points into single (wpsingle). 1 
if (QPOINTS[I]=QPOINTS[2]) or (QPOINTS[2] = QWINTS[3]) or (QPOINTS[I] = QPOINTSI3J) then 
begin 

WORKINGPOINT := wpSingle: 
end 
else 
hsin ..-... 

I lhc follownp calculalmm arc used f i r  bolh the smgleand muluple poml mgrrsrlonr I 
khl = ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' H P O I N T S ( I ] V ( ~ ~ + I ~ ~ ( R O I A T I O N S P E I ' I > ~ ~ S ~ ~ ( K O T ~ ~ R U I A M I ~ T ~ R ~ )  
k f l  - OPOlNTSlI Illnl~RIYl.41 IONSPF1:U~ROTOKDIAMlTEK~ROTOKDIAMFTER'R TOKDIAME IERI 

end; 
(If Single working point selected, 2 other points must be calculated.) 
ifWORKNGPOINT = wpSingle then 

begin 
(Curveb coefficients for range) 
ah :=-063125, 
bh := 1.18125; 
an := -0.06188, 
bn := 0.33625; 

end; 
if(QPOMTS[I] > 3) and (QPOINTS[I] <= 7.5) then 
begin 

(Curvefit eaefficients for range) 
ah := 4.25914: 
bh :=0.591667; 
an:=401816; 
bn := 0190308; 

en& 
~~(QPOINTS[I]  > 75)and (QPOINTS[l] <= IS) then 
begin 

{Curvefit coefficients for range) 
ah := 4.3248; 
bh := 3.736; 
an :=-0.00648; 
bn :=0.133: 

old; 
if(QPOINTS[Il> 15)and (QPOINTS[I] <=20) then 
begin 

(Curvefit coefflcaents for range) 
ah : = d l ;  
bh := 2.197; 
an :=-OWSO7; 
bn :=0.159, 

end; 



if(QPOlNTS[l] > 20) and (QPOINTS[I] <= 40)then 
k~i" 

(Curvefit coefficients for range) 
ah := 6.02674; 
bh := 0.639; 
an := 6.W089; 
bn := 0.05089: . 

end; 
if(QPOlNTS[I] >40) and (QPOINTS[I] <= 80) then 
beam 

(Curvefit coefficients for range) 
ah := -0.01505, 
bh :=0.88875; 
an := -0.00028; 
bn := 0.029263; 

end; 
if (QPOlNTS[I] s 80) and (QPOINTSII] <= 150) then 
begin 

(Curvefit eaeffieiens for range) 
ah := 6.00164; 
bh := 0.262; 
an := -0.000047; 
bn := 0.010467, 

end; 
if(QPOINTS[I] > 150) then 
begin 

(Curvefit coefficients for range) 
ah := 6W02; 
bh := 0; 
an := 4WM12; 
bn :=0.0071; 

end, 
(Curve fitted caeficients.) 
ch := HPONTS[l]~ah*(rqr(QPOlNTS[l]))+bhSQPOMTS[lI); 
cn := (EPOlNTS[I]/I WHan*(sqr(QPOINTS[II))+bn*QPOINS[II); 
(The extra pressure.00~ and efficiency points are now calculated) 
(Flaw range of +- 20% of single point.) 
q2 := 08*QPOINTS[I]; 
q3 := 1.2*QPONTS[I]; 
(Rerrure head) 
h2 := ah*(sqr(q2)pbh8(q2pch; 
(Test ifthe new points are viable if not the are given the limit value.) 
(The pressure head is limited to be between 0 and 200 meten. ) 
(Theefficiency is limited to be between 0.3 and 1 ) 
ifh2cOthen 

h2:=0; 
if h2 > 200 then 

h2 := 200; 
e2 := an*(sqr(q2))+bo*(qZ)+cn; 
if e2 < 0.3 then 

eZ := 0.3; 
if e2 > l then 

e2 := I; 
h3 := ah*(sqr(q3)pbh*(q3)+ch: 
if h3 c 0 then 

h3 := 0, 
if h3 > 200 then 

h3 := 200, 
e3 := anysqr(q3))+bnYq3)tcn; 
if J < 0.3 then 

e3 := 0.3; 
if e3 > l then 

e3 := I; 
(The following calculations are used for both the single and multiple point regressions. ) 
khl := (pl*g*HPOINTS[I]Y(pI*sqr(ROTATIONSPEED)*~r(ROTORDIAMETER)); 
M := QPOlNTS[l]l(pl'ROTATIONSPEED*ROTORDIAMETER*ROTORDIAMETU(*ROTORDIAMETER); 
!&2 := (pl*%h2Y(pl*q(ROTA11ONSPEED)%qr(ROTORDIAMETER)); 
ld2 :=qZl(pl*ROTATIONSPEED*ROTORDlAMETER*ROTORDIAME~R*ROTORDIAMEZR); 
kh3 := (pl*g*h3Y(pl*sqr(ROTATIONSPEED).54r(ROTORDIAMETER)); 
ki3 :=q3/ (p l*ROTATlONSPEED*ROTORDI~T~*ROTORDI~ZR*ROTORDlAME~R);  
BCOEFFICIEN[3] := ((e3-e2)*(kfl-kQHkfJ-kB).((EPOINTS[l]/IW+2)~ 

((wlr(kf3)-sqrCdZ))'(kfl -kmOD-kW(sq@ twax 
BCOEFFICIENT[2] := (((EPOlNTS[I~100+2Hqr(ldl~~ld2))*BCOEFFICLMT[3]Y(kfl-kf2); 
BCOEFFICIENT[I] := e2 <~~~*BCOEFFICIENT[~]>(S~~(~~~)*BCOEFFIC~]); 

end; 
(The conelatian coefficienn are calculated next) 



end, 
end; 

function TPumflEC.DoSimulationlnitialize (const aTime : TimeType): Emlean; 
begin 

tleO := InitialWaterConnectionT; 
Result := TRUE; 

end; 

function TPumpQEC.DolntemalANDOutletSme(c0mt aTime : TimeType): Boolean; 
Yar 

mli, Te EnergyFloat; 
tli, tle : EnergyFloat 
hc, Area : EnergyFlaat; 
kt kh, npump : EnergyFlaat; 
ptotal : EnergyFloat; 
Ql : EnergyFloat; 
CPl : EnergyFloaf 
A, B, nl,  n2 : EnergyFloat, 
PW : EnergyFloat; 

begin 
ptotal:= 0; 
(me following values will be taken fmm the inlet connection) 
with PumpDE do 
begin 

mli := aWATER-NGetMassFlow(aTime); 
tli := ctWATER-NGetTmpperaNMaTime); 
cpl := WaterSpecificCapacityT(tli); 
Te := 20; (The temperamre that the fluid in the component 1 

{will strive towardsEither 20 if the component is indoors or the ) 
(climate tempemre if it is outdmrr. 1 

hc := 15; (Convection wefficient W/mA2]) 
Area := 0.3; (Heat m r f e r  area) 
(Control strategies) 
if mli = 0 then (Cheek for h e n  the massflow = 0) 
begin 

pwr := 0; 
tle := (tld-Te)*exp(<(hc*Are~Y(pI*O.OI *cpl)).deltaT)+Te; 
if tle c 0 then (Cheek if temperature is within limits) 

tle = 0: 

SetElementPawer(aTlme, pwr), 
ctWATER_OUI SetTemperaNre(aTlme, tk), 

end 
else 
begm 

tf ml! o 0 then 
beg," 

$PUMPCONTROL = ~eVSDStltcFTessurc then lVSD stme oresure wntmll 
begin 

ototal := WATERHEIGKTW'G: 
end; 
if PUMPCONTROL = peVSDTemperaNre then (VSD rehrm temperamre m m l )  
begin 

ptotal := ((TOTALH*G8plV(sqr(VSDFLOW/pl)))P~qr(mlipl); 
end; 
if (PUMPCONTROL = pcVSDSmcPrersure) or (PUMPCONTROL = pcVSDTempemre) then 
begin 

A := ptotall(pl*sqr(ROTORDIAMEmR)); 
B :ml l l (p l*ROTORDIAMETER'ROTORD~TER*ROTORDU~~R);  
"1 := (-ACOEFFlClENT[2]*B+sq~sqr(ACOEFFIClENTp]*B)- 

4~ACOE~C1ENT[1]*(ACOEFFIClENT[3]*B*B-A))Y(2*ACOEFFICIE[l]), 
n2 := (-ACOEFFICIENT[2IaB-sqtt(sqr(ACOEFFICENT[2]*B)- 

4*ACOEFFlClENT[I]*(ACOEFFICIENT[31*B*B-A))Y(2*ACOEFFICENT[l]); 
if (n2 < 0) and (n2 > 29W) then 

n2 := 1450; 
if (nl > 0) and (nl <= 2W0) then 

ROTATIONSPEED := nl 
elre 

ROTATIONSPEED := "2; 
end; 



end; 
kf:= mli~(pl*ROTATIONSPEED*ROTORDIAMETER*ROTORD~ETER*ROTO~IAME~); 
i fkf< OOOOOWl then 

kf:= O.WWo0l; 
if kf > 0 1 then 

k f = n I '  .- . . . . , 
kh := ACOEFFICIENT[I]+ACOEFFICIENT(ZI.kf+ACOEFFICENT[3]*~q<k~; 
ifkh i OOWOOl then 

kh = 0000WI 

np&p := B&~FF~C~ENT[I]+BCOEFF~CIENT[~]*~~+BCOEF~C~~T[~]*~<~O; 
if npump c 0.3 then 

npump := 0.3; 
if naumo > I then . . 

npump := 1; 
ptotal:= kh'pl*ROTATIONSPEED*ROTATIONSPEED*ROTO~IAMETER*ROTORDIAMETER, 
QI :=((I-npump)*mli*ptoCd.IY(pl*npump~ 
tk := tli+(QV(mli*cpl)); 
if tle < tli then 

tle := tli; 
iftle > IWthen 

tle := 100; 
p w  := ((~~oC~.~*~~~~(~~*(DRNEMOTOREFF~CIENCY~~ W)*npump)); 
SnElementPowe<aTime, pw); 
ctWATER_OUT.SetTemprablre(aTime, tle); - 

end; 
if skTimeStepEnded in aTimeFlag then 
begin 

tle0 := tle; 
end; 

end, 
Result :=TRUE; 

end; 

............................................................................... 

(See base class for comments) 
............................................................................... 
function TPumpQEC.GetNominalHeafingCooling(lnletConneEtion: TConnenionQEC):EnergyFIoat; 
"a< 

maxflow, (kgls) 
mxprersure, lm)  
minefliciency : EnergyFloat, (%) 
i : Integer; 

begin 
~4th PumpDE do 

begin 
maxflow := 0; 
maxprersure := 0; 
mixfliciency := 1; 
for i :=I  t03d0 
begin 

if QPOINTS[iI > maxfiaw then 
begin 

maxfiow := QPOINTS[i], 
end; 

if HPOINTS[i] > maxpmsure then 
begin 

maxp-ure := HPOINTS[i]; 
end 

if EPOINTS[i] < mmefliciency then 
begin 
minefficiency := EPOINTS[i]; 

end 
end; 

result := ((maxflow/pl)*maxpre~s~re*G*pl*(l-mineffi~imcy/l00)lWO, 
end; 

end; 

Output : OutputDE, 
begin 

OutputElement := m-ELEMENT; 
wiIk PumpDE do 
begw 



OutputMI :=ctWATER_OU7GetMassFIow(aTime): 
0utput.Toutl := ctWATER_OUI.GetTemperafllre(aTime); 
Output Power := GetElementPower(aTime); 
Stream Write(Output, rizeaK0utputDE))'. 

end; 
end; 

end 

SYSTEM MASS FLOW SIMULATOR CODE EXTRACT 

unit MassflowQEC; 

interface 
US= 

Glabals, 
Windom, 
CIasScs, 
Childwin, 

type 
TMwflomQEC = class 

pnblic 

pmcedure UpdateElementCanneetions; 
procedure SonMassFlowSequence; virtual; 
pmcedure BuildMassFlawSequenee; virtual; 

d m c t o r  Dauoy, override; 
{Helper functions: WATER) 
hrnction irWATERCONVERGETVALVE (aElement: TElementQEC): Boolean; 
function isWATERCONVERGETYIECE (aElement: TElementOEC>: Boolean. 

function isWATERDlVERGETPIECE (aklement: TElement~6~): '~oolean;  
function isPUMPSETTLOW (aElement: TElementQEC): Bwlean, 
fundon irFANSETFLOW (aEkment: TElementQEC): Bwlean; 
function irDAMSETFLOW (aElement : TElementQEC): Boolean; 
function isDAMSETFLOWOVERFUlW ( aElement : TElementQEC): Boolean; 
function isDAMGETfLOW ( aElement : TElementQEC): Bmlean; 
function isAIRCONVERGETVALVE @Element: TElementQEC): Boolean; 
function irAIRCONVERGETPLECE (aElement: TElementQEC): Bmlem, 
function isAUWlVERGETVALVE (aElement: TElementQEC): Boolean; 
function irAUWNERGETPIECE (aElement: TElementQEC): Boolean; 
function isMUL.TW)RT(aEkment : TEkmentQEC): Boolean; 
function getMULTIPORTBackward5 ( &onneetion: TConnectionQEC) : TElementQEC; 



private 
(private declarations) 
procedure Sean'hBaekwardsSingle(var aElement : TElementQEC): 
procedure SearchBackwardsDouble(var aElement : TEkmentQEC), 

r . . ~  ~ ~ 7~ ~ - - ~  .~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ . 
procedure SemhFo~rdsDoubleSystemSpeeialFlowCa~eZ(const aTime : TimeType; var aElement : ~ ~ l e m e n I 6 ~ ~ j ;  

end; 

uses 
Main, 

var 
QECElemenr : TElementQEC; 
QECConnection : TConnectianQEC, 

('NAME: Create *t 
( *  DESC: Creates MASSFLOW and SEQUENCE list. *) 
Il.*t..*.l**.t*..l.*****.*.*****t*********.*****************.*, 

begin 
ReportMassFlowSquence; 

end'. 
end; 

i *  NAME. isWATERCONVERGETVALVE and ~~AIRCONVERGETVAL~ *) 
( *  DESC: Bwlean function refuming m e  ifTVALVE now *) 
* valve component. *) 
............................................................... 
function TMassfloHlQECisWATERCONVERGETVALW (aElement: TElementQEC): Boolean; 
begin 

if (aElement.m_Type = CONVERGEWATER') k n  
beein - 

if (WaterConvergeQEC(aEIement).WaterConve~eDE.CONVERGETWE = etTValve) then 
begin 

Result :=TRUE; 
end 
else 

Result :=FALSE, 
end 
else 

Result :=FALSE; 
end; 

function TMassfloHlQECisAIRCONVERGETYALVE (aElement : TElementQEC): Bwleati, 
begin 

if (aElementm-Type = 'CONVERGEEAR') then 
begin 

if (TAlrConverg4EC(aElement) ,AirCon~ergeDE.CPE = etTValue) then 
begin 

Result :=TRUE; 
end 
else 

Result :=FALSE: 
end 
else 

Result =FALSE; 
end; 



............................................................... 
(' NAME: isWATERCONVERGETPlECE and 8sAlRCONVERGFTPlECE *) 
{* DESC: Bwlean function returning true ifTPECE flow *) 
(' valve component. ') 
............................................................... 
function TMnssflowQECisWATERCONVERGETPIECE @Element: TElementQEC): Boolean; 
begin 

if (aElement.m_Type = 'C0NVERGE:WATER') then 
begin 

tf (TWaterConvergeQEC(aEIement).WaterCon~ergeDE.CONVERGENPE = efTPiece) then 
begin 

Result :=TRUE; 
end 
elre 

Result :=FALSE: 
end 
else 

Result -=FALSE: 
end; 

function TMasrflowQEC.isAKCONVERGE7PIECE (aElement : TElementQEC): Boolean; 
begin 

if(aElementm-Type ='CONVERGE:AIR) then 
begin 

if (TAirConvergeQEC(aElement).AirConvergeDECONVERGETWE = etTPia'e) then 
begin 

Result :=TRUE; 
end 
else 

Result := FALSE; 
end 
else 

Result :=FALSE; 
end, ............................................................... 
{'NAME: isWATERDlVERGETVALVE and isAlRDlVERGETVALVE *) 
( *  DESC: Bwlean function returning m e  ifTVALVE flow 8 )  

I* valve component. '1 
.............................................................. 1 
function TMassflawQECisWATERDIVERGETVALVE (aElement: TElementQEC): Boolean; 
begin 

if (aElemmtm Tvoe ='DIVERGE:WATER') then - .. 
begin 

if (TWaterDivergeQEC(aUement).WaferDivergeDE.DIVERGETWE = eWValve) then 
b e ~ i n  

Result :=TRUE, 
end 
else 

Result :=FALSE; 
end 
else 

Result :=FALSE; 
end; 

function TMassflowQECisAIRDNERGEWALVE (aElement: TElementQEC): Bwlean; 
begin 

if (aElementm-Type = 'DNERGE: AIR') then 
begin 

if (TAirDive~eQEC(aElement).AirDivergeDE.DIVERGFP(PE = etTValve) then 
begm 

b u l t  :=TRUE; 
end 
else 

Result :=FALSE; 
end 
else 

Result :=FALSE; 
end; 

............................................................... 

I* NAME: iSWATERDIVERGETPIECE and isAlRDlVERGETPlECE I) 
(* DESC: Bwlean function returning rme if TPIECE flow *) 
I*  valve component. '1 
.............................................................. 1 
function TMasfiowQECisWATERDIVERGEWlECE (aElement: TEIcmentQEC): Bwlean; 
begin 



if (aElement.m_Type = 'DNERGE:WATER') then 
~ ~ 

begin 
if (rWatcrDivergeQEC(aElement).Wa~rDi~ergeDE.DIVERGFTWE = etTPtece) then 
begin 

Result :=TRUE. 
end 
else 

Result =FALSE: 
end 
else 

Result :=FALSE, 
end; 

function TMarsflouQECisAlRDIVERGEPIECE (aElement TElemenQEC): Boolean; 
begin 

if(aEkment.m_Type ='DIVERGE:AIR') then 
begin 

if (TAlrDivergeQEC(aElrment).AirDi~ergeDE.DlWRGETWE = etTPiece) then 
begin 

Result :=TRUE; 
end 
else 

Result :=FALSE, 
end 
else 

Result :=FALSE; 
end: 

............................................................... 

1. SAM, IsIIAMSI:TFI.OW I 
' DESC Bwlcan funcuon rcNmlng true if icSetFlox tlau + I  ............................................................... 

function TMassflauQEC.isDAMSETFLOW( aElement : TElemenlQEC): Boolean; 
begin 

if (C3lement.m-Type ='DAM') then 
begin 

if (TDamQEC(aElement).DamDE.FLOWCONFIGURATION = fcSetFlow) then 
begin 

Result :=TRUE, 
end 
el- .... 

Resuk :=FALSE. 
end 
else ~ ~~ ~ 

Result :=FALSE; 
end; 

............................................................... 

('NAME isDAMGETFLOW *I 
1' DESC: Boolean function refuming true if fcGetFlow flow *) .............................................................. 
function TMassflowQEC.isDAMGETFLOW( aElement : TElementQEC): ~ & n ;  
begin 

if (aElement.m-Type ='DAM') then 
begin 

if (TDamQK(aElement).DamDE.FLOWCONFlGURATlON = fcGetFlow) then 
begin 

Result := TRUE; 
end 
else 

Result :=FALSE; 
end 
else 

Result :=FALSE: 
end; 

&.tion TMassflowQEC.isDAMSETFMWOVERFLOW( aElement : T E I ~ ~ ; ~ Q E C ) :  Boolean; 
begin 

if (aE1ement.m-Type ='DAM') then 
begin 

if (TDamQK(aElement).DamDE.FLOWCONFIGURATI = fcSetFlowOve~ilow) then 
begin 



Result := TRUE; 
end 
else 

Result :=FALSE; 
end 
else 

Result .=FALSE, 
end: 

............................................................... 
{*NAME: irPUMPSETFLOW *)  
(' DESC: Boolean function returning m e  if fcSelFlow Oow *)  
(*..***.*.*.****.***tt***.*..***************tt*t**.*.****.*.**) 

function TMassflowQEC.isPUMPSmLOW( ?,Element : TElernentQEC): kalean;  
begin 

if(aE1ernent.m T m  ='PUMP')then - .. 
begin 

if (TPurnpQEC(aElement).PumpDE.R.OWCONFlGURAT = fcSetFlow) then 
begin 

Result :=TRUE; 
end 
eke 

Result :=FALSE: 
end 
else 

Rsul t  := FALSE; 
end; 

............................................................... 
;NAMI: I ~ ~ A N S F T H . O W  '. 
(. DESC Boolean iunaton rctummg true ~ifcSetl lo* flnu 'I ............................................................... 
ihction TMassflo@EC.isFANSETFLOW( aElement : TElementQEC): Bodlean; 
begin 

if (aElernentm-Type ='FAN') then 
heein ~"~~~ 

if (TFanQEC(~lement).FanDEFLOWCONFlGURATION = fcSetFlow) then 
beein 

Result :=TRUE; 
end 
else 

Result =FALSE; 
end 
else 

Result := FALSE; 

I' SAMF I~MIILI IWRT .I 
;. DESC Bwlean functm rcNmlng rmc if frSc.tFlow llou .: ............................................................... 
function TMassflowQEC.isMULTIPORT( aElement : TElementQEC): Boalean; 
begin 

if (aElernent.m_Type ='CHILLER:WATER') then 
begin 

Result :=TRUE; 
end 
else 
if (aElement.m_Type = 'STORAGETANK') then 
begin 

Result :=TRUE; 
end 
else 
if(klement.rn_~ype = 'EXCHANGER:WATERTOWATER') then 
begin 

Result :=TRUE, 
end 
else 
if (aE1ernent.m-Type ='EXCHANGER:AIRTOAIR') then 
begin 

Result := TRUE; 
end 
else 
if (aElementm-Type = %HILLER:AIR') ththen 



begin 
if (TAirCwledChille@EC(aElement).AirC~)IedCnilleDE clCONDENSORAlF-IN o nil) and 
( T A ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O E C ( ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) . A ~ ~ C M ) ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ I I ~ ~ D E . C ~ C O N D E N S O R A I R ~ O U T ~  nil) then 

begin 
Result := TRUE, 

end 
else 

Result :=FALSE; 
end 
else 
if 1aElement.m T m  = 'COOLINGTOWER') then - .. 
begln 

if (TCoolingTowe@EC(aElement).CwlingT~werDE.cfAlF~IN 0 nil) and 
(TCwlingTowe~EClaElement).CwIingT~werDE.nAlR~OUT o nil) then 

begin 
Result :=TRUE; 

end 
else 

Result :=FALSE: 
end 
else 
if (aElement.m-Type ='BULKAIRCOOLER') then 

begin 
Result = TTCE 

end 
el% 

Result :=FALSE; 
end 
else 
if (aElementm_Type = COIL') then 
begin 

Result :=TRUE: 
end 
elst 

Result = FALSE; 
end, 

function TMasrflowQEC.getM~TW)RTBaclovard~ (aConnenion: TConnectionQEC) : ElementQEC, 

rype ConnectionRecord = record 
ConnectionIN_I : Integer; 
C~nnectionTN~Z : Integer, 
ConnectionOUT-1 : Integer, 
ConnectionOUT-2 : Integer; 
Connection : Integer, 

end; 

"ar 
Connection : ConnectionReeord; 
=Element : TElemeniQEC, 

begin 
with MainFom do 
begin 

aElement := aConnectionGetSTART; 
if (aElement.m_Type = 'CH1LLER:WATER') then 
be* 

ConneetionConnectioW .- - 
W ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ @ E C ( ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) . W ~ ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ D E . C ~ E V A P O R A T O R W A T E R ~ I N . ~ ~ C O N N E C T I O N ;  

Conn~ion.ConnectionTNllIN2 .- - 
WaterCwledChille@EC(aEIement).WaterCwIedChilIerDEEclCONDENSORWATERRIN.mmCONNECTION, 

Connection.ConnenionOUT_I .- - 
W ~ ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ @ E C ( ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) . W B ~ ~ ~ C ~ I ~ ~ C ~ ~ I I ~ ~ D E . ~ ~ E V A P O R A T O R W A T E R ~ O ~ . ~ ~ C O N N E C T I O N ;  

ConneCtionCo~ectionOuT_2 .- - 
WaterCwledChille~EC(aElement).WaterCwIedChiIIerDE.ctCONDENSORWATERROUT.mmCONNECTION; 

end; 
if (aElement.m_Tw = 'STORAGETANK') then 
k n  

Connection.ConnectionIN-I :=TStmgeTa~QQEC(aElement).StomgeTankDE.ctWATER~~l.m_CONNEC~ON; 
Come~tion.ConnectionlN~2 := TStorageTankQEC(aElement).St~mgeTankDE.ctWA~R~INZ,m~CONNEC~ON; 



end 
if (aElemen1.m-Type ='EXCHANGER:WATERTOWATER') then 
beein 

end 
~f (aE1ement.m-Type ='EXCHANGER:AIRTOAIR') then 
begin 

Cmnenion.ConnedianIN_I 
T A i n o A i r E x ~ x c h a n g e r Q E C ( a E I e m n t ) . A i r T o A i r E x l  m-CONNECTION; 

Cannenion.ConnectionM_Z 
TAiiroAirExchangerQEC(aEIemnt).AirToAirExchmgcrDE.c~RmIN2.m~CON~CTION; 

Connenian.ConnectionOWml 
TAirToAirExchmgerQEC(aElemnt),AirToAiEhangrDE.cIR0l m-CONNECTION; 

ConneetionConnenianOUT_2 
T A i r T o A i r E x c h a n g e r Q E C ( a E l e m n f ) . A ~ r T o A i ~ C ~ O N ;  

end; 
if (aElementm Twe = 'COOLINGTOWER') then 

-..", 
if(aElementm_Type = 'BULKAIRCOOLER') then 

end; 
if (aElement.m_Type = 'COIL') then 
henin 

Connenion.ConneaionN-l := TCoilQEC(eElement).CoiIDEEctAIRIRINLNmmCONNECTlON; 
ConnectionConneaionIN~2 := TCoilQEC(aElement).CoilDE.ctWATERT~.mmCONNECTION; 
Connection.ConneetionOUTUT1:= TCoilQEC(aElement)C&lDE.cU\IR_OUT.m-CONNWTION; 
Cannection.Connection0UTm2:= TCoilQEC(aElement).CoilDEZctWATERTOW.mmCONNECTION; 

end: 
if a~onnection.m-~~NNE~~l~~ = ConnectionConnectionOUT-1 then 

Connection.Connection := C~nnenionConnectionIN~l 
else 
if aCannec60n.mmCONNECT10N = Connection.ConnectlonOUTT2 then 

ConnectionConnection := Connection.ConnectimlP~2; 
if aCannecUon.m_CONNECTION = Connection.ConneetianIN-1 then 

ConnectionConnection := ConnectionConnecrionOUT 1 - 
else 
if aConnection.mmCONNECTION = ConnectionCannection~2 then 

ConnmionConnection := Conn~tionConnectionOW-2, 
QECConnectian := ~IChildWin(Ac6veMDIChild).C0nnecti0nList.1tems[Connection.Gnnection]; 
if (QECConnection.GetSTART.m-Type o 'SOURCEWATER') and 
(QECConn~tion.~tsTART.m~Type 0'SOURCEAIR') and 
(isWAERCONVERGEWALVyQECConnection.GetSTAR = FALSE) and 
(isAIRC0NvERGETvALWQECConnedion.GetSTART) =FALSE) and 
(isWATERD~RGETvALVE(QECConneCtion.GetSTART) =FALSE) and 
(irAIRDIVERGETVALVE(QECConnection.GefSTART) =FALSE) and 
(QECConnenion.GetSTART.mmType o 'VALVE') and 
(QECConnection.GetSTART.mmType 0 'MANUALVALVE) and 



(isPlIMPSETFLOW(QECConnection.GetSTART) =FALSE) and 
(irFANSE~LOW(QECComecti0n.GetSTART) =FALSE) and 
(QECConnenion.GetSTARTTmmTypeo'DAMPEK) and 
(QECCon~ion.~tSTART.mmType -'DAM') and 
(QECConneetionGetSTAR o aElement) then 
Result := QECConnenionGetSTART 

else 
Result .=nil; 

end; 
end; 

1. NAME gclMI'LYIPORTFon,arJs 'I 
:.DISC Rcrumr iheconecl multlpon IoumDuhtch l o  mu\e'! (............,.....,,.............,.....*.................'...! 

type ConnectionRecard = record 
ConneefionM-I : Integer; 
ConnecttonM : Integer, 
ConnectionOU~l : Integer, 
ComectionOUT_Z : Integer; 
Comection : Integer, 

end; 

"a' 
Connection : ConnectionReeord; 
aElement : TEkmentQEC; 

begin 
with MainForm do 
begin 

aElement := aConnection.GetEND; 
if (aElemen1.m T w  = CH1LLER:WATER') then - ~ 

begin 
COnnecli~n.COnne~i~nI~ 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Q E C ( ~ E I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) . W ~ ~ ~ ~ C O O ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ D E . C ~ E V A P O R A T O R W A T E R ~ M . ~ ~ C O N N E C T ~ O N ;  
Connenian.ConnectionN-2 

~ W ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Q E C ( ~ E I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) . W ~ ~ ~ ~ C W I ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ D E . C ~ C O N D E N S O R W A T E R ~ N . ~ ~ C O N N E C T ~ O N ;  
Conneetim.ConnectionOIrr_l 

~aterCwledChillerQU:(aEIement).Wa~rCwIedChiIIerDEE~tEVAPORATORWATERROUT.mmCONNECTION; 
Connenion.ConnecIianOUT-2 

W ~ ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Q E C ( ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) , W ~ ~ ~ ~ C W I ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ D E ~ C ~ C O N D E N S O R W A T E R ~ O U T . ~ ~ C O N N E C T I O N ;  
end; 
if (aE1ement.m-Type = 'STORAGETANK') then 

end; 
if (aElrmen1.m-Type = 'EXCHANGERWATERTOWATER') then 
begin 

ComectionConnectionN-I 
TWa~rToWaterExchangeQEC(aEIement).WaterToWaterE~~hangerDE.ctWATER~N I m-CONNECTION; 

Connection.ConnectionM~2 
~aterToWatcrExchangerQEC(aEIement~WaterToWaterE~~hangerDE~~tWATER_~2~m~CONNECTION; 

Conneaion.ConnenionOuT_1 
TWa~rToWate~Exch~gerQEC(aEIement).WaterToWaterExchangerDE.etWATER~OUT1 m-CONNECTION, 

Connection.C~menionOUT~2 
7WaterToWaterExchangerQEC(aEIement).W~terT0WaterE~~hangerDE~~tWATER~OUT2.m~CONNECTION, 

end; 
if (aElemen1.m-Type ='EXCHANGER:AU(TOAlR) then 
begin 

ConneclionConnectionM-1 
TAirToAirExchmgerQEC(aEIement).AirToAirE~~hangerDE.~VUR~IN1 .mmCONNECTION; 

Cannectio~~Cannectid-2 
T A i f l o A i r E x c h m g e r Q E C ( a E l e m e n t ) A i f l o A i ~ l O N ;  

Cannenion.CannectionOuT_I 
TAliToAirExchangerQEC(aEIement).AirT~AirE~ehangerDE.etAIR~OUTI .mmCONNECnON; 

Connenion.ConneaionOUT-2 
T l \ l r T o A i r E x c h a n g e r Q E C ( a E I e m e n t ) . A i r T o A i ~ T I O N ;  

end; 
if(aElrment.m-Type = 'CH1LLER:AIR') then 
begin 



COnnedion.C~nnenionIN~l .- - 
T A ~ < ~ ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Q E C ( ~ E I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) . A ~ ~ C O O I ~ ~ C ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ D E ~ C ~ E V A P O R A T O R W A T E R ~ M . ~ ~ C O N N E C T I O N ~  

Connenion.Conneaio~-2 .- - 
T A ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E C ( ~ E I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) . A ~ ~ C W I ~ ~ C ~ ~ I I ~ ~ D E . ~ ~ C O N D ~ S O R A ~ R ~ I N . ~ ~ C O N N E C T ~ O N ;  

Connection.ConnecUonOUT_I .- - 

TA~~C~~~~~C~~~~~~QEC(~EI~~~~~).A~~CWI~~C~~II~~DE.CEVAPORATORWATER~OUT~~~COM\IECT~OW, 
ConnectionConne~tionOUI~2 .- - 

TAirCooledChille~EC(aEIement).~rCooIedChiIIerDEE~tCONDWSORAIRRAIROUI.mmCONNECTION; 
end; 
if (aElemen1.m T w  = COOLMGTOWER') then 

end; 
if (aElernent.m_Type = 'BULKAIRCOOLER') then 

end, 
if (aElement.m_Type = COIL') then 
hem, 

end; 
ifaC~nneetionm~CONNECTION = Connection.ConnectionO~~1 then 

ConnstionConnection := ConnectionConnectionli-l 
else 
if aConneeti~nm~CONNECTlON = Canneclion.Co~eetionOUT_Z then 

CanneaionConneaion := ConneetionConnectionM-2; 

if aComeaion.m_CONNECTION = Connection.ConnectionIN_I then 
Connenion.Connection := ConneefionConnectionOUT 1 _ 

else 
ifaConnection.m_CONNECTrON = Connection.ConnectionIN_2 then 

ConneetionConnection := Connstion.ConneetionOUIUT2; 
QECConnection := TMDIChildWin(Acti~eMDIChild)~C0nne~60RList.ltems[CmneCtion.Conn~ion]; 
if (QECConnstion.GetmD.m-Type o S0URCE:WATER') and 

(QECConneetion.Get~.mmType o 'S0URCE:AIK) and 
(isWA~RC0NvERGENALVYQECConnection.GetWD) = FALSEJ and 
(isAIRC0NVERGETVALVYQECConnection.GetEND) =FALSE) and 
(isWATERoIvERGENALVE(QECConnection.GetE~) =FALSE) and 
(isArrcDrvERGETVALVE(QECConnee6on.GetEND) =FALSE) and 
(QECConnenion.GetEND.m_Type o 'VALVE') and 
(QECConnection.GeEND.mmType o 'MANUALVALVE) and 
( i s P U M P S E T ~ O W ( Q E C C o n n s 6 o n . ~ )  =FALSE) and 
(~~FANSETFLOW(QECC~M~~~~O~.G~~WD) =FALSE) and 
(QECConneaion GetEND.m_Type o'DAMPER') and 
(QECConnection.GetMD.m_Type 0 'DAM) and 
(QECConnmionGetEND o aElement) then 
Result := QECConnectionGetEND 

eke 
Result := nil, 

end; 
end: 

............................................................... 
(' NAME: getMULTIPORTForwardssystAnNoFlow 
( *  DESC: ReNms the correct multipori towards which to move *)  

*) 

.............................................................. ) 
function T~stlo\*C)EC.getMULTlPOR~o~~ard~SystemSppiaIFlw (aConnection: TConnectionQEC) : TElementQEC; 



Connection : ConnectionRaard, 
=Element : TElementQEC; 

begin 
with MainForm do 
begin 

aEkment := aConnection.GetEND; 
if (aElementm-Type = 'CH1LLER:WATER') then 
begin 

Connection.ConneCtionIN-I .- - 
Wa~~mledChilleQEC(aElement).WaterCmledChiIIerDEEetEVAPORATORWATERRIN.mmCONNECTlON', 

end; 
if (aElement.m_Type = 'STORAGETANK') then 
begin 

ConnenionConneaionIN~I .= TStorageTankQEC(aEIRnent) .St~rageTanlDE.ct  I .m_CONNECTTON, 
ConneaionConneaionIN-2 := TStomgeTankQEC(aElement).StorageT~E.dWATERRIN2.mmCONNECTION; 
Connenion.ConnedianO~~1 := TSmrageTankQEC(aElement)StorageTankDE.~tWATER~O~I .mmCONNU:TION; 
Connfftion.ConnectionOUTm2 :=TStorageTankQEC(aElement).StorageT~liDE.ctWATER~OW2.m~CONNEC~ON; 

end; 
if (aElement.m_Type = 'EXCHANGER:WATERTOWATER') then 
begin 

C~nn&ion.CmeaionM_I .- - 
nVaterToWaterExch~eerOEC~aElementI.WaterToWa~rExch~~rDE.ctWATER INlm CONNECTION, 

"..", 
if (aE1ement.m _ T w  = 'EXCHANGER:AIRTOAIR') then 

Conneaion.ConnenionOuT_I .- - 
T A i r T o A i r E x c h m g e Q E C ( a E I e m e n t ) . A i r T o A i ~  .mmCONNECTION, 

Connection.Conne~tionOUT~2 .- - 
TAirToAirExchmgeQEC(aEIement).AirT0AirE~changerDE.~tA1R~OW2.m~CONNEC~ON, 

end; 
if (aElement.mmType ='CHILLER:AUI') then 
begin 

Connection.Conn&ianIN-I .- - 
T A ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ @ E C ( ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) . A ~ ~ C W I ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ D E . ~ ~ E V A ~ M T O R W A T E R ~ I N . ~ ~ C O N N E C T ~ O N ;  

Connection.ConneaionIN-2 .- - 
T A ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ @ E C ( ~ E I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) . A ~ ~ C M ) I ~ ~ C ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ D E . ~ C O N D ~ S O R A I R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C O N N E C T I O N ;  

Conneaion.ConneaionOm-I .- - 
T A ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Q E C ( ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) . A ~ ~ C ~ I ~ ~ C ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ D E . C ~ E V A P O R A T O R W A T E R ~ O W . ~ ~ C O N N E C T I O ~ ,  

Comenion.ConnenionOUT_2 .- - 
T A ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Q E ( ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) . A ~ ~ C O O ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ I ~ ~ I D E . ~ ~ C O N D E N S O M I R ~ O ~ . ~ ~ C O N N E C T ~ O N ,  

end; 
if (aE1ement.m-Type = 'COOLINGTOWER') then 
begin 

ConnectionConnectionN~l =TCmlingToweQEC(aElement).CmlingT~~erDE.ctWAER-IN.m-CO~TlON; 
Conneaion.ConneaianIN-2 := TCwlingTo~EC(aElement).CmIingTowerDE.~~~IN.m~CONNECTI0N; 
Conneetion.ConnectionOW~1 := TCwlingToweQEC(aElement).CwlingTowerDEEctWATERRO~.mmCONNECTION; 
ConneaionConnenionO~~2:= T C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ Q E ( ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) . C ~ I ~ ~ ~ T O W ~ ~ D E . C ~ A ~ R ~ O U T . ~ ~ C O N N E C T I O N ,  

end; 
if (aElement.m_Tw = 'BULKAIRCOOLER') then 

end; 
if (aE1ement.m-Type = %OIL') then 



end; 
if aConnection.rn_CONNECnON = Cannection.ConnectionOUTUTI then 

ConnenionConnection := Connection.ConnectionM_I 
dse 
if aComeetionm-CONNECTION = ConnectionConnection0~-2 then 

Connection.Connedian := ConnectionConnectionMnM2: 

if aComectionm-CONNECTION = Connectlon.ConnectionM_I then 
ConnectionConnection := Connection.Connection0~~1 

else 
if aConnee1ion.m-CONNECTION = ConnectionConnectiandt-2 then 

(QECConnenianGetEND o aElement) then 
Result := QECConnectionGetEND 

else 
Result := nil; 

end; 
end; 

............................................................... 
( *  NAME: SearchBacbardsSmgle *) 
I* DESC: Prmedure which searches backwards (IN-X)UT) on the ') 
{ connections to seIIrun the found elements internal *) 
( 8  valve component. Recursive function. *I 
(**.***.**.**l.t.****t*t******I.**I****t****.**.******.*******) 

procedure TMassflo~EC.SearchBaclovardsSingI~~~ aElement : TElementQEC); 
var 

Cwnter : Integer; 
aMSElement : PMASSSEQUENCER~M~~: 

begin 
with MainForm do 
begin 
for Counter := 0 to T~IChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).ConnectionLit.Ct-I do 
k.i" --a-. 

QECConnection := T M D l C h i l d W i n ( A c t i v e M o I C h i l d ) . C o n n ~ t i o n L i ~ ,  
if (QECConnection.GetMD = aElement) and (QECConneRionGctTYPE o clCONTROL) then 

( ~ E ~ ~ o n n e c u o n  GefSTART  IT;  MANUALV VALVE') and 
laPUMPSETFLOW(0ECConnecnon GeSTART) =FALSE) and 
~ ~ ~ F A N S E T F L O W ( Q ~ C C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . G ~ L S T A R T )  '  FALSE)&^ 
(QECConnstion.GetSTART.m_Type o 'DAMPER') and 
(QECConnmi0nCetSTART.m-Type o 'DAM') then 
begin 

aElement := QECConnectionGetSTART; 
New(aMSElnncnt), 
aMSElementA.Elernent := aElementm ELEMENT: - 
%US1 kment" Flag - I lBackwd. 
rn-MASSFLOWSLQI'ENCE .Add(aMSElcment). 
!f ( I ~ M U L T I W R T ( Q E C C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I O ~  GelSI'AR1 1) thm 
begin 

aElement := getMULTlWRTBaekwards(QECConnation); 
if(aE1ement 0 nil) then 
begin 

New(aMSElemen1). 
aMSElernent"E1ement := aElementm-ELEMENT; 
aMSElementA.Flag := Wackward; 
m_MASSFLOWSEQmCEAdd(aMSElernent); 

end; 
end; 
SearchBaekwardsSingle(aElement); 



end; 
end; 

end, 
end; 

end; 

............................................................... 

{'NAME: SearchBackwardsDouble *I 
( *  DESC: Procedure which searcher backwards (M->OUT) on the *) 
( connections to redrun the Gund elements internal *) 
* valve components. Double is for a CONVERGE or for *)  
(* a DIVERGE which splits up into nva (double) paths. *) 
{ Recursive function which calls the recursive single '1 
( *  search function. '1 
{***.*****.*.*.**********I***I**********I**.***II***I*I*****.*) 

procedure TMassflowQEC.SearchBackwardsDouble(vwaElement : TElementQEC), 

begin 
with MainForm do 
begin 
CONNECTIONCOmT := 1; 
for Counter := 0 to TMDIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).ComectionListCont-I do 
begin 

QECConnection := TMDIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).Conoe~tionLirI; 
if (QECConneetion.GetEND = aElement) and (QECConneetionGaTWE 0 ctCONTROL) then 
begin 

CONNECTlON[CONNECTlONCOUNT]:= QECConnection.m_CONNECTION; 
CONNECTIONCOUNT := CONNECTIONCOUNT + I; 

end, 
end; 
QECConnection := TMDIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).C0~ecti0nList.ltcms[CONNU3TION[l]]; 
if (QECCmnecUon.G&TART.mmType 0'SOURCE:WATER') and 
(QECConnecti~nGetSTART~m~Type o 'S0URCE:AK) and 
(irWATERCONVERGEWALVE(QECC0nnection.Get) = FALSE) and 
(isAucCONvERG~VALVE(QU3Connection.GetSTART) =FALSE) and 
(isWArrRDIvERGETVALVE(QECConnedion.GetSTART) =FALSE) and 
(isAIRDNERGETVALVE(QECConnection.GetSTART) =FALSE) and 
(QU3Comectim.GetSTART.m-Type 0 VALVE) and 
(QECConnenion.GetSTART.mmType <s 'MANUALVALVE') and 
(uP~PsETFLOW(QECConnection.GetSTART) =FALSE) and 
(irFANSETFLOW(QECC0nneetion.GetSTART) =FALSE) and 
(QU3Comection.GetSTART.m-Tme 0 'DAMPER') and 
(QECConnenion.GetSTART.mmType <> 'DAM') then 
begin 

aElement := QECConneetimGetSTART; 
New(aMSElement), 
aMSElementA.Element := aElement.m_ELEMENT; 
aMSEkmenPFlag :=ffBackward, 
m_MASSFLOWSEQUENCE.Add(aMSElement>, 
if (isMULTIPORT(QECConnection.GetSTART)) then 
begin 

aElement := getMULTIPORTBaclovardS(QECConnecfion); 
if(aEkment 0 nil) then 
begin 

NeviiaMSElement): 
aMSElementA.Element := aElementm-ELEMENT; 
aMSElcment?Flag :=Backward; 
m_MASSKOWSEQUENCE.Add(aMSElement); 

end: 

end. 
QECConnrrtton = TMDICh8ldWtniAclncMDlChtldIConn~11onl 1nltcrnslCONNkCTIUN~2]). 
11 ~QTCCunnecrm GetSTARI m l y p  o SOURCt WA'ITR') and 

tQECConneitton GaSl'ART r n I ~ ) p  0 SOURCE AIR J a d  
laWATFKCONVtRGE IVAI VCtVI.CCmnenlon tiaSTAKT) = FALSI.1 and 
( ~ A I K C O N V ~ . K G E I ' V A ~ . V E ~ Q I C C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( ~ U ~ S T A R T I  =FAI.SE)and 
I I ~ W A ' I I : R D I M R G E ~ V A L V F . ( O ~ C C O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~  GelSTAK r) = I.ALSI 1 and 
~ ~ A ~ R D ~ V E R G E T V A L V I . ~ Q E C C O ~ ~ L . . ~ I O ~ G ~ ~ S I A R T )  = kALSI )and 
(QtCConnectlun GefSTAKT m_f)pe C' VALVI.') and 
tOtCConnntlon tirlSTAKTm_T)pe- MANUALVAI.Vk'j and 
(~PUMPSETFI.OW(QECCO~~L.CIIO~ GrlSI ARI) = FA1 S t )  and 



begin 
aElement := QECComenion.GetSTART; 
NeNaMSElement): 
aMSElemenP.Element := aE1ement.m-ELEMMT, 
aMSElemenVFlag := flBacloKard; 
m_MASSFLOWSEQuENCE.Add(aMSElement); 
if (isMlJLTIFURT(QECConnection.GetSTART)) then 
begin 

aElement .= ge~TLPORTBackwards(QECComection); 
if (aElement 0 nil) then 
begin 

NewtaMSElement); 
aMSElementA.Element := aElement.m_ELEMENT; 
aMSElemenlA.Flag := RBackward, 
m-MASSFLOWSEQUENCE.Add(aMSElement); 

end: 
end: 
SearchBaclovardsSingle(aE1ement); 

end; 
end, 

end; 

............................................................... 

{*NAME: SearchFomrdssSingle ') 
( 8  DESC: P d u r e  which searches forwarsds (OUT->IN) on the ') 
(* connections to sedm the found elemem internal *) 
( 8  valve component. Recursive function. '1 
............................................................... 

pmcedure TMassflo~EC.SearchForwardsSin~e(~~~ aElement : TElemenlQEC), 
var 

Counter : Integer; 
aMSElement : PMASSSEQUENCERecord; 

begin 
with MainForm do 
begin 
for Counter = 0 lo TMDIChildWin(ActiveMD1Child).ComenionLi~t.Count-l do 
begin 

QECConnection := T M D I C h i l d W ' i n ( A c t i v e M D I C h i l d ) . C o n n e c t i ~ ] ;  
if (QECCanneetion.GetSTART = aElement) and (QECConneetionGetTYPE 0 clCONTROL) then 
b i n  

if (QECCanneetian.GetEND.mT 0'SOURCE:WATER') and 
I0ECComeeUonGetEND.m TWe 0'SOURCE:AUI') and . . 
(~SWATERC~N~ERGEN~L~QU:CO~~~~~~O~.&ND) = FALSE) and 
(irAIRCONVERGENALVE(QECConnecfion.GetEND) =FALSE) and 
(inWATE~NERGETVALVE(QEcConnection.G~ =FALSE) and 
(irARDIVERGETVALVE(QECConm6on.GetPID) =FALSE) and 
(QECCamection.GetEND.m Type 0 'VALVE') and 
(QECConncclmn CmEND m:~ \pc  -'MANL'AI.VAI.VE) and 
( I~PUMPSI~TFLOWIQFCCU~~S~IO~ CietEiI)) = FAISE) and 
( ISFANSCTFI .OW(QECCO~~~ 'UO~ GelEND) = FALSF) and 
(QECComection.GetEND.mmType 0 'DAMPER') and 
(QECComecUon.GetEND.m-Type 0 'DAM') then 
begin 

&Element :=QECConnectionGetEND; 
New(aMSE1ement); 
aMSEkmentA.Element := aElementm-ELEMENT; 
aMSElement?Flag :=tlTonvard; 
m_MASSFLOWSEQUENCEAdd(aMSElement); 
if (isMuLTIPORT(QECConnection.GetEND)) then 

begin 
NeNaMSElement); 
aMSElementA.Ekment := aE1ement.m-ELEMENT: 
aMSElementlFlag := ffForward; 
m-MASSFLOWSEQ~CE.Add(aMSElementY, 

end; 
end; 
SeanhFowardsSinple(aElement); 

end; 
end; 

end: 



end; 
end; 

............................................................... 

f NAME: SearchForrvardsDouble 9 
I *  DESC: Procedure which searches forwards (ouT->R;I) on the *)  
( *  conneniona to retlrun the found elements internal *) 
I* valve comaonents. Double i s  for a CONVERGE or for *I  
i *  a DIVEKGE which splits up into nva (double)paths. *) 
{*.**..*..*.****.*l***********I**.*****I********.*************) 

pmcedure TMassflo4EC.SearchForwardsDouble(var =Element : TElementQEC); 
YBT 

Counter : Integer, 
CONNECTIONCOUNT : Integer; 
CONNECTION : Array[l..ZI of Integer, 
aMSEkment : PMASSSEQUENCERecord: 

begin 
wi& MainFom do 
begin 
C0NNU)TIONCOUNT := I ;  
for Counter := 0 to TMDIChildWin(ActiveMD1Child).ConneetionList.Cont-l do 

QECConnection := TMDICh i ldWin (AcBveMDLChi ld ) .Connec t ionL i~ ;  
if (QECConnection.GetSTART = aElement) and (QECCmectionGetTYPE 0 etCONTROL) then 
beg," 

CONVEC IIOV[CONNtCTIONCOIli\l'] = QICCunnemon rn.CONNIC1 ION. 
CONNkCTIONCOINI = CONNECI IONClJUhT - I .  

end; 
en'i 

Q1 CConnccuon TMDlCh~ldW~ntAa~\zMDCh~ldjConnrrt~onl.~n Item,[CONNFCTION[I 11. 
~t(Ql'CConnrn~onGetkND m T ) p  o SOURCk WATER') md 

10FCConnrman GetENl) m I \ n  "l 'SO1 'RCE AIR I and 

. . 
( ~ ~ P U M P S E T F L O W ( Q E C C O ~ ~ C ~ ~ O ~ . G ~ ~ ~ )  = F A ~ S E )  and 
(isFANSETFLOW(QECC0nnection.GetEND) =FALSE) and 
(QECComeetion.GetEND.m-Type O'DAMPER') and 
1OECComenion.GetEND.m T w e  o 'DAM') then . . - .. 
begin 

aElement := QECConnectionGetEND; 
~ e w ( a ~ ~ ~ l & e n t ) ;  
aMSElemenr'Element := aE1ement.m ELEMENT, 

beg," 
aElement = getMULTW)RTForrvards(QECComectton), 
!f (aElement o rill) then 
begin 

NedaMSElement); 
eMSEkmenf".Element := aElementm_ELEMENT; 
aMSElemenP.Flag := RForward; 
m_MASSFLOWSEQUENCEAdd(aMSElement); 

end; 
end; 
SearchFonvardsSlngle(aElement); 

end: 

. . 
( ~ ~ w A ~ R c o N ~ E R G E T V ~ L ~ Q E C C O ~ ~ ~ R ~ ~ ~ . G ~ ~ E D )  = FALSE) and 
(isAIRCONVERGETVALVyQECConnection.Get~D) =FALSE) and 
(isWAERolVERGETVALvF(QECConneni0n.GetEND) =FALSE) and 
(irAIRDIVU(GETVALVE(QECCoMecO0n.GetEND) =FALSE) and 
(QECComeetion.GetEND.mmType O 'VALVE) and 
(QECComenion.GetEND.m-Tm O'MANUALVALVE') and 
(isPuMPSEmOW(QECComection.GetEND) =FALSE) and 
(isF~SE~LOW(QECComction.GetEND) =FALSE) and 
(QECConn&ion.GetEND.mmType 0 'DAMPER') and 
(QECCo~ectionGetEND~m~Type 0 'DAM') then 
begin 

aElernent = QECComectionGetEND; 



( connections to s d m n  the found elemenu internal *) 
* valve eomponenu. Double is for a CONVERGE or for ) 
{ *  a DIVERGE which rpliu up into two (double)paths. *)  
.............................................................. J 
procedure TMassflowQEC.SearchF~~ard~D~~bleSy~temSpeciaIFI~wCasel(const aTime : TimeType; var aElemed : TElernenIQEC); 
"ar 

Counter : Integer; 
CONNECTIONCOUNT : Lnteger, 
CONNECTION ' Array[l. 21 of Integer; 

begin 
with MainForm do 
begin 
CONNECTIONCOUNT := I; 
for Counter := 0 to TMDIChildWin~Aof~veMDIChild~.C~nne~ti~nLisl.Cont-l do 
begin 

QECConnection := TMDIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).C~nnecti~nLi~t.Items[C~~nter]; 
if(QECComecuon.GetSTART = aElement) and (QECConneetionGetTYPE 0 etCONTROL) then 

end; 
end; 
QECComection := TMDIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).Come~uonList.Item[CO~~TION[l]]; 
if (QECConnection.GetEND.m-Type o 'S0URCE:WATER') and 
(QECConneetion.GetEND.mmType o 'DAM') then 
k o i n  

begin 
aElementDolntemalM85sflow(aTirne, mpecial); 

end 
else 
begin 
aElementDolntemalM~ssflow(aTime, AFo-d); 

end, 
if (isMULTIPORT(QECCoonection.Get~D)) then 
begin 

aElement := g~TIPORTFo~ardsSy~temSpecialFlow(QECC~nne~tion);  
if (aElement o nil) then 
begin 

aElement.DolnternalMassflow(aTime, ffFonuard); 
end; 

end; 
SearchFowardsSingleS~jtemSp"ialFlowC~sel(aTime, aElement), 

end; 
QECConnection := T M D I C h i l d W i n ( A e t i v e M D I C h l l d ) . C o n n e c t i o n L i ~ ] ] ;  
if (QECConnectmn GelEND.m-Type <z 'S0URCE:WATER') and 

(QECC~nneetionCetEND~m~Type 0 'DAM') then 

begin 
aElement.DoInternalM~~sflow(aTirne, mpecial); 

end 
else 
begin 
aElement.DalntemalMa~sflow(aTime, PfFo-d); 

end: 
if (~;MULTIWRT(QECC~~~~~~~.G~~END)) then 
begin 

aElement := getMLnTmORTFo~d~SyrtemSpeciaI~~w(QECComection): 
if (aElement o nil) then 
begi" 
aElement.DoIntemalM85sflow(aTime, ffFonuard); 

end; 
end; 
SearchFo~rardsSi"gleSystemSp"i~lFlowC85eI(aTim, aElement); 

end; 
end; 

end; 



(*NAME: Sear~hForwardssSin~leS~stemSpe~i~IFIowCaSe2 *I 
(* DESC: Procedure h i e h  searches fonvarsds (OllT->W) on the *I  
(* connections to setlrun the found elements intemal *) 
I *  flow camwnent. Recursive function. *) , ~~~ ............................................................... 
procedure T M ~ m a ~ E C . S e a r e h F o ~ ~ a r d s S i n ~ l e S y s t e m S W c a T i m e  : TimeType; var aElement : TElementQECY. 
var 

Counter : Integer; 
begin 

wth MainForm do 
begin 
aElement.DoIntemalMassflow(aTime, W o m r d ) ;  
far Counter = 0 to TMDIChildWin(Active~1Child).C0meti0nLi~t.C0~nt- I do 
begin 

QECConnection := T M D I C h i l d W i n ( A c t i v e M D I C h i l d ) . C o n n e c t i ~ ,  
if (QECConnectionGetSTART = aElembnt) and (QECConnectionGetNPE o clCONTROL) then 
begin 

if(QECConnection.GetEND.mmType o'S0LIRCE:WATER') and 
(QECConnecdon.GetEND.m-Type e 'D1VERGE:WATER') and 
(QECConnection C-tFND m-Type 0 'DAM') and 
( Q E C C t G N D T  e 'VALVE') and 
(QECConn~on.GetEND.mmType 0 'MANUALVALVE') and 
(irPUMPSETFLOW(QECConnection.GetEND) =FALSE) then 
begin 

aElment := QECConttection.GetEND; 
&lement.DolntemalMassflowIaTime, AFonuard); 
if(isMULTIPORT(QECConnection.GetEND)) then 
begin 

aElement := getMLnTlPORTFo~lardsSystemS~&iaI~ow(QECConnection); 
if (aElement o nil) then 
begin 

aElement.DolntemalMaSsflow(aTime, AForward); 
end; 

end; 
SearchForwardsSingleSysremSpe~ialFlowC~eZ(aTme, aElement); 

end; 
if (QECConnectionGetEND m-Type = 'DIVERGEWATER') then 
begin 

aElement := QECConnectionGetEND; 
aElement.DalntemaUlassflow(aTime, AFoward); 
SearchFo~~ar&~ubleSy~temSpecialFlowCase2(aTi, aElement); 

end; 
end; 

end; 
end; 

end; 

............................................................... 

('NAME: SearchFonuardsDoubleSystmSpsailFlowCaseZ '1 
{ *  DESC: Procedure which searches fonuards (OU7->DJ) an the *) 
(' connections to seUm the found elements intemal *) 
( *  valve components. Double is for a CONVERGE or for *) 
( *  a DlVERGE which splits up into two (double) paths. *) 
.............................................................. 1 
pmcedure TMassflo~EC.SearchForwardsDo~bleSy1temSpeeia1FIowCaseZ(const *Time : TimeType; var Glement : TElemetttQEC); 
var 

Counter : Integer; 
CONNECTIONCOUNT : Integer, 
CONNECTION : Array(l.21 of Integer; 

begin 
with MainFom do 
begin 
CONNECTlONCOUNT := I; 
for Counter := 0 to TMDIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).ConnectionList.Count-l do 
begin 

QECCannection := T M D I C h i l d W i n ( A c t i v e M D 1 C h i l d ) . C o n n e c t i ~ ;  
if (QECConnectianGetSTART = aElement) and (OECConnectionGetTYPE o clCONTROL) then . .. 
be& 

CONNECTION[CONNECTIONCOUNTl:= QECConnection.m_CONNECTION; 
CONNECTIONCOUNT := CONNECTIONCOUNT + I: 

end, 



begin 
aElement := getMULTlPORTFoMardsSystemSpeciaI~~w(QECConnecfion~, 
if (aElement o nil) then 
begm 
aElement,DohtemalMassflow(aTime, RFarward); 

end; 
end: 
SearchFo~.ardrSingleSystemSpgi~lFlowCase2(aTm aElement): 

end; 
QECConnection := TMDIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).Connee60nLi~t.ltems[CO~ECT1ON[2]]; 
if(QECConnectian.GeWD.m-Type o'S0URCE:WATER') and 

(QECConnenionGetENDm-Type o 'DAM') and 
( Q E C C a n n e n i o n C e t E N D m T  -'VALVE) and 
(QECCannenion.CetEND.m~Type o 'MANUALVALVE') and 
(isPUMPSETFLOW(QECConmtion.GetEND) =FALSE) then 

begin 
aElement := getMULTIPORTFomrdsSystemSpee ia lF low(QE);  
if(aElement 0 nil) then 
begin 
aElement.DoIntemalM~~~flow(aTime, ffFonuard); 

end; 
end; 
SearchForwardrSingleSystemSpgialFlowCase2(Tm, aElement); 

end: 
end, 

end; 

I*.. ........................................................... 

' NAMt. L 'p~lcl : lcmcnt ionne~l~~~ns s t  

DESC Kcnumberr all elemcnu and cunnerllons .I .............................................................. 
procedure TMassflo@ECUpdateElemenConnenions; 
"a, 

Counter : Integer; 
begin 

with MainForm do 
begin 
for Counter := 0 to TMDIChilmVin(AcfiveMDIChild).ComponentLi~t.Count-l do 

QECElement := TMDIChildWin(ActiueMDIChild).C~mponenU.i~t.Items[C~unter]~ 
QECE1ement.m-ELEMENT := Counter; 

end: 
for Counter := 0 to TMDtChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).Co~ee60nLit.Cnt-I do 
beein ~ ~ -~~~ 

QECConnection := T M D I C h i l d W i n ( A c t i v e M D I C h i l d ) . C o n n e c t i o n L i ~ ;  
QECConnection.m_CONNECTION :=Counter; 

end. 
end; 

end; 

............................................................... 

{'NAME: SortMassFlowSeqrpnce * )  
I* DESC: Procedure which SON elemens in comwnentlist '1 
(* according to the rules of flow Flow compo~ents *) . 
* must be RRST with nan flow cornponeon called last. *) ,.*****. ....................................................... 
procedure TMassflo@EC SortMassFlowSequence, 
var 

Counter . Integer: 
b e w  

wth MamForm do 
begin 
(First move all the possible spgial flow cases to the baek) 
for Counter := 0 to TMDIChildWm(ActiveMDIChild).ComponentLi~I do 
begin 



begin 
TMDIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).ComponentLi~t.Mo~e(Co~nter,O); 

end; 
end; 
far Counter := 0 to TMDLChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).C~mponentLi~t.C~~nt-l do 
begin 

QECElement := TMDIChildWin(AetiveMD1Child).ComponentListfItems[Counter1; 
if ~~~~~~~~~~~~~Type ='DNERGE:WATER' then 
begin 

if (isWATERoIvERGETPECE(QECE1ement) = TRUE) then 
begin 

TMDIChildWin(Active~IChild).C0mponentLi~t.M0~e(C0~nter,0~; 
end; 

end: 
end; 
for Counter := 0 to TMDIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).C~m~nentList.C~~nl-l do 
begin 

QECElement := TMD1ChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).ComponentList.1tem[Comkr]; 
if OECElement.m_Type = 'D1VERGE:ALR'then - .. 
&in 

~f (I~AIRDIVERGEWIECQQECE~~~~~~) = TRUE) then 
beg," 

TMDIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).ComponentLisl.Move(Counkr,0~; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
for Counter := 0 to TMDIChildWin(Ac6veMDIChild).ComponentListtCount-l do 
begm 

QECElement := TMDIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).Com~nentListtItem5[Comter1; 
sf QECElementm-Type ='CONVERGE:WATU(' then 
begin 

if (isWATERCONVERGETPIECE(QECE1ement) = TRUE) then 
begin 

T M D I C h i l d W i n ( A c t i v e M D I C h i l d ) . C o m p o n e n t L i r , O ) ;  
end; 

end; 
end; 
for Counter := 0 to TMDIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).COmponentLi~l do 
begin 

QECElemmt := TMDIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).ComponentList.1tems[Counler]; 
if 0ECElement.m Twe = 'C0NVERGE:Awthen - .. 
be& 

if (isAIRCONVERGETPECE(OECElement) = TRUE) then . . 
begin 

TMDIChildWin(AetiveMDIChild).Com~nentList.Move(Counter,O); 
end; 

end: 
end; 
for Counter := 0 to TMDlChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).ComponentList.Count-l do 
begin 

QECElement := T M D I C h i l d W i n ( A c t i v e M D I C h i l d ) . C o m p o n e n t L i ~ ~ I ;  
if QECElement.m_Type ='CONVERGE:WATER' then 
begin 

Y(isWATERC0NVERGEWALVQQECElement) = TRUE) then 
begin 

TMDIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).ComponentLi~er.0);  
end; 

end; 
end; 
for Counter := 0 to TMDIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).ComponentLi~t-I do 
heein 

begin 
if(irAIRC0NYERGETVALVQQECElement) = TRUE) then 
begin 

TMDIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).ComponentList.Move(Counter,0); 
end; 

end; 
end; 
for Counter := 0 to TMDIChi ldWin(Aet iveMDIChi ld ) .Com~nentLi~ l  do 
begin 

QECElement := 1MDIChi ldWin(Act iveMDIChi ld ) .ComponentLis t~I ;  
ifQECE1ement.m-Type ='DIVERGE:WATER' then 



began 
if (irWATERDIVERGETVALVE(QECElement) = TRUE) then 
begin 

T M D I C h i l d W i n ( A e t i v e M D I C h i l d ) . C o m p o n e n t L i s t ) ;  
ine(m_MASSFLOWTEMTIONS); 

end; 
end; 

end; 
far Counter := 0 to TMDIChildWin(AetiveMDIChild).C~mponentLi~t.Count-l do 
begin 

QECElement := T M D I C h i l d W i n ( A c t i v e M D I C h i l d ) . C o m p o n e n t L i ~ ;  
if QECElement.m_Type ='DNERGE:ALR' then 
begin 

if (isAIRDNERGETVALVUOECElement) = TRUE) then . . 
begin 

~D1ChildWin(AniveMDICh1ld).C0mponentL1st.M0~e(C0ufler,O~ 
ioe(m_MASSFLOWTEMTIONS); 

end; 
end: 

end; 
for Counter := 0 to TMDIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).ComponentLit.Contl do 
begm 

QECElement := TMDIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).ComponentList.l~ms[Counterl; 
if QECElement.m-Type ='PUMP' then 
begin 

if (isPUMPSETFLOW(QECEIemen1) = TRUE) then 
begin 

TMDIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).C~mponentList.Mov~Coun~r,O); 
end; 

end; 
end; 
for Counter := 0 to TMDIChildWin(ActiueMDIChild).ComponmtList.Cout-I do 

begin 
TMDIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).ComponentList.Mov~Counter,O); 

end; 
e n d  
fozounter := 0 to TMDIChildWin(ActiveMolChild).ComponentLi~I do 
begm 

QECElement := TMDIChildWin(AniveMDIChild).ComponmtList.Items[CounEr]; 
if 0ECElement.m T m  = 'MANUALVALVE' then - .. 
be& 

T M D K h i l d W i n ( A c t i v e M D I C h i l d ) . C ~ m p o n e n t L i M O ) ;  
end: 

end; 
for Counter = 0 to TMDIChildWin(AniveMDIChild) .C~mponentLi~l  do 
begin 

QECElement := TMDIChildWin(AetiveMDIChild).ComponentLi~t.ltems[Co~ter]; 
if QECElementm-Type ='FAN' then 
begin 

if (isFANSETFLOW(QECElemeot) = TRUE) then 
begin 

TMDIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).C~mponentLi~t~M~~e(C~~nte~,O); 
end; 

end; 
end; 
for Counter := 0 to TMolChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).C~mponentList.Count-l do 

begin 
TMDIChildWin(AcuveMolChild).C~mponenU.~~t~M~~e(C~~nter,O); 

end; 
end; 
end; 

end; 

.............................................................. 1 
{*NAME: BuildMassFlowSequence *) 
(* DESC: Sets elements into MASSFLOWSEQUENCE list with flags*} 
( *  This list only need tobe nm onfeevery iteration. *}  .............................................................. 
pmcedure TMauflowQECBuildM~sFlowSequen~e; 

) 

var 



Counter : Integer, 
aMSElement : PMASSSEQUENCERecord; 

begin 
UpdateElementConnectlans; 
with MamForm do 
begin 
for Counter := 0 to TMDICh~ldWin(ActiveMDIChild).ComponentLi~t.Co~nt-l do 

begin 
New(aMSElement), 
aMSElement".Element := QECElement.m_ELEMENT; 
aMSElement".Flag :=t?Backward; 
m-MASSFLOWSEQUENCE.Add(aMSElement); 
SearchBackWardsSinglNQECElement); 
QECElement := ~ I C h i l d W i n ( A a i v e M D I C h i l d ) . C o m p o n e n t L i ~ I ;  
New(aMSElement); 
aMSElement".Element := QECE1ement.m-ELEMENT; 
aMSE1ement"Flag := ffForward, 
m-MASSFLOWSEQUENCEAdd(aMSE1ement); 
SearchFonvardrSinglNQECElement); 

end; 
end; 
for Counter := 0 to ~IChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).ComponentList.COunt-I do 
begin 

QECElement := T M D I C h i l d W i n ( A n i v e M D I C h i l d ) . C o m p o n e n t L i ~ r ] ;  
if QECElementm-Type ='FAN' then 
begin 

if (isFANSETFLOW(QECElement) = TRUE) then 
begin 

New(aMSElement); 
aMSElementA.Element := QECElement.m_ELEMENT; 
aMSElemem".Flag := ftBackward; 
m-MASSFLOWSEQUENCE.Add(aMSElement); 
SearchBBekW~Single(QECElement~, 
QECElement := TMDIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).ComponentLisI 
New(aMSElement); 
aMSElement".Element := QECElementm-ELEMENT; 
aMSElementA.Flag := fffarward; 
m_MASSFLOWSEQUENCE.Add(aMSElement); 
SearchForwardsSingle(QECElement): 

end; 
end; 

end: 
for Counter := 0 to TMDIChildWin1AetiveMDlChildI.Com~nentLisf.Count-l do . . 
begin 

QECElement := TMDIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).ComponentLi~; 
if0ECElement.m T m  = 'VALVE' then - .. 
be& 

New(aMSElement); 
aMSElement".Element := QECElement.m_ELEMENT, 
aMSElementA.Flag := Wackward; 
m-MASSFLOWSEQuENCE.Add(aMSElement); 
Seareh&ckWardsSlnglNQECElement); 
QECElement := TMDIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).ComponentLisl 

end; 
end, 
for Counter := 0 to TMoIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).ComponentList.Count-l do 
k e i n  

begin 
New(aMSE1ement); 
aMSElemenPElement := QECElement.m_ELEMENT; 
aMSElement'?Flag := Waclnvard; 
m-MASSFLOWSEQuENCEAdd(aMSE1ement); 
SemhBackWardsSingIe(QECElement); 
QECElement := T M D I C h i l d W ' m ( A a i v e M D I C h i l d ) . C o m p o n e n t L i ~ ;  
New(aMSElement); 
aMSElement".Element := QECElement.m_ELEMENT; 



aMSElement"F1ag := ffforward; 
m~h4ASSFLOWSEQUENCE.Add(aMSElement); 
SemhForwardrSingle(QECE1emmt); 

end: 
end; 
for Counter := 0 to TMDlChildWidActiveMDlChild).ComponentLi~l do 
begin 

QECElcment := TMDIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).ComponentList.Items[Coynter]; 
if QECElement.m_Tw ='PUMP' then - .. 
beg" 

if (isPLNPSETFLOW(QECElement) = TRUE) then 
begin 

NewiaMSElement); 
aMSElement?Element := QECElement.m_ELEMENT; 
aMSElementA.Flag :=fiBackward; 
m-MASSFLOWSEQUENCEAdd(ah4SElement); 
SearchBackWardsSingldQECElement); 
QECElement := T M D I C h i l d W i n ( A c t i v e M D I C h i l d ) . C o m p o n e n t L i ~ ;  

end; 
end; 

end; 
for Counter := 0 to TMDlChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).ComponenfListl da 
begin 

QECElement := TMDIChildWin(AniveMDIChild).C~m~nentLi~t.Items[Counter]; 
if QECElemen1.m-Type ='DIVERGE:AIR' then 
begin 

if (isA~lVERGETVALVVQECElement) = TRUE) then 
begin 

NewiaMSElement); 
aMSElementA.Element := QECElement.m_ELEMENT: 
aMSElementA.Flag :=ffBath; 
m_MASSFLOWSEQUENCE.Add(aMSElement); 
SearchForwardsDouble(QWElement); 

end; 
end; 

end; 
for Counter := 0 to TMDIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).Com~nentLit.Ct-I do 
kgi"  

QECElement := T M D I C h i l d W h ( A e t i v e M D I C h i l d ) . C o m p o n e n t L i ~ r ] ;  
if QECElement.m_Type = 'D1VERGE:WATER'then 
begin 

if (isWATERoIvWccETVALVE(QECElement) = TRUE) then 

end; 
end; 

end; 
for Counter := 0 to TMDIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).ComponentLirt.Ct-I do 
begin 

QECElement := TMDIChildWin(AcnveMD1Child).CompnentListt1tem~[Coynter]; 
if QECElemen1.m-Type = 'CONVERGkAIR' then 
begin 

if (isAUcCONvERGETVALVE(QECE1ement) = TRUE) then 
begin 

NewiaMSElement); 
aMSElementA.Element := QECElemen1.m ELEMENT: 

end; 
end; 

end; 
for Counter := 0 to TMD1ChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).C0m1~)nmU.i~t~C0~nt-l do . . 
begin 

QECElement := T M D 1 C h i l d W i " ( A c t i v e M D I C h i l d ) . C o m p o n e n t L i ~ ,  
if QECElement.m_Type = 'CONVERGkWATER' then 



if (isWATERCONVERGETVALVWQECElemen1) = TRUE) then 
begin 

New(aMSElemen1); 
aMSElementA.E.kment := QECElementm-ELEMENT; 
aMSElemenl'Flag : = m o t h ;  
m-MASSFLOWSEQUMCE.Add(aMSElemen1); 
Semheackwar&buble(QECElement); 

end; 
end; 

end; 
end; 

end; 

............................................................... 
('NAME: ReportMassFlowSequenee *> 
( *  DESC: Report the sequence of elements as contained in the *) 
( *  -snow S ~ ~ W ~ C Z  *)  
............................................................... 

procedure TM~sflowQEC.ReportMassFIowSequence; 
var 

Counter : Integer; 
aMSElement : PMASSSEQUMCERecord: 

begin 
with MainFom do 
begin 

for Counter := 0 to m~MASSFLOWSEQUMCECoun1-l do 

end; 
end; 

end; 

.............................................................. 1 
('NAME: SolveSyrtemSpeeialFlowCasel *) 
(*******....**l*.*....**(tt.lt........l..-l...t.t.-...(.l.tl..lt.*.*.********.I***'***.*.****,*..**,* 1 
procedure TMassBowQEC.SolveSystemSpeci~iFIowCasel(~ : TimeType); 
Yar  

Counter : Integer; 
&Element : TElementQEC; 

begin 
with MainFon do 
begin 
for Counfer := 0 to TMDIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).ComponentLi~t-I do 
begin 

QECElement = TMDIChildWin(ActiveMD1Child).ComponentListfIfems[Counter]; 
if QECElement.m_Type ='DAM' then 
begin 

if irDAMSETFLOW(QECElement) = TRUE then 
begin 

aElement := TDmQEC(QECElement).DmDE.ctWATERwDUT.GetMD, 
QECElement.blntemalMassflou(aTime, fffonuard); 
if (aE1ement.m-Type = 'VALVE') or 

(aElement.m_Type = 'MANUALVALVE') or 
(aElement.m_Type ='DIVU(GE:WATER') or 
(aElement.m_Type ='PUMP') then 

begin 
aElementDoInfemalM~ssflow(aTime, fRpecial); 

end 
else 
begin 
aElement.DolntemalMassflou(aTime, ffFonvard); 

end; 
if (aElementm-Type = 'D1VERGE:WATER') then 
begin 

SearchFonvardshubleSyskmSpecialFlowCarel( aTime, aElement); 
end 
else 
begin 

SearchFonvardsSingleSysfemSpe~ialFlowCasel( aTime, aElement); 
end; 

end; 
if isDAMSETFLOWOVEWLOW(QECElement) = TRUE then 
begin 

if TDamQEC(QECElement).DarnDE.ctWATER~OVERFWW~OUT o nil then 



begin 
aElement := TDamQEC(QECElement).DamDE.nWATERROVEWLOWWOUT.GeEND, 
QECElementhlntemalMarsflow(aTime. meset); 
SearchFolwardrSingl~aEIemenf): 

end; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
end: 

end: ............................................................... 
{' NAME: SolveSyatemSpecialFlowCase2 '1 
............................................................... 

procedure TMassflowQECSolveSystemSpecialFlowCase2(aTime : TimeType); 
var 

Counter : Integer; 
aElement : TElementQEC; 

begin 
with MamForm do 
begin 
for Counter := 0 to TMDIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).C~mponentList~Cout-l do 
begin 

QECElement := TMDIChildWin(AcuveMDIChild).Comp~nentList.Items[Counter]; 
if QECElementm-Type ='DAM' then 
begin 

if isDAMSETFLOWOVEWLOW(QECElement) = TRUE then 
begin 

if TDamQEC(QECElement).DamDE.efWATERWOVEWLOWWOUT 0 nil then 

end; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
end; 

end: 

Counter Integer; 
aMSElement : PMASSSEQUENCEReeord; 

begin 
with MainFom do 
begin 

for Counter := 0 to m-MASSFLOWSEQUENCECount-l do 

aMSElement = m MASSFI OWSTQI LNCT Ilcm~[Counler]. 
QLCElcment - T M D I C ~ ~ I J W I ~ ( A C U V ~ M D I C ~ I I ~ I  Componcnu st IVmlaMSElcmenl" Element] 
Ql:CI.lr.mr.nr l)olntemalMarr!lou~ a1 m e ,  aMSElemcnlA Flag) 

end: 
end; 

end; 

............................................................... 

( *  NAME: SolveMassFlow 
( *  DESC: Praeedureealls the MASSFLOWSEQUENCE and it then run*) 
* the elemens DalntemalMarrFlowStlte. *I 
.............................................................. I 
procedure TMarsflowQEC.SolveMasrFlow( aTime : TimeType); 
var 

Iteratiom : Integer, 
begin 

wilh MalnFom do 
begin 

for Iterations := 1 to m-MASSFLOWITERATIONS do 
begin 

SolveSvstemFlow(aTime): 
end; 
SolveSystemSpecialFlowCasel @Time); 
SolveSystemSpecialFlowCase2(aTime); 



end; 
end; 

; hAMI. VSIIJJICM&AYA 'I 
sSDtSC Check Marrflou Halance orcr rclflo~ ecmenls '. ............................................................... 

Counter : Lnteger, 
aMSElement : PMASSSEQUENCERecord; 
Balanee : Bwlean; 

begin 
with MainForm do 
begin 

for Counter:= I to m_MASSFLOWITERATIONS + I do 
begin 

SolveSystedow(aTime); 
end; 
Balance :=TRUE; 
for Counter := 0 to m_MASSFLOWSWUENCE.Count-l do 
begin 

aMSElement := m_MASSFLOWSEQUMCE.ltems[Counter]; 
QECElement := TMDIChildWin(ActiveMDIChild).ComponentListfItems[aMSEIement".EIement1; 
if QECElement.m_Type = 'PUMP' then 
begin 

if TPumpQEC(QECElement).PwnpDE.ctWATER~IN.GefMarsFlow @Time) <> 
T P u m p Q E C ( Q E C E l e m e n t ) . P u m p D E . c t W A T E R _ O U T . G ~ i m e  then 
Balance :=FALSE; 

end 
else 
if QECElementm Type = 'VALVE' then _ ~ 

begin 
if TValveQEC(QECElement)ValveDE.ctWATER~IN.GetMassFIow @Time) 
TV~~~~QEC(QECE~~~~~~).V~IY~DE.C~WATER~OUT.O~~~SSFIO~(~T~~) then 
Balance :=FALSE; 

end 
else 
if QECElement.m_Type = 'MANUALVALVE' then 
begin 

if TManualValveQEC(QECElement).ManuaIVaI~eDE.~tWATER~M~GetMa~sFlow (aTime) o 
T M a n u a l V a l v @ E C ( Q E C E l e m e n t ) . M a n u a l V ~ )  then 
Balance :=FALSE; 

end; 
if QECElement.m_Type = 'FAN' then 
begin 

if TFanQEC(QECElement).FanDE.CtAIRIRIN.GetMarsFIow @Time) <, 
TFanQEC(QECElement).FanDE.~tA111~OUT.GefMa~Row(aTim) then 
Balance :=FALSE; 

end 
else 
if QECElement.m_Type ='DAMPER' then 
begin 

if TDmpe@EC(QECElement).DamperDE.cfAIR_IN.GetM~~~FIow(aTime) <> 
~mpe@EC(QECElement).D~mperDE.~tA~~OUT.GetMa~~FI~~aTime)then 
Balance :=FALSE: 

end: 
end, 
if Balance = TRUE lhen 

Rsult :=TRUE 
else 

Result :=FALSE; 
end; 

end; 

1. KAME Des~u)MarrHouSqueni-~ .I 
,.DESC krlro)r md free MASSkI.OWSEQIIFNCI llrl - 1  ............................................................... 
destructor TMarstlowQEC.Destroy; 
var 

Counter : Integer; 
aMSElement : PMASSSEQUENCERecord; 

begi" 
lnheriled Destroy; 



for Counter := 0 to m-MASSFLOWSEQUmCECount-l do 
begin 

aMSElement := m_MASSFLOWSEQUMCE.Items[Counter]; 
Dispose(aMSElement); 

cnd- 

end, 
end. 



APPENDIX C 

TELKOM DATA BUILDING SYSTEM SPECIFICATION 



The following tables display the detailed breakdown of the energy cost of each retrofit. 

Evaporative cooler 

Return air economiser cycle 

ACTIVE 

MAXIMUM DEMAND 

TOTAL 

ACTIVE 

MAXIMUhl DERIAND 

TOTAL 

Setpoint setback 

TOTAL (R) 

952 100 

592 920 

1 540 020 

SUMMER (R) 

563 100 

399 180 

1 852 270 

SUMMER (R) 

655 667 

407 101 

1 062 768 

ACTIVE 

MAXIhlUhl DEMAND 

TOTAL 

Fan scheduling 

WINTER (R) 

299 010 

195 740 

492 750 

ACTIVE 

MAXIMUhl DEMAND 

TOTAL 

WINTER (R) 

290 529 

187 993 

478 552 

SUMMER (R) 

639 373 

407 144 

1 046 517 

TOTAL (R) 

946 196 

595 094 

1541 290 

SUMMER (R) 

637 472 

407 144 

1 045 325 

WIKTER (R) 

291 467 

193 721 

485 158 

TOTAL (R) 

930 840 

600 865 

1 53 1 705 

WINTER (R) 

293 151 

193 721 

488 522 

TOTAL (R) 

930 623 

603 224 

1 533 847 



Chillers and fan scheduling 

ACTIVE 

MAXIMUM DEMAh'D 

TOTAL 

Economiser, evaporative cooler, light scheduling, setpoint setback 

ACTIVE 

MAXIhlUM DEhIAND 

TOTAL 

Economiser, evaporative cooler, light scheduling, fan and chiller scheduling 

SUMMER (R) 

619 213 

407 853 

1 027 066 

ACTIVE 

hlAXIhlUh1 DEhlAND 

TOTAL 

First floor 

SUMMER (R) 

598 759 

400 164 

998 923 

ACTIVE 

hlAXIhlUh1 DEMAND 

TOTAL 

WINTER (R) 

283 787 

195 371 

479 158 

SUMMER (R) 

580 903 

460 149 

981 052 

TOTAL (R) 

903 000 

603 224 

1 506 224 

WINTER (R) 

273 489 

192 436 

465 925 

SUMMER (R) 

620 475 

377 216 

997 69 1 

TOTAL (R) 

872 248 

592 600 

1 437 916 

WINTER (R) 

264 269 

192 595 

456 864 

TOTAL (R) 

845 172 

592 744 

1 437 916 

WINTER (R) 

285 705 

182 563 

468 268 

TOTAL (R) 

906 180 

559 779 

1 465 959 



Ground floor 

ACTIVE 

MAXIMUM DEMAND 

TOTAL 

Combined retrofits with setpoint setback 

ACTIVE 

MAXIMUM DEMAND 

TOTAL 

Combined retrofits, with fan and chiller scheduling 

SUMMER (R) 

623 321 

379 909 

1 003 230 

ACTIVE 

hIASIMUM DEMAND 

TOTAL 

SUMMER (R) 

477 729 

324 304 

802 03 1 

WINTER (R) 

286 557 

183 952 

470 309 

SUMMER (R) 

961 378 

326 645 

788 023 

TOTAL (R) 

909 878 

563 661 

1 473 539 

W'INTER (R) 

218 185 

154 456 

372 641 

TOTAL (R) 

695 912 

478 760 

1 174672 

WINTER (R) 

208 679 

156 498 

365 175 

TOTAL (R) 

670 055 

483 143 

1 153 198 



a*.. ... ROOF .... 

9TH 21.1 'C 20.5 'C 21.4 'C 21.7 'C 19.5 'C 20.6 'C 
CAMPUS 

PPR BLDING 

CTL BUILDING 
. . ,," " , . v,;s;,y 

::,. ?: u*8-MT:;!,$:.; 
:,:.,q: .:< ...r,y;';!l::!,,, 

;;;, ,.$, .,!. ,:.,,':;~!.<,, b.,;.!;. 
. ' . , . . ,,. ::ur~"u,J:$'~. : 
...... ................. . . . . : . . .  .d,lUi:!. 



COND PUMP 1 OVLD 
o r r  

COND PUMP 1 OVLD 
OFF 

CTFAN1 

CT FAN 2 
ON 
(1729.63 HI 

DATA ROOF CHILLERS 

CT FAN 3 
OFF 
3197.13 Hr 

24.1 'C 

i .. .._,................-. . .,",",, > ......... ii...iiiii...i ..iii.i..i.i..i.i.i. i.i...i ,.",*,-..,,, 
OINT 12.21 'C SET POINT 13.00 'C S E l  POINT 12.21.C - 

OVLD OFF ., 

2,. ...... 3 : ....... 
0VI.O OFF i 

. 
10.00 VOLTS 

SECND 6 
9999.00 sec 

. g : r r  
,.:.:,. .: :.-3 .: .... i".':lli. . ? .  

LIIU HEATING OUTPUT :.:!+&$% 
EATING 
ORMAL data-main2 
ONE 



CHILLER 2 



DATA LG AHU I 

DAMPERS 
8.81 VOLTS 

A1 R OA VELOCITY 
0.12 MSEC 

OA M L  SP 
1.70 MSEC 





DATA LG AHU 3 





CT FAN t 

I I l 3 C 0 1  
orr 

. . . . . . . - 
-. . - ._ . -.. 

1 
SECND 6 DATA ROOF CHILLERS 9 9 9 9 . 0 0 ~ ~ ~  

OUTSIDETEMP 

2215.60 ltr 10.9 'C 

I13HTG 
HEATING 

I. 100.0 % 

I 
113C02 
OFF 

. . .  ... . . ...... .. 



DATA GROUND FLOOR 
...... w .. .xyi2p ................................................... ...,..... ;w*xm 

-.A,.. 

..I . . .  1.. I. 

WATER DETECTION 
NORMAL 
OFF 

UFLOOR PRESSURE1 (-9 "i - 
.... NORMAL UFLOOR PRESSURE2 UFLOOR PRESSURE4 ..,.. 

3.37 Pa 17.42 Pa .:,:. 
... 0.61 Pa I ... 21.82'C ' .  
., 

SERVER ROOM 

OFFICE AREA 
UFLOOR PRESSURE3 
3.84 Pa 

DATA GROUND 
FIRE ALARM 
NORMAL 
NONE 
OFF 



APPENDIX D 

KOPANANG SYSTEM SPECIFICATION AND CASE STUDY 



Data for surface plant 
.. 

Chilled water gencrator 

Ewporator nrrd Condenser 

1)escription 
Inlct wstcr tcnlpcraturc 
Outlct wntcr tcn~pcmturc 
Tubc wntcr vclocity 
Design flow ratc 
Didgn prcswrc drop 
Ev;~~mrntor/Coi~dcc~scr tcmpcrnturc 

3 14 kl'a (abs.) 784 kPa (abs) 

Kvnporntor 
8.65 "C 
3 OC 
2.95 ndscc. 
253 Vscc. 
200  kl'a 
0.5 "C 

Condcnscr 
24 "C 
27.86 O C  

1.89 ndscc. 
440 Vscc. 
29 kPn 
3 1.9 O C  



Cooling Towers 

Evnporafor coolirrp towcr 

This is for two, two cell lowers in scrics, data following k i n g  for one, two cell lowcr, unless 
noted lo the contrary. 

CoolL~p Towrr 

blako 
I h i y  UP 
A n ~ l ~ i c n t  \Vh. 
llccirculntio~~ r~llorvnncc 
Towcr inlct wb. 
l'owcr inlct db. 
Air i~tnss flow r ~ l t c  (per ccll 
Air volun~c flow riltc 
Air vclocily in towcr 
1)csign w t c r  inlct t c r ~ ~ p c r n t u r c  
1)csign water outlct tc~nj)cr*turc ( t int  stngc) 
Cnlcul;ltctl wntcr outlcl tcn~pcrnlurc  (sccol~tl 

IIanlnlon Sobcllco 
87.5 kl'a 
1SCC 
1.5 'C 
19.5 'C 
28 'C 
29S.8 kg I scc. 
300 m'I SCC. (28 1 19.5) 
2.33 m 1 scc. 
27 OC 
21S0C 
20.49 OC 

st;1gc) 
\ V ~ ~ l c r  flow rate 
\V;~tcr Ionding 

360 I 1 SCC. 

1.43 I lscc. 1111' 

Makc 
hlodcl 
Ill:~tlc nintcrial 
In~pcllcr  tlinnlctcr 
Ntlnll~cr of bhdcs  
I:IIII rotalional spccd 
Fit11 totnl lrcnd,(scn lcvcl) 

Jan~cs  Ilowdm 
24 El's 4 
1:111' 
7.3 I:) 

4 
- 

1.5 1i7. 
10s I'a 
17= 



Thij is  pcr con+nscr tower. 

' I'xck type 
Shcct thicknas 
1)istnncc hhveen sllccts 
h'umbcn of laycrs of pack 
Hcigl~t orpack laycr 
I'nck q - 
l'nck 2. - 

MunZs%10/19, lhcntwood IiII 
4 rnm 
22.5 mm 
3 
400 mm 
- 0.64 
1.40 

h l k c  
Dnigrl Dl' 
At111ic11t IYb. 
1~cci1~cul~tion allownncc 
l'owcr inlct wl). 
Torvcr inlct db. 
Air wtss flow rnlc 
Ai r  ~ o l u t t ~ c  flow nttc 
Air vclocily i n  t o w r  
1)csigtr wntcr illlet tc~apcrnturc 
1)csijill watcr outlet tcr~tpcrnturc 
\\';ltcc. sitlc duly 
\\'alcr flow ratc 
Drift loss' 

I ; \mr;~lion rate 
lllccd rate - 
\Y:~kr lo;111i11g 

DIl Tl~cr~nal 
87.5 kl'a 
18 O C  

0.5 'C 
18.5 "C 
28 O C  

266.67 kg I scc. 
2GS 111'1 scc. (28 1 19.5) 
1.83 111 1 scc. - .~-. 
27.86 OC 

24 "C 
7110kW 
440 llscc. /mZ 
0.09 I 1 SCC. 
3.269 I1 SCC. 
0.82 I lscc. 
3 l 1 scc.1 1n2 



hlakc 
hlodcl nunthcr 
Spccd ratio 

n ~ r l k  nir-conlittp lnrvcrs 
Tllcsc valucs arc oncc ngnin tltc vnlucs for whicl~ tl~c cquipn~cnt was dcsigncd for, no actunl 
values arc kcpt on rccord for tlic specific in for t~~nt io~~.  

llilnscn 
RNE 24 
8.9 

h c k  tvpc 
Silcct thickness 
1)istnncc bchvccn sllccts 
Nu~t~lrcrs of li~ycrs o f p ~ c k  
Ilcigl~t of pack hycr 
l'nck TI 

I'l~ck?. ,. 

'Jhis is for tllc totel ofnl l  tllrcc cclls togch!r, unless 11olcd lo thc contrary. 

Film - Dig six asbestos sheet 
6 n m  
50 inrn 
2 
920 n m  
- 0.59 
1 .42 

hl:~l;c 
I ) i s i g ~ ~  1i1' 
A111I)icnl N I L  

I l a ~ ~ ~ n i o n  Sobclico 
87.5 kPi~ 
18°C 

Ikxircul;~li~~fi nllowa~~cc - 
'J'owcr il~lcl wlr. 
Towcr i111ct dl]. 
Air nlass flow r;~lc (lot:~l) - 
Air volunlc flow retcs (loti~l) 

$ (28  118.5) 
J ( 7 1 7 )  
c) Avcrt~gr - 
Avcricgc vrlucily ill toivcrs 
I)csi,qlt w t c r  inlet ~ C I I I I I C ~ H ~ I I ~ C  

I)isigr~ outlct :~ir  t c~~~ l i c ra tu rc  
Air sidc tlut!. 
Gwcrrd loss~llo,wncc - 
\\';~lcr side duly - 
\\'atcr flow r w ~ o l ; ~ l  ) 
\V;ttcr l o : ~ ~ l i ~ i ~  - -- 

0.5 "C 
18.5 "C 
28 "C 
726.9 k& I scc. 

730.6 n1' Iscc. 
675 nlJI scc. 
702.8 I n131 scc. 
6.97 111 1 scc. 
3.5 O C  

7 "C 
23696.94 k\Y 
1569 kW 
25265.93 k\\' 
750 I 1 scc 
-iTizzm 



Pack characterisiics 

-, 
rack  type 
Shcet thickness ' 

Distance bchveen sheets 
Numbcn of layers of pack 
1ici:ht of pack layers 
Pack rl 
Pack 1. 

h h k c  
hlodcl number 
I3ladc material 
In~pcllcr tlirn~ctcr 
Nun~bcr  of bl;tdcs 
1:nn rotntional spcccl 
Fan totnl 11cad 
I:nn ol)crsting I~latlc pitch 

I k u l a n g u l ~  cross-scclion and top vicn' 
Onc rcclnngul.~ cross-scclion 2 1 d  top view 

Mudis C10119 
4 mm . '. 
20 mm 
8 
400 mm 
- 0.5 I 
2.2 1 

James llowdcn 
1200 12.5536 13061 
tIA9S 
3.061 m 
8 
10.2 1 I z  
495 Pa 
61" 

I)cscrilition 
K I I I I I I J ~  of ~ ~ I I I I S  

C h p : ~ c i t ~  (\ 'O~IIIIIC) 
Cu~rs t ruc ( io~~  
0 1 1 l d c  roof cvlol~r 
Ilt~rimntnl surhcc nrnl  

Concrclc 
No roof 
440.22 III' 

Scc "Alrpc~ldis 6" 
0;lc 
91GS.255 111' 

Cnr~crctc constrc~ctiori ns sccn in nppctldis G 
Crciu~i 
2037.39 ru' 



hlakc 
. hlodcl numhcr 
Cnpasity 
I lcnd 
hlin. nllorvablc NPSlI  
In~pcllcr  s i x  
h1:ix. cusin:, impcllcr size 
9 sspccd 
Alrsorbcd p w c r  (operating IT ) 
A1)sorl)cd powcr ( r u n  out ) 
hlotor pinvcr 

M & P  
300 /350 /BLE 
440 I lsec. 
255118 Pa 
744 19 PII 
328 nini 
381 mrn 
1480 rpni 
131 k\V 
138 k\V 
150 k\L1 

hlnkc 
hlotlcl nun~bcr  

m l x s i t y  
1lc;ltl 
blitt. nllorvsblcNI'S11 
In~pcllcr  sizc 
hl:ts. c;isi~!ji i ~ ~ ~ p c l l c r  s i x  - 
l'tltll~l s11clKI 
Al~sorl)cd power (opcralit~g 1 1 ' )  - 
AlaorLwl porvcr ( IYIII out ) 
blotor l~orvcr 

tvl & I' 
250 1300 1111.1 
253 I lscc. 
305041 I'n 
G75611';i 
362 ninl 
390 nim 
1480 rpni 
9S.G k\Y 
93.25 kW - 
I I 0  k\V 

hl;lkc 
hlodcl r ~ u t ~ i l ~ c r  
Cupncity 
Jlcad 
hlin. nllownblc NI'SII 
lr;~pcllcr size 
hl:ls. cnsitlg inlpcllcr si7x 

-1 spccd 
Absorbcd lmivcr (opxilting I?') 
Absorl)cd poircr ( rtt11 out ) 
hlolor porvcr 

hI & I' 
35014001DLE 
3GOlscc. 
141337 Pn 
34000P.! 
460 nini 
54G mr;i 
750 rpnl 
59 k\!' 
6.1 k\\' 
75 k\\' 



Data for rttitrc waferp@e qysfenz 

Underground dan~s  

Clrillrd w&r dnttr 138 Levell 

I) lucriptio~~ 
El:llic and ruodcl 
In~pcllcr  diarnctcr 
h 'uml~cr  of l~urnps  (111 parallel) 
h ' u ~ r ~ l ~ c r  ofstages 11cr punql N i w  
I '~ I I I I I I  Ilcbhl 1 15'4 7J  r,l 

1)cscription 
Kurnbcr o l d n n u  
Cnpacity (Volunw) 
Depth undcrsurlacc 

I)cscriptior~ 
h 'un~bcr  oldnncs 
Q~pacity (\'olun~c) 
1)cpth u ~ ~ t l c r s c ~ r f i ~ c c  

Cylindrical top vicw (lorn dia. €2 30.48111 high) 
2 
2393.9 n~.'/dm i.c. 4787.8 n? tolal 
1 158.23 nl 

3'3 I laulngc; 80'84 nl 
Onc 
U t ~ k n o w ~ ~  cnpncily duc to nlud build-up 
1 158.24 111 

w 1 1 i o 1 1  
-hl :~kc n11t1 model 
1111pcIlcr d i i ~ ~ ~ ~ c t c r  
h'u1111~cr O ~ ~ I I I I I I I I S  (111 II:I~IIIIL'~) 
h'ulllllcr ufsl;1gcr pet. ~ l U I I I [ l  - 
I ' I IIIIII  11ci;hI -..- -. 

S u l m  32117.5 
Sulzcr 32117.5 
340 111111 

4 (I:lcc.~ricnlly drivw, 2000 k\V n ~ o ~ o r )  -- 
Nir~c 
1 121.76 111 . ----- _ _ ._ . . . . . 



This is  for onc turbinc only. 

1)escription 
.\Vntcr flow 
IVnIcr I~cigllt 
I'orvcr gcncrntiotl 

Sulrcr turbine 
Daign: 175 Vs Aclud: 210 Vs 
1158.24 
1732 kW 






